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Abstract 
ARNOLD J • 1'-iEM,ING 
Under the supervision of Professor Robert M. Dimi t 
This research study developed from a continuing interest by the 
writer in the various factors associated with student college persist­
ence and stability of program choice. Institutio�s of higher learning 
are becoming increasingly concerned in these times of declining enroll­
ments about the need for greater congruence between institutional 
planning and the services provided to the potential and enrolled student 
body. Relationships between selected (1) socioeconomic, academic, and 
self concept variables and (2) college persistence and stability of 
program choice were investigated in this study. 
The research was centered around the view of the self as a 
phenomenal self. Reference group theory was the basic theoretical 
orientation utilized as a systematic approach to deal with the problem 
of the concept of the self as it is influenced by groups in the social 
environment. Such concepts as normative and comparative reference 
groups, negative and positive reference groups, and anticipatory sociali­
zation were very helpful in analyzing the results obtained in the study. 
The three sample population groups of the study consisted of 1.51 
students who changed college within South Dakota State University for the 
fall semester of 1972, 91 students who withdrew during the 1972 fall term, 
and a random sample of 256 students who persisted in enrollment and had 
not changed college, All of the 498 students included in the study were 
full-tine undergraduate students at South Dakota State University, 
The Clinical form of the Tennessee Self Concept Scale was used 
to coll ect selected self concept data on the various student groups. 
The writer updated and revised Warner's Index of Status Characteristics 
for use as the instrument to determine social class standing of students 
included in this study. Various other socioeconomic and academic data 
were also obtained on the sample groups. 
A chi square test was used when nominal scale variables were 
cross-classified, The least squares analysis of variance and a step-
wise multiple regression procedure were used when the required assumptions 
for these tests could be satisfied, The level of significance was set at 
the ,05 level and research hypotheses were put into null form for testing. 
Conclusions were as foll ows& 
1. Social class standing of students at South Dakota State 
University was not found to be significantly related to (1) �tability of 
program choice. or (2) persistence of enrollment. Seventy-nine per cent 
of the students came from middle class homes (Classes III or IV). 
2. The average ACT composite score and GPA for students with­
drawing from South Dakota State University were significantly lower than 
for students who persisted in enrollment or changed col lege. 
J. The TSCS holds little promise for use in predicting (1) chang­
ing, persisting, or withdrawing enrollment, or (2) social cl ass standing 
of students. Significant differences were obtained between social class 
standing and the TSCS variables of Identity, Behavior, Family Self and 
Social Self. 
4. College persistence and stability of program choice were not 
significantly related to size of the student's.graduating class, size of 
home communi tJ, or having a high school counselor. 
5. Significant relationships were found between subjective esti­
mates of social class standirig and objective estimates of social class, 
6. The null hypotheses of no difference in educational and 
occupatioLal aspirations among changers, persisters and withdrawers were 
rejected. Significant differences were also obtained for the three sam­
ple groups between the educational and occupational levels of parents 
and aspiration levels of students. 
7, Multi-factor approaches to measuring social class are more 
reliable than single factor methods. 
8. Increased knowledge of academic and socioeconorr�c charac­
teristics of students is imperative for implementing effective measures 
to attract and retain students. 
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INTROOO CTI ON 
The general public has shown an increasing interest in higher 
education and there has been a growing number of studies of colleges and 
universities which have emphasized the need for comprehensive informa­
tion about the typical college student and about the variation in 
students or student bodies among institutions. McConnell and Heist,1 
Astin,2 and others have studied student characteristics and have made it 
increasingly clear that American colleges attract extremely diverse 
groups. Various surveys have revealed great student differences in edu­
cational and vocational goals, family background, attitudes and values. 
There is a need for greater congruence between institutional 
planning and student potentials for learning, growth and achievement. 
The range of student differences among colleges on almost any charac­
teristic studied emphasizes this need for planning. An individual's 
sense of personal identity and his identification of himself with other 
persons and groups seems best understood in the light of his history of 
social reinforcements. He tends to identify himself in some degree with 
those individuals and groups that have been influential in shaping his 
expectations. 
1T. R. McConnell and Paul Heist, "The Diverse College Student 
Population," Nevitt Sanford ed. The American College (New York: 
John Wiley, 1962) , pp. 225-252. 
2Alexander W. Astin, "A Re-Examination of College Productivity," 
Journal of Educational Psychology, LII (June, 1961), pp. 173-178. 
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Many students who are about to enter some college or university 
have a very meager knowledge of the institution. Feldman and Newcomb3 
have made a very comprehensive survey of the research that has been com­
pleted on entering college age youth. Some of the research they have 
reviewed presents evidence that a good many high school counselors know 
little more than students about the characteristics and aims of most col­
leges. Riesman and Jencks4 have contended that this lack of information 
on the part of many high school students and counselors results from the 
fact that colleges themselves do not do all they might to inform the pub­
lic about themselves and to clear up certain kinds of mistaken imagesa 
As competitive free enterprises, individual colleges have not 
been willing or able to do much in the way of clarification. Their 
catalogues are seldom designed to help the high school student 
distinquish one institution from another, or tell what any of them 
are like • • • •  A few colleges have attempted to project usable 
information into the hands of applicants by such devices as sup­
plying the high schools with College Board scores of entering 
freshmen • • • • But the majority of colleges have feared that 
this, or any other form of honesty, would be misunderstood or 
misused by the applicants ••• 
It would then appear that students do differential ly select 
themselves into--and are differentially selected by--different kinds of 
colleges. The intel lectual ability and the socioeconomic background of 
the student are important aspects of this selectivity. 5 Several studies 
are reviewed in.Chapter II dealing with this differential sel ection. 
3Kenneth A. Feldman and Theodore M. Newcomb, The Impact of 
College on Students (San Francisco, Jessey-Bass Inc. , 1969). 
4David Riesman and Christopher Jencks, 'The Viabil ity of the 
American College," Nevitt Sanford ed. The American College {New Yorks 
John Wiley, 1962), p. 111. 
5Feldrnan and Newcomb, Impact of Col l ege, p. 115. 
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Statement of the Problem 
This research has developed from a continuing interest by the 
writer in various factors associated with student college persistence 
and stability of program choice. Various academic and aptitude factors 
have been studied in this respect but very little investigation has been 
done relating social stratification factors and the self concept to col­
lege persistence and stability of program choice. The individual from 
birth on is put into a social situation where both the quality of nur­
turance and the type of childhood experiences may establish expecta­
tions, relative to the good will and dependability of other persons, 
that last through adult life. Stogd.1116 has stated thats 
•• • Initial reinforcements exert stronger effects than 
later reinforcements, and since strongly reinforced desirability 
estimates appear to be resistant to extinction, it seems reason­
able to accept as valid the conclusions of clinical observers 
who report that enduring pattems of behavior and belief are 
fixed early in childhood. Many of the child's eXJ)ectations are 
set by the training and treatment he receives in the home. Other 
expectations are acquired in the classroom, on the playground, 
and in other social situations. 
In recent years, considerable evidence has been accumulating 
that American communities do show a definite class structure. Pursuing 
the class concept further, considerable evidence appears that this con­
cept has important implications for college bound student�. ? Class 
_characteristics and certain aspects of self concept are not inherent in 
people--they are learned in and out of school, and they are practiced in 
�alph M •. Stogdill, Individual Behavior and Grou Achievement 
(New Yerka Oxford University Press, 19.59 ·, p. 7.5. 
7Leona E. Tyler,' The Psychology. of Individual Differences 
(New York: Appleton-Century-Crofts, Inc. , 19.56), p. 310. 
social experience. Two general conclusions Tyler8 derived from such 
empirical studies of communities as "Yankee City," " Oldtown," and 
"Elmtown" are appropriate as basic tenets for this research study. 
4 
First, wherever a thorough empirical study of the manner in which people 
in a community regard each other has been made, it shows some sort of 
class differentiation. Second, economic factors of occupation and income 
seem to be involved in all of these distinctions; other criteria, such 
as membership in clubs or organizations and religious affiliation, enter 
into them with different weights in different places. 
This study will seek to examine two groups of independent vari­
ables& (1) selected social stratification variables and, (2) selected 
self concept variables. The two dependent variables will be college pe� 
sistence and stability of program choice. Specifically, these variables 
will be examined in respect to those students who withdraw from college 
as opposed to those that persist, and between those students who change 
their program of study in college as opposed to those who do not. Var­
ious comparisons and descriptions of selected socioeconomic variables will 
also be made on the groups included in this study. Does the stratifica­
tion system of our society with the attitudes, behavior patterns, and 
styles of l ife of the social classes affect student decisions in college? 
·Importance of the Problem 
The high incidence of change of program by college ·students and 
the general l ack of substantial knowledge about this phenomenon suggests 
8Ibid., p. 310. 
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that this is an area worthy of investigation. For example, Pierson9 
has reported that 70 per cent of the Michigan State University seniors 
changed from their original division or college of enrollment. Records 
of change of �ogram for the Fall terms of 1970 and of 1971 at South 
Dakota State University as s hown in Appendix C would indicate that this 
is also a significant area of concern at this institution. 
Empirical and experimental data demonstrate a direct relation­
ship between the child's self concept and (1) his manifes t  behavior, 
(2) perceptions, and (3) academic performance.10 Information pertain­
ing to the relationships that may or may not exist between social class 
and self concepts has many educational implications. Counselors, orien­
tation directors, and various planners of curriculums now utilizing 
achievement and aptitude data on students will find s ocial stratifica­
tion data a useful supplement in program planning. 
At the present time there is relatively little, if any, social 
s tratification data collected and put into summary form on students at 
South Dakota State University. Additionally, it is very difficult to 
find an instrument that is appropriate for arriving at the estimated 
family social class standings of students at mid-western colleges and 
universities. Hopefully this study will also make a contribution in 
these areas so that further research may be conducted which will include 
9Rowland R. Pierson, "Changers of Majors by University Students," 
Personnel and Guidance Journal, XL (January, 19 62), pp. 458-61. 
10wallace D. Labenne and Bert I. Greene, Educational Implica­
tions of Self Concept Theory (California, Goodyear Publishing Company, 
Inc., 1969), p. 24. 
due consideration of social stratification differences among students. 
Objectives of the Study 
The following broad objectives were established as guidelines 
for this research& 
1. Investigation of the social class backgrounds of the stu­
dents that attend South Dakota State University . 
2. Examination of such differences as may exist in social 
class standing of students that persist in college attendance compared 
to those students who voluntarily withdraw from college. 
J. Examination of such differences as may exist in social 
class standing of students that do not change their program of study 
compared to those students who do make such a change of program. 
6 
4. To ascertain whether self concept differences exist between 
those students that persist in college attendance compared to those 
students who voluntarily withdraw from college. 
5. To ascertain whether self concept differences exist between 
those students who do not c hange their program of study compared to 
those students who do make such a change of program. 
6. To interrelate the research findings and analysis with a 
reference group theoretical orientation to facilitate the use of the 
·findings as well as indicate possible areas of future research. 
Definition of Terms 
The study of social stratification is concerned witha (1) the 
differences in the prestige enjoyed by individuals, (2) the various 
7 
degree s  of occupational opportunities available to membe rs of social 
groups, and ( 3) the differential rewards given to individuals by  virtue 
of their ascribed status ancestry, inhe rited we alth, or favore d e thnic 
11 
affiliation. From occupations Ame rican sociologists are e spe cially 
prone to i nfer social standing, wealth, style of life , powe r, and 
authority .  
Chinoy has described the major dimensions of social stratifi­
cation as consisting of class, status, and powe r.12 Social class as 
used in this study will refe r to a numbe r of persons sharing a common 
position in the e conomic orde r. This common position is in the context 
of economic, social, and political pe rspectives. The multidimensional 
approach to class phenomena in this social class definition enhances 
the possibility of recognizing the range of alternative factors in 
stratifi cation and their possible relationships and combinations. 
Self concept, as it is generally used in the professional 
lite rature , is  a group of fee lings and cognitive proce sses which are 
infe rred from observed or manifest behavior. A more formal definition 
used by Labenne1 3 and to be used in this study , defines the self concept 
as the pe rson' s total appraisal of his appearance , background and 
llEly Chinoy , Socie ty& An Introduction to Sociology (New Yorks 
·McGraw-Hill Book Co. , i967) ,  p� 176 .  
12Ibid . , pp. 171-72 . 
13i,abenne , Se lf Concept The ory, p. 10. 
origins, ab il ities and resources, attitudes and fe elings whic h culminate 
as a di recting force in beh avior. 
C ollege persisters wil l be used througho ut this study t o  refer 
8 
to tho se students who have co ntinued their enroll ment with South Dakota 
State University and have given no indication that they plan to termi­
nate their enro llment before real izing their educat ional ob jectives. 
N on-persi sters (withdrawers) wil l refer to tho se students who voluntaril y 
withdrew thei r enrollment fro m  the University during the 1972 Fall term. 
Stabil ity of  progra m choice wil l be used thro ugho ut thi s study 
to refer to tho se students who have not changed f ro m  the college of 
their initia l enroll ment at the University at the time of this study . 
For a l ist of those changes t hat are consl dered changes of program for 
the purpo ses of this study see Appendix c .  
CHAP'IER I I  
REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
A review of literature revealed that there is a good deal of 
research reported which has application for the study of the _ variables 
to be examined in thi s research study. Youths who persisted in college, 
withdrew , or never attended--differed greatly in their descriptions of 
their families. College persisters were much more likely to report that 
even before they entered college, their parents had strongly encouraged 
them to attend.1 Academic and socioeconomic characteristics described 
in research studies pertaining to change of program and persi stence in 
college attendance will be reviewed in this chapter. By briefly 
reporting some of these related research studies, an overview will have 
been presented to allow the presentation of the theoretical orientation 
in Chapter III. 
General Characteristics of Student s 
Academic Characteristics 
One of the largest national samples of student characteristics 
was obtained by the American College Survey administered to freshmen 
students in thirty-one c;lleges in 1964 .
2 The results greatly extended 
lJames W. Trent and Leland L. Medsker, Beyond High School 
( San Francisco : Jessey-Bass Inc. , 1968 ) , p. 253 . 
2Clifford Abe, et al. , A Descri tion of American Colle e Fresh­
� ACT Research Reports No . 1 (.Narch, 196.5 • Fublished by American 
College Testing Program, Iowa City, Iowa. p ,  2. 
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the knowledge of the over-all diversity among college students and also 
made clear the implication that there is a college for almost every level 
of intellectual capa city. If a student so desires, he can find a college 
whose student body is at least congruent with many if not most of his 
personal tastes and needs. 3 Various research studies consider academic 
characteristics of students to include: (1 ) intellective data, includ­
ing intelligence and scholastic aptitude as measured by standardized 
tests; (2 ) previous academic performance and rank in high school class; 
and ( J) college grade point averages. 
Data from a study by Medsker and Trent4 indicated that 46 per 
cent of four-year college students and 72 per cent of the public univer­
sity student s come from the uppe r  tffo-fifths of their high school class. 
Only 25 per cent of the junior colleg� students were from the upper two­
fifths of their high school class in this study. A factor that has been 
studied extensively in regard to academic characteristics of students is 
their academic ability. Phearson5 found that 58 per cent of the high 
school graduates scoring in the top quarter on the Iowa Tests of Educa­
tional Development went to college. One-third of those in the next 
lowest quarter continued their education beyond high school. Twenty 
J!bid . , p. 56 � 
4Leland L. Medsker and J ames W. Trent, Factors Affecting Col lege 
Attendance of High School Graduates From Var ·i n� Soci oeconomi c and Abi l­
ity Leve ls. USOE Coop. Research Project N o. 438. _ Berkeley: Center 
For Research and Development in Higher Education, University of 
Californi a, 1965 ) ,  p. 71. 
%eo T. Phearson, .. Comparisons of High School Graduate s Who Go 
to College With Those �ho Do N ot," Journ al of Educational Psychol ogy, 
XL (November, 1949) , pp. 405-14. 
per cent scoring in the third highest quarter and only 10 per cent 
scoring in the lowest quarter went to college. 
11 
The ACT composite score , a measure of academic potential, shows 
great variability among various college s for both men and women .  The 
range of ACT means found in the study of 31 college s reported in the ACT 
Re search Report of 1965 was 2 , 3  standard deviations . Thi s range becomes 
all the more remarkable when it i s  noted that low-ranking Negro college s  
were not included among the thirty-one colleges studied . 6 
High school students who aspire to a college education, as  well 
as those who actually enroll in college, are not representative of all 
youths in  the same age group . According to Feldman and Newcomb, ? two of 
the most important determinants of sele ction are the level of intelli­
gence and socioeconomic background of the students .  The greater the 
high school student ' s  intellectual abilities and aptitude s ,  the more 
likely he i s  to want to go to college and the more likely he is  actually 
to attend. 
Many re searchers have stre ssed the diversity among students from 
college to college . The ACT Research Report of 1965 has pre sented infor­
��tion whi ch clearly sugge sts that students differ from college to col­
lege relatively little on about one-half of the de scriptive variables 
studied and that students di ffer a great deal on about the other half of 
the de scriptive variable s (1  to 2. 3 standard deviations) . 8 The particular 
6Abe , et  
7Feldman 
8Abe , e t  
al . ,  Ameri can College Fre shmen , 
and Newcomb , 
al. , American 
Impact of College , 
Coll ege Freshmen , 
p . 54 . 
p .  106 . 
p . 57 . 
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form that this variation among colleges takes is valu able for its impli­
cations for students and colleges. This report has also suggested that 
the extreme variation for a limited number of variables may represent 
one outcome of current admission policies and practices; that is, the 
most variable student characteristics are used both in the ad.mi ssion 
process and in student's self-selection of colleges. Such student 
characteristics include a student's academic achievement, conformity, 
leadership potential, language competency, home resources, and other 
similar· personal and background characteristics. 
Socioeconomic Characteristics 
The Harvard Report9 has yielded considerable information con­
cerning the socioeconomic characteristics of students prior to 1945 . 
With respect to social class this report stated that of eight per cent of 
the children in the upper class, 90 per cent entered college. By way of 
c�mparison, at the time of the study, the middl e class which contained 
about one-third of the children in society sent only 15 per cent to col­
lege. This Report further estimated that the lower class, while producing 
60 per cent of the children, sent only five per cent to college. 
Burton R. Clark1 0  investigated_ differences i n  the social class 
standings of students enrolled in various institutions by 1960 and 
reported a recent trend towards increased enrollment of lower economic 
9Report of . the Harvard Committee, General E ducation In a Free 
Society, (Harvard University Press, 1945) , p. 76.  
lOBurton R. Clark, The O en Door Colle ea A Case Stu 
(New Yorks McGraw Hill Book Co. , Inc. , 1960 , p. 54. 
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groups. He  found that whereas Cali fornia senior institutions showed a 
higher percentage of upper white collar families (87 per cent ) ,  San Jose 
Junior College showed an enrollment of 62 per cent from lower class 
families .  Mellinger1 1  reported an e xtraordinary figure of 9 6  per cent 
lower and l ower middle class students in his sample of entering fresh­
men at a public junior college. 
Some difficulty appears in e valuating studi es whi ch depend upon 
assigning individuals to various socioeconomic levels. Criteria for 
assignment are not always made explicit, nor are the criteria always 
comparable.12 Some recent studies have utilized the method of examining 
relationships of certain socioeconomic variable s rather than assigning 
social status . Variables such as father ' s  occupation, father' s educa­
tion and mother ' s  education are commonly correlated with various academic 
factors . 
An attack on the problem of whether there are diffe rences between 
social classes in mental abilities has been made by Havighurst and Janke, 13 
11Morris Mellinger, "Changing Trends Among Public Junior College 
Student .Bodies, " Junior College Journal, XXXIII (N ovember, 1962) , 
p .  168 . 
12Herman Wilson Meyers, "The Significance of Certain Academic 
and Socioeconomic Characteristics to the Stability of Program Choice 
Among Community College Students, " (unpublished Ph . D. dissertation, The 
University of Connecticut, 1971 ) , p. 26. 
1 3Robert J. Havighurst and Leota L. Janke, " Relation Between 
Ability and Social Status in a Mi d we stern Community, " Journal of Educa­
tional Psychology , XXXV (August, 1944 ) , p. 3.58. 
� 2 8 2 6 0 0  
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and J anke and Havighurst. Their aim was to include both verbal and 
non-verbal tests of intelligence along with tests of the more special­
ized reading and mechanical apitudes. The average IQ obtained on the 
Stanford-Binet for the two upper classes (a  six class division of 
Warner was used) was over 120 IQ while the mean IQ of the lowest class 
was only 98. A later study by Schulman and Havighurst1 5 reported simi­
lar results for vocabulary. 
When children are classified on the basis of their fathers' 
occupations, a similar differentiation of intelligence levels is found. 
McNemar16 has stated in his studies that children of professional men 
show the highest average intelligence level, children of farmers and day 
laborers the lowest, and others somewhere in between. There is, of 
course, much overlapping between adjacent occupational groups. Less 
intelligent children can be and are born to pa.rents of all levels, but 
they are much less common in those of higher economic status. Similarly, 
unskilled parents may have unusually bright children, but not many of 
them _do. One other interesting fact is that the difference ts as 
14L eota L. Janke and Robert J. Havighurst, "Relations Between 
Ability and Social Status in a Midwestern Community , II. Sixteen-year 
Old Boys and Girls," Journal of Educational Psychology, XXXVI 
(September, 1945) , p. 500. 
1'Mary J.  Schulman and Richard J. Havighurst, "Relations 
Between Ability and Social Status in a Midwestern Communitys IV, Size 
of Vocabulary," Journal of Educational Psychology, XXXVIII (September, 
1947) , p. 438. 
16Quinton McN ewar, The Revision of the Stanford-Binet Scale 
(New Yorks Houghton, 1942) , p. 71 . 
marked for the youngest age group ( those from two to five and a half) as 
it is for the oldest ( those from fifteen to eighteen) in McNemar's study. 
This is important because for the younger ones the environmental differ­
ences have had a much shorter time to influence the scores. Table 1 
below as illustrated by Tyler1 7 shows the di fference in intelligence 
for various occupational groups at selected age levels. 
TABLE 1 .--MEAN IQ'S OF CHILDREN ACCORDING TO FATHERS' OCCUPATIONS 
Fathers' Occupational Chronological Ages 
Classification 
2 -5½ 6 - 9 10 - 14 1.5 - 18 
I Professional . . . . . • . • • . 114. 8 114. 9 114. 5 116.4 
II Semi-professional and 
Managerial . . . . . • . . • . 112.4  107 . 3  112.2 116 . 7 
III Clerical, Skilled Trades, and 
Retail Business . . • • • • • 108 . 0  104. 9 107 .4  109 . 6  
IV Rural Owners . . . . . . . . • . 97 . 8  94. 6  92.4 94. 3 
Semi-skilled, Minor Clerical 
and Business • . . . • • • • • 104. 3 104. 6 103.4 106 . 7 
Slightly Skilled . • . • . • . . 97 .2 100 . 0  100. 6 96 .2 
VII Day Labor, U rban and Rural . . • 93. 8  96. 0 97.2 97 . 6  
In addition to showing that men themselves and their children 
are differentiated accordi ng to occupational level, research has also 
shown specifically that intelligence test scores made by children can be 
used to predict their later occupational l evel. It is important to note 
that hierarchy of occupations seems to be based more on the amount of 
17Tyler, Individual Differences, p .  318. 
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training the occupations involve and their prestige in the community than 
on what they pay . Varner et al. , 18 found that the source of the family 
income gave a better predi ction of status than did the amount. 
There is clear evidence that occupations do have diffe-rent pres­
tige values  in our society and that these values have important effects 
on the occupational choices of individuals.19 Difference between 
occupations in average inte lligence levels and in prestige rankings have 
been very impressively _ established. Controversy still exists around the 
implications these factors may have for education. Inte lligence test 
scores are related to school success, and the school is the principal 
channel for early group membership and through which mobility occurs. 
The tradi ticnal type of academic work is ill-suited t o  the needs of 
persons of below-average intelligence--yet it is only by means of the 
academic curricula that a person can attain one of the occupations 
carrying the high prestige values.20 This may lead us to assume that a 
good portion of our population does not really get a chance and that our 
educational system may actually promote a rigid class structure pro­
viding boundaries relative to which groups one may later join. 
Research has then shown that differences do appear in intelli­
gence leve ls for the different socioeconomic classes. We are still 
faced with the problems. of whether some of the differences in class 
18L1oyd W. Warner, Marcia Meeker, and Kenneth Ee ls, Social Class _ 
in America ( Chicago, Sci ence Research Associates, 1949) , p. 213 . 
19nonald E. Super, The Dynamics of Vocati onal Adjustment 
(New Yorks Harper Bros. , 1942), p. Jl. 
20Tyler, Indi�idual Differences, p. J24. 
• 
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averages may be envi ronment.ally determined or not . One explanation fre­
quently offered is that our present intelligence tests are not fair to  
lower-class children. While these two problems are still not entirely 
solved, it is important in the meantime that we emphasize the variabil­
ity within each social group and try to create conditions in which each 
individual will be able to achieve· to the limi t of his potentialities. 
There is a considera ble body of evidence for significant class 
differences in interests, attitudes, and values. Strong21 has found 
that one of the most clear-cut differentiations he was able to make was 
between professional and laboring men. Phillips22 was able to develop 
three scales for the measurement of upper, lower, and middle class atti­
tudes by putting together items that differentiated significantly among 
junior high school pupils classified into the three groups. Public 
opinion surveys on political and economi c issues have shown significant 
differences among classes on many specific points. 
Centers2 3 has completed a comprehensive analysis of attitude 
differences among social classes. He has shown that classes differ in 
their j ob sa tisfaction, in aspirations for their children, in opinions 
about the place of women in society { lower groups less l iberal) , and in 
21Edward· K.  Strong Jr. ,  "Vocational Inte'rests of Men and Women," 
J ournal of Applied Psychology, XXXV (March, 1951 ) ,  pp . 3.5-37 . 
22E. L akin Phillips, "Intel lectu al and Personality Factors 
Associated with Social Class Attitudes Among Junior High School Chil­
dren," J ournal of Genetic Psychol Of-:Y, LXXVII { September, 1950 ) ,  p. 62 . 
2Jaichard Centers, The Psychology of Socia l Classes (Princetona 
, Princeton University Press, 1949) , p .  224. 
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the reasons they give as to why some persons succeed more than others. 
Centers has also been particularly  interested in what interviewees say 
when asked to identify the class to which they belong. He  has shown that 
though there is a clear-cut relationship between occupation and class 
identification, it constitutes by no means a perfect correlation. Most 
people whose jobs classify them in what we would call the l ower classes, 
say that they belong to the "worki ng class, " but some in each group 
answer "middle" and some " upper" to such a question. Here we see the 
reference group phenomena in operation as will be discussed in Chapter 
III of this study. Both the overlapping found between the cl asses in the 
kinds of responses public opinion analysts get to all their questions 
and this evidence--that people do not always identify their own class the 
way the analysts do--Eerve to remind us that class l ines as used in this 
study are not really  well defined ones. 
Educational aspirations are among the most vital aspects of earl y 
career devel opment because curriculum choices do have a strong bearing on 
a youngster's vocational future. In the earlier grades far more students 
verbal ize a desire to go to college than are likel y  to enter and remain 
in coll ege. The percentage of boys usually far outnumbers the girls in 
this age group (75 per cent to 41 per cent) . Social forces and reality 
start to take their toll and by the twelfth grade, for example, only  70 
per cent of the original number now intend to enter college according to 
a study by Grlbbons.24 
24warren D ,  Gribbons and Paul R,  Lohnes,  Emergin� Careers (New York s Teachers College Press, Columbia Univ. , 1968 , p. 87. 
19 
The high school curriculum in which a student has been enrolled 
influences college choice to a considerable extent. Those students who 
enroll in college "prep" curriculums in high school usually go on to 
college. The percentage of students in this curriculum that change their 
aspirations from the eighth to the twelfth grade is greater than for 
those students who enrol led in a business curriculum in high school. Stu­
dents enrolled in general curriculums in high school show an increase in 
the number intending to go to college as they progress from the eighth to 
the twelfth grade according to Gribbons. 25 
Rarely do eighth grade boys and girls aspire to educational 
levels below those of their fathers. In most cases of same level aspi­
rations, the parents had achieved at least a college education. 26 It 
appears that if a student is to go to colleges (1) he must be forced to 
think about this possibility by his parents or some other agent of 
society , (2) must decide this by himself, or (3 ) has haphazardly drifted 
into it by choosing the correct curriculum. 
B endix and Lipset27 have stated that evidence thus far has shown 
a strong indication that different strata groups have different aspira­
tions in regard to educ ation. The working class tended to devalue edu­
cation and to aspire to modest but secure occupations and income levels. 
2.5r bid . , p. 89. 
26I bid. , p. 93. 
27Reinhard Bendix , and Seymour f.artin Lipset (eds. ) ,  Class, 
Status and Power (N ew York a Harcourt, Brace and Co. , 1966) , p. 335 . 
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This attitude is thus passed on to the younger generation through fami ­
lial socialization processes. The middle class typically c ontains a 
familial structure and value system conducive to a high level of educa­
tional and occupational aspirations. There is, as expected, considerable 
variation in aspirations both occupationally and educationally with a 
class regardl ess of what dimension of social stratification is used. 
Occupational mobility is one of the most universally recognized 
areas of mobility in studies of social stratification.28 Tables 2 and J 
are taken from H odges29 and help to illustrate that mobility can be 
downward or upward. 
TABLE 2. --A CONPARISON OF STUDIES OF OCCUPATIONAL INHERITANCE 1  
PERCENTAGE OF SONS IN SAME OCCUPATION AS FATHERa 
Son's and Father' s Rogoff Rogoff 
Occupation 1910b 1940c 
Professional and 
Semi-professional 20.0 23. 9 
NORCd 1947 
2J. O  
Proprietor and Manager 36. 1 23. 3 · Jl, O 
Cleric al and Sales 1 5.4  21 . 1  1.5.0 
Skilled 40. J 40. 7 30 .0 
Semi-skilled 16. 9 24 • .5 19 .0 
Service Workers 6 .1  7. 6 8.0 
Farmers 8J.1 64. 8 84. 0  
aAdopted from L eonard Reisman, Class in American Society, 1959, p .  312, bRogoff, "Recent Trends in Occupational Mobility," i3 end.ix and Li  spet. 
CRogoff, Ibid. 
difational Opinion Research Center, "Jobs and Oc cupations1 A Popular 
Evaluation," Pub lic Opinion News, { Sept. , 1947) ,  pp. 31-lJ. 
28Joseph A.  Kahl , The American Class Structure {New Yorks 
Rinehart and Co. , Inc. , 1957), p. 259 . 
29Harold M. Hodges, Social Stratification (Massachusetts& 
Schenkman Publishing Co. , Inc. , 1968), p. 249 , 
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TABLE J .  --UPWARD AND DOWNWARD MOBILITYa 
Social-Economic Group, 19.50 
Per Cent Who H aves 
Moved Ups Moved Down , R emained1 
Professional P ersons 7? -- 23 
Proprietors, Managers , 
Offic ials 65 4 Jl 
Cl erks , Sa lespeople, 
Kindred Workers 53 32 15 
Skilled Workers and Foremen 56 14 30 
Semi-skill ed Workers 43 38 19 
Farmers and Farm Laborers 3 13 84 
U nskilled Workers, N on-farm -- 73 27 
aFrom K ahl, 1947 , p. 263 . 
The net u:p�-rard mobi li ty doe s exc eed the d01-mward mobili ty in the Table s  
prepared by H odges. The professional and the white collar levels are 
the most " open" or least inh eritable in these two Tables. 
H aller and Sewe1130 indicated that farm youth aspired to rela­
t ively l ow oc cupations and were not ambiti ous for higher edu cation they 
would need if they were t o  rise in status in urban s ociety. The fol­
l owi ng fi ndi ngs were reported in this study a 
1. The level of educational aspiration of girls planning to 
enter the non-farm lab or market is not associated wi th 
residence. 
2 .  Farm boy s  are apparently l ess l ikely to have hi gh educatioml 
aspirations than are other boys .  I ndependent of i nt elli ­
gence, farm residence ma y  inhibi t a boy's desire for higher 
education. 
J . For boys  occupatior.al aspirations were not associated wi th 
resi dence. Boys  s eem equall y aware of  occupational alter­
natives irregardl ess of residence b ut not equally aware of 
educati onal _requirements.  
30Archie Haller and Will iam H .  Sewel l, " Social Sta tus  and Educa­
tiona l and O ccu pat ional A spirati on, " Ameri can Soci ological R evi ew , XXII 
{Feb . , 1957 ) , .  pp. 67-73. 
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Herbert Hyman's study of "The Value Systems of Different 
Classes," included in Bendix and L ispetJ]. indicated that there is a 
reduced striving for success among the lower classes, an awareness of 
lack of opportunity , and a lack of valuation of education. L ower class 
individuals were found to aspire to an occupation that would mesh with 
their desire for stability, security and immediate economic benefits. 
The uppe r classes tended to emphasize the more personal aspects of the 
work and therefore had the advantages of seeking occupations that would 
tend to enhance status standi ng. 
Income is closely related to occupation as indi cated in studies 
and summaries discussed previously. There are a number of other consid­
erations relative to income and aspirations that warrant additional 
discussion. C.  Wright Mills goes into conside�ble detail discussing the 
implications of the recency and source of weal th in his study of Power 
Elite as reprinted in Hodges. 32 I n  this study, Mills also explained the 
manner in which the " new" upper classes have expanded and have become 
more socially bold. This new rich class does not tend to be as " quiet" 
as the older rich in political or economic areas. 
The fact that occupational goals of the lower classes are lim­
ited becomes apparent when looking at the income aspirations of this 
group. The lower classes show a pattern of more limited future income 
J1Benedix and Lipset (eds . ) ,  Class, Status and Power, p.  496. 
32Hodges, Social Stratification, p. 39. 
expectations according to Hollingshead,33 Centers,34 and Clark. 35 The 
NORC study of 1947 mentioned previously in this Chapter as ci"ted by 
Bendix and L ipset,36 also dealt with the topic of class status and income 
aspirations. The amount of income the students in this study estimated 
they would be making five years after college graduation varied greatly 
from class to class. Davis37 ma.de the following summary comments about 
the students in his study in regard to income and aspirations� 
1. Men were more likely to value "making a lot of money" than 
women and they were likely to be higher on the socioeconomic 
scale and from larger cities if they chose this value. 
2 .  Jews were more likely to choose the value of " making a lot 
of money" and protestants the least likely to choose it in 
his sample of students. 
J. No consistent relationships were found among women students 
relative to income aspirations. 
Mcavoy38 has reviewed numerous studies dealing with socioeconorrQC 
factors and college attendance and concludeda 
• • • whether the classification  of economic factors has been by 
family income, socioeconomic level, or fathers' occupation, these 
studies have been consistent in showing that a decreasing percent­
age of high school graduates go to college from the upper to the 
lower economi c level. 
33August B.  Hollingshead, Elmtown's Youth (N ew York: John Wiley 
and Sons, Inc . , 1949 ) .  
34centers, Psycholog,y of Social Classes. 
35clark� Open Door College . 
3C>J3 endix and Lipset (eds. ) Class, Status and Power, p. 495. 
37James A. Davis, Undergraduate Career Decisions (Chicago, 
Aldine Publishing Co. , 1965), p. 2JO .  
38Rogers Mcavoy, "An Analysis of Achievement, Motivational, and 
' Perceptual Variables Between High School Seniors Who Do and Do Not Attend 
College," (unpublished Ph. D. dissertation, . Indi ana Univ. , 1967 ) , p .  24. 
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This summary of the influence of socioeconomic factors may need to be 
revised . since recent trends indicate more students from middl e and lower 
classes are going to college. 
Factors Affecting Achievement in College 
An extensive review of literature was published in 1949 by 
Garrett39 concerning the prediction of academic success. A fter a review 
of some 190 studies he divided the predi ctor variables into the following 
academi c categories, 
1 . High school average. 
2. High school rank in class. 
J. Elementary grade school achievement tests. 
4. Achievement tests in various subject matter fields. 
S .  Measures of general mental ability or capacity. 
High school grade average was reported to be the best single predictor 
40 of later college success according to Garrett. Better predictors of 
college grade point average--in the sense of higher correlations--are 
often achieved by combining variables such as high school averages and 
aptitude test scores. 41 Fishman and Pasanella42 found a gain in the 
39Harley F. Garrett, "A Review and Interpretation of Investi­
gations of Factors Related to Scholastic Success in Colleges of Arts 
and Science and Teachers Colleges, " Journal of Experimental E ducation, 
XVIII ( December, 1949) ,  pp. 91-138. 
40 Ibid. , p. 93. 
41Meyers, "Stability of Program Choice, " p. 41. 
42J oshua A .  Fishman and Ann K.  Pasanella "College Admissions-­
Selection Studies, " Review of Educational Research, XXX (October, 1960) , 
p. 301. 
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median correlation ranging from . OO to ,23 beyond the zero-order corre­
lation based on high school averages when aptitude scores were added i n  
the twenty-one studi es he reviewed. 
Cattell and Butcher43 have examined the research done i n  England 
on the effect of envi ronmental factors on academic performance. Society 
appears t o  be more clearly stratified in England and less c onducive to 
educational change. Of the studies examined, evidence was reported that 
chi ldren of unski lled and semiskilled workers show a progressi ve rela­
tive deterioration throughout their secondary school course . Cattell and 
Butcher44 quoting an important research by Furneaux state tha ts "The 
selection of students for admission to universities really begins when 
children are born , for a chi ld. ' s academic history is  strongly i nfluenced 
by the social class i nto which he i s  born . "  
There are a number of studies reported by Brim et al . , 45 rele­
vant to the mutual effects of self-image on aspirations. In a recent 
article Sewell and Shah46 reported that educational aspirations rise when 
high school students perceive parental encouragement to higher educatiorru. 
4Jaaymond B .  Cattel and J .  J .  Butcher, The Prediction of 
A chievement and Creativity (N ew Y orks The Bobbs-Merri ll Co. , Inc. , 
1968) , pp. 228-JO . 
44 Ibi d . , p. 228 . 
45orvil le G .  Brim , Jr. , et al. , American Beliefs and Attitudes 
A bout Intel ligence (N ew York: Russell Sage Found ati on, 1969) , p .  126. 
46wi lliam H .  Sewell and Vimal F .  Shah, " Socioeconomic Status, 
Intelligence, and the Attai nment of Higher Education, "  Sociology of 
Education, XL ( Wi nter, 1967) ,  pp. 1-2) . 
attainment . There is also substantial evidence according to Brim47 that : 
" the level of aspiration one sets for himself influences his judgments 
about his abilities to reach his goal. " 
In a study of 877 high school graduates , Mcavoy48 found that 
college and non-college subjects at the upper socio-economic level were 
similar on all variables except achievement . Those subjects who went on 
to college had significantly higher achievement scores as measured by 
high school grade point average than did those who did not go to college. 
At the middle socioeconomic level, Mcavoy49 found a significant differ­
ence between those who went to college and those who did not in respect 
to achievement , achievement motivation, and perception of college in 
terms of independence . His results for students at the lowest socio­
economic level yielded no significant differences in achievement or 
achievement motivations between the two groups . At  the lower level, dif­
ferences appeared to be perceptual as the two groups differed in academic 
self-concept and perception of college. in terms of independence, finan­
cial requirements, and status. 50 
The orientation of parents toward higher education constitutes a 
key factor in determining whether a student ' s  disposition toward learning 
47Brim,  Beliefs About Intelligence , p .  126. 
48ivicavoy, "An Analysis of Achievement, " p .  123. 
49 6 Ibi d . ,  p .  1 2  • 
50i bid . , pp . 126-40. 
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will be positive or negative . Feldma n  and N ewcomb , .51 and Tre nt and 
Medske r52 have extensive ly re viewe d studies on e arly bac kground and 
environmental fac tors and the e nduring influe nces  these fac tors are 
likely to have on what the student may or may not gain from c oll ege .  
Especiall y l ower status stude nts we re found to have more difficul ty in 
adjusting to the new soc ial and acade mic e nvironme nt of colle ge. As 
note d  pre viousl y these fac tors already influence the initial decision to 
attend c oll ege. 
Socioeconomic status was  reporte d as direc tly rel ated to academic 
performance in a revie w of thirtee n studie s on this topi c b y  L a�in. 53 
Education of pa re nts appeared to be a more important fac tor in pre ­
dic ting acade mic achievement than occupational status acc ording to a 
review of studies  b y  Schroeder and Sledge • .54 B rown55 howe ve r did not 
find a significant correlation be twee n education of parents and achie ve­
ment. I n  spite of some l ow corre lations and conflic ting research 
findings, some re searchers continue to b e  optimistic about the use of 
.51Fel dman and N ewcomb, I mpac t of College, p. 278. 
5½rent and M edske r, Beyond High Sc hool , p .  15. 
5Jnavid E .  Lavin, The Predic tion of Academic P erformanc e 
(Ne w  Y orks Russell Sa ge Foundation, 1965) , p. 34.  
54wayne L. Sc hroeder and G eorge W .  Sledge, "Fac tors Re late d to 
-Colle ge Academic Succ ess, " Journal of College Stude nt P ersonnel , · VII 
(Marc h, 19 66), p. 97.  
5-'frederick G.  Brown and Thomas E.  Dubois, " Correlates of 
Acade mic Succe ss For Hi gh Abil ity Freshme n M en, " P ersonnel and Guidance 
Journal, XLII ( February, 1964), p. 605. 
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biographi cal informati on, particularly sex and socioeconomi c variables, 
in the predicti on of academic success, 
In  a study using grades as the measure of achievement, Marshall 
and Simpson56 reported that the student who comes to college wi th a 
defi ni te vocati onal fi eld i n  mind has an advantage over the undecided 
student. They al so found that students who are defi nite i n  their voca­
tional choice when enteri ng college rank lower i n  academic aptitude than 
those making tentative vocational choices, However, the academic per­
formance of both of these groups ( as measured by grades) i s  defini tely 
higher than for the enteri ng college students who are undecided as to 
their vocational choice, Bradley • s57 research studies supported the 
findings of Marshall and Simpson for students who had a grade poi nt below 
passing ( 2.00 used as passing), but contradi cted Marshall and Simpson's 
general theory for students with an above average grade poi nt average, 
Many factors appear to be associ ated with achi evement i n  college, 
To conclude this section, Wiseman• s58 account of the factors affecti ng 
educational attai nment is applicable, 
The pi cture is not one of the pupil bei ng surrounded by a 
multitude of forces , some favorable, some adverse--a picture 
that inevitably suggest that progress lies i n  the provision 
5�. V. Marshall and E . W. Simpson, "Vocati onal Choi ce and 
College Grades," J ournal of Educati ona l Research, XXXVII (December, 1943), 
p � JOJ. 
57w11 ma N. B radley, "An Analysis of Selected Cogniti ve and N on­
Cognitive Variables Relating to a Student's Persistence In a Major Area 
of Study at Mi chigan . State Universi ty" ( unpublished Ed. D. dissertation, 
Michigan State U ni versity, 1962) , pp. 57-58 , 
58s . Wiseman, Education an d Envi ronment (Manchest er, Englanda 
Manchester Uni versity Press, 1964),  p. 174 , 
of adequate insulation from these forces--but rather that the 
pupil hi mself produces some of the forces and interacts with 
others. , • •  It is essentially a multivariate problem and one 
which must be attacked by appropriate multivariate methods, 
Factors Affecting Persistence of College E nrollment 
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A number of research studies have focused on the conditions 
surrounding the process of wi thdrawa.l from college. Some idea of the 
scope of the problem may be obtained from the statistics given in a 
report of a nation-wide study of the problem by Robert Iffert, 59 He 
has stated that the four-year student withdrawal rate as a national 
average is at 60, 5 per cent, A range of 67 per cent student withdrawal 
for public institutions down to 52 per cent for private institutions 
was reported. 
Academic Factorss 
In a review of eleven studies, Summerski1160 found that in ten 
of them, high school grades were the best predictor of persistence in 
college. He further observed that in nineteen studies, scholastic 
59Robert E .  Iffert , Retention and Withdrawal of College Students 
u .  S. Department of Health, Education and Welfare Office of Education, 
B ulletin No .  1 .  (Washington, D. c . , Superintendent of Documents, Gov' t 
Printing Office, 1958) , p. 95 . 
60 , " John Summerskill, "Dropouts From College, The American 
College, Edited by Nevitt  Sanford (New York e John Wiley and Sons , Inc, , 
1962), pp. 634-35. 
aptitude as measured  by standardized tests, was generally lower for 
those who dropped out of school. 
JO 
Marsh61 reviewed  six studies of pre diction of withdrawal from 
college which use d aptitude as the predictor. His re view seems to  sup­
port the view that findings to date are inconclusive conce.rning academic 
ability as it pertains to pe rsistence . A large pe rce ntage of withdrawals 
are not explaine d on the basis of academic ability as it is curre ntly 
measured. In spite of thi s  finding, few researche rs would disagree with 
the stateme nt of Feldman and Newcomb62 thats "Re search clearly shows 
that the higher the inte llectual abil ity and academic aptit ude of the 
stude nt the more likely he is to pe rsist in colle ge . "  
N on-Academic Factors and Withdrawal 
A numbe r of studies have shown that othe r factors besides inade­
quate mental ability forces lowe r class students out of school. As far 
as  college was concerne d, the most intelligent individuals had a four to 
one advantage over the least intelligent ; but those from the highest 
occupational  leve ls had a ten to  one advantage over those from the lowest 
according to a study conducte d by Sibley. 63 Lack of money was one of 
61Lee M. �arsh, "Colle ge Drop-outs--A Review," Personne l and 
Guidance J ourna l, XL IV (January, 1966) , p. 476. 
62Fe ldman and Newcomb, Impact of College , p.  290. 
6%1bridge Sibley, �� Some Demographic Clue s to  Stratification," 
A me rican Sociological Review, VII (J une, 1942) , p .  330. 
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the principal reasons for school drop-outs among bright students. 
Although this is undoubtedly a factor , more recent surveys of what the 
class structure means to adolescents described in Hollingshead's64 book 
Elmtown's Youth ,  have indi cated that i t  is partly a matter of emotional 
attitudes and motivation. Hodges65 stated that blue-collar class 
students drop out of school in such disproportionate numbers to the 
extent that it becomes a serious concern to the school system if we con­
sider education to be a means for social advancement. 
The majority of students who leave college do so for non-academic 
reasons according to Summerskil1. 66 Studies of socioeconomic factors as 
they re late to persistence of college attendance have produced conflict­
ing results. Research indicating some relationships between the occupa­
tion of the father and college persistence was reported by Summerskill67 
and Marsh. 68 According to Medsker and Trent, 69 eighty-eight per cent of 
the stu dents from professional homes finished the first year of college, 
Eighty-five per cent of those who came from homes in which the father 
�ollingshead , Elmtown' s Youth.  
6%odges, Social Stratification, p. 144. 
66summerskill, "Dropouts From College, " p. 637 , 
67Ibid. , p. 6�-37 , 
68i-iarsh, "College Drop-outs, " p. 477 . 
69Medsker and Trent, Factors Affecting Attendance, pp. 93-94 , 
was a smal l businessman, salesman, or clerk finished the first year; 
seventy-six per cent of the students whose fathers worked in semi ­
skil led categories finished the first year of college. 
J2 
Family values , especially those of parents, were found to be 
related to college persistence according to Trent and �edsker.
70 Gener­
ally , students tended to enter college and graduate if their parents were 
very much interested in their doing so. Another factor related to per­
sistence in college--academic motivation--also derives in part from the 
climate of the fa mily home according to Trent and Medsker. 
Type of college, major field , socioeconomic status and level of 
ability were a ll factors which appeared to be related to persistence in 
college. According to the findings of Trent and Medsker7
1 these factors 
are likely to be interrelated; but their research did not distinguish 
between the majority of persisters and withdrawa ls. It was evident in 
these findings that lack of interest in college and motivation account 
for attrition as much or more than ability or financial resources. 
In recent years, there has been a growing number of studies which 
have more systematically tested the hypothesis that students who are 
incongruent with the dominant environment of a specific college are more 
l ikely to be dissatisfied at that college and therefore tend to withdraw 
from it. In these studies the general characteristics of the environment 
70Trent and Medsker, Beyond High School, p. 100 . 
71
!.l:?l& . ,  p. 111 . 
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and its dominant normative pressures ( perceived or actual ) are measured 
empirically as are the general personality characteristics, values and 
orientations of the students. 72 After the degree of discordance between 
student and institutional characteristics has been determined, the evi­
dence so gathered generally shows a tendency for students who are incon­
gruent with the specific college to be more dissatlsfied with their 
experiences at the college and therefore to be more likel y  to withd.raw. 73 
From the research studies e xamined, it becomes increasingly 
apparent that the institutional setting and student body characteristics 
will have to be considered in withdrawal studies. It will also be diffi­
cult to generalize from one campus setting to the next since psycholog­
ical or attitudinal explanations will have di fferential relevance for 
withdrawal studi'es. A given student characteristic may encourage with­
drawal at one college, may be irrelevant at another, or may actually 
encourage persistence at still a third college. Feldman and Newcomb 
have quoted a statement of Meyer and Bowers74 which is  germane to this 
discussion s 
This lack of clearcut differences between  the dropouts and 
those who stay and particularly the discrepant findings in 
various studies strongly suggest that the effect of these 
variables is dependent on the nature of the college social 
environment . and that the same variable will be associated with 
72Feldman and Newcomb, Impact of College, pp. 290-93. 
7Jr bid. , p. 293. 
74J. w .  Meyer and w .  J. Bowers, "The Social Organization of the 
College and its Influence on Student Behavior. " Proposal submitted to 
National Science Foundation , 1965. (Nimeographed ) ,  p . 6. 
diffe re nt outcomes in diffe rent contexts. In short , the previous 
research on dropout points t o  th e importance of -considerin g  the 
"Fit" between the cl imate of the college and the kinds of stu dent s 
who find their way there. We submit that the failure t o  investi­
gate the det erminants of attrition in different social milieux in 
past studies has resul ted in the present in ability to id entify the 
sources o f  attrition. Unti l we know something about the oppor­
tuni ties and rewards that a colle ge offe rs in relation to t he 
goals  and desires of the students in recruits, we wi l l  remain 
ignorant of the cause s of dropout. 
Students supply a wide varie ty of reasons for withdrawin g from 
a particular c olle ge or from higher education in general. M any of these 
explanations provide indirect evidence that person-envi ronment incongru ­
en ce is  oft en an i mportant el ement in such withdrawal s. 75 
Factors Affecting Stab ility of Program Choice 
The re are a number of considerations that must be examined as 
bac kground information when turning at tention to s tabil ity of program 
choice . Various researche rs have , for exampl e, reported t ha t  the program 
choice of students entering college is already linked to social class 
sta nding . For most curriculu m  fie lds, the background chara cteristi cs 
are not strongl y related to  field choice. However, being from a high 
socioeconomic status fami ly, coming from a large city ,  a nd being Jewish 
ten d  to be associ at ed with t he choice of law, medicine , or the social 
sci ences according to Davis. 76 Conversely , he sta te4 ( whil e its 
75Reasons for withdrawal given by s tudent s  roust of course be 
viewed with some skeptic ism and caution . I t  is entirel y possible that 
some students { intentionall y or uninten tional ly) di sto rt the c auses of 
their withdrawal .  For a complet e listing of references on thi s see 
Feldman a nd N ewcomb , Impac t of College, p. 2 91 and pp. 306-307 . 
76na.vis, Unde rgraduate C aree r  Decisi ons, p. 73 . 
difference is not as extreme) that lower socioeconomic status origins, 
small er hometowns and the protestant religion tend to characterize 
students entering education. 
3.5 
In the NORC study cited by Davis77 the largest single fiel d 
chosen by incoming freshmen is the field of primary and secondary edu­
cation. It appears that somewhere between forty and forty-five per cent 
of the graduating seniors expect to be employed in education. Generally 
speaking then, one-third expect to go into education; three-fifths are 
evenly di vided among the arts and sciences, business, and the major pro­
fessions; and the remainder are scattered over a variety of smaller 
fields. 
Davis also cited some interesting research from the NORC study 
regarding shifts in educational plans of college students as they pro­
gress through colleges 
1. Approximately half  of the graduates report either a shift 
in career plans between the major occupational groups or 
the devel opment of specific career intentions from " no 
preference" as freshmen. 
· 2. Considering the bal ance of recruitment and attritions, the 
educational curricul um areas fall into three groupsa 
a. Gainers, nusiness and education, the two fields with 
low losses, high gai ns, and net increases . 
b. L osers• Medicine, engineering, the physical sciences, 
and other professions," the fields with h igh loss rates 
and recruitment rates insufficient to prevent a decline . 
c. Traders, The social sciences, the biological sciences, 
l aw and the humanities, the fields with high loss rates 
but recruitment rates that offset the defections. 
77Ibid. , pp . 75-77. 
J6 
Davis summari zed the data presented on shifts i n  educational 
plans of students by stati ng that the changes are suffi ci ent to justify 
considerable i nterest in thats (1 ) at least half of the students change 
or choose a career whi le i n  college; (2)  particular fields such as 
engineeri ng, medi cine, and social sci ences change considerably i n  popu­
lari ty; ( J) the reversal of direction for the social sci ences suggest a 
strong effect of college on choice for that field; and (4 ) such trends 
as the Academic Performance Index change in  medicine, the value shift i n  
law, and the drift of negroes out of business all i ndi cate dynami cs that 
would be mi ssed i f  it  were assumed that the decisi on to go to college 
freezes occupati onal choi ce. Indeed, many studi es report that more than 
fi fty per cent of the students change their program of study during the 
peri od of time between enteri ng college and graduating from college. 
Super78 and more recently, J ohn Holland,79 presented the process 
of career decisi ons as a psychological process of conti nual development 
through li fe. At the time of vocati onal choice the person is  the product 
of the i nteracti on of his parti cular heredity with a vari ety of cultural 
and personal forces i ncluding peers, parents, and si gni ficant adults, his 
soci al class, the A merican culture, and the physi cal environment. Socio­
economic factors, _ then, have been investigated by vari ous researchers 
and some ha ve found a strong relationship between soci oeconomic status 
78nonald E.  Super, "A Theory of Vocati onal Development," 
Ameri can Psychol ogi st, VIII. (May, 1953) ,  pp . 185-90. 
79J ohn Holland, A Theory of Vocational Choi ce," J ournal of 
Counseling Psychology, VI (J anuary, 1959) , pp . 35-44. 
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and career choi ce. 80 Super • s81 bel iefs as  they relate to this study are 
as follovs a  
The nature of the career pattern (that is , the occupation 
attained and the sequence, frequency and duration of trial and 
stable jobs )  is determined b y  the i ndividual ' s  parental socio­
economic l evel ,  mental a bility, and personality characteristics , 
and by the opportunities to which he is exposed. 
82 Findings i n  an early study by Vogt completed in 1929 indicated 
that the failure o f  freshman and sophomore students was attributed to 
poor choice of maj or and unwillin gness to adj ust to the real ity of col ­
l ege. Parents ap�ea red to be  too influential in vocational decisions of 
stu dents whi ch caused the stu dents to lack interest and initiative. 
Students were then l eft unwill ing  or unable to work out the su ita ble  
solutions that they woul d otherwise have availa ble  to them. 
Some twenty studies deali ng with change of program or major were 
reviewed by Firkin s83 in 1 961. He  reviewed studies which indicated that 
lack of suc cess in  the program was an important factor for causing the 
stu dents to change; other studies showed change of interest to be an 
important cause ; whil e still other studies indicate d l ow mental ability 
wa s a factor. Firkins studied change of major whi ch may or may not be  
8°For a good review of this type of  stu dy s ee, Dona ld M.  Anthony, 
"The Relat ionshi p of Certain Socioeconomic and Academic Fa ctors to Student 
Choice of O ccupation and Program in the Publ i c  Junior College" {unpub­
lished Ph .D. di ssertation ,  U niversity of Texas ,  1964). 
81 6 Ibid . ,  p .  3 • 
82i,aul L .  Vogt, "Why Students Fail, " School and Society, XXX 
(December , 1929) , pp . 847-48. 
83eurt1 s J. Firkins ,  "Fa ctors Related to Change of Major By 
Coll ege Students0 ( unpublished Ph. D. di ssertation, N orth Texa s  State 
C ollege, 1961) ,  p .  42 .  · 
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the same as  cha nge of c�llege. In his own study of students who changed 
major he found ( 1 )  that students who were unsuccessful academically 
changed most frequently , ( 2) that mental abilities of changers and non­
changers of heterogenous groups were quite simil ar, and (J) that differ­
ences significant at the . 001 level in mental abilities between changers 
and non-changers exist in homogenous groups of engineering and physics 
majors ( changers had lower mental ability scores) . 84 
Brass85 studied students who changed schools within Purdue 
University and found that students who transferred from one degree� 
granting curriculum to another tended to increase their grade point 
average. Bradley86 and Brass87 both reported that one of the major 
reasons students change their curricula is due to poor grades. A follow­
up study was recommended on changers to determine which changes seemed to 
improve grade point averages the most and which changes did not improve 
or hindered grades. 88 
84Ibid. , pp. 56-57 . 
8�obert V. Brass, "An Investigation of Selected Personal and 
B ackground Factors and Reasons Related to Students Who Change Schools 
Within Purdue Uni versity'' { unpub lished Ph. D. dissertation, Purdue 
U niversity, 1956) ,  pp. 79-84 . 
8�radley ,  "Variab les Relating to Student ' s  Persistence, "  p. 57. 
87Brass, " Changing Schools Within Purdue U niversity , "  pp. 79-84. 
8�or a discussion of persona lity variables in within-university 
tra nsfer see a Charles F. E l ton and H arriett A. Rose, " Within-U niversity 
Tra nsfers Its Rel ation to Personality Characteristics, " J ournal of 
Applied Psychol ogy, L ( December, 1966) , pp. 539-42 . A lso note that many 
of the studies of change of program deal with change in ma jor. Footnote 
, number 85 (Brass) and the study of E lton and Rose deal specifically 
with within-university transfer. 
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Goldstein89 did not find a significant rel ationship b etween social 
class origin and whether or not a senior had ever officially changed his 
stated field  of concentration during the four years of enrollment at 
Brown U niversity . He found that one-third of each social cl ass group 
stated that changing vocational goals was the reason for changing fields 
of concentration, A significant relationship did n_ot exi st between 
social class and grades earned at Brown U niversity . Social class also 
was not significantly rel ated to the expressed difficulty of choosing 
a major or in difficulty in selecting a career.90 Such differences 
which did exist between students of different social class l evels 
ente ring Brown University, disappeared· by  the time the students were 
seniors . Since Brown U niversity is highly selective as to which students 
are admitted, it is highly possible that these pre-admission sel ection 
features ruled out most significant class difference-s among entering 
students. 
From a sampl e of freshmen male students entering South Dakota 
State University in 1967, Dean Hofl and91 investigated the differences 
89Michael s .  Gol dst_ein, "The Effects of Social-Class Background 
on Students at Brown University," ( unpub lished Ph. D .  dissertation, Brown 
U niversity, 1971) ·, pp. 97-99. 
90r bid. , pp. 117-21 . 
91nean Hofl and, "A Study of Selected Characteristics of Fresh­
men Male Students Who Choose a Major and Tho3e Who Do Not Choose A 
Major U pon Matricu lation" ( unpublished Ed. D. diss ertation, University 
of South Dakota, 1970) , p. 77. 
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b etween mal e students who had chosen a major prior to enroll ing in col­
lege ( choosers) and students who had no t chosen a majo r  ( non-choosers) . 
He  used the Opinion , A ttitude and I nterest Survey (O A IS) to measure 
certain personality and interest tra its and he used the American Coll ege 
Test (ACT) and cumul ative grade poin t average to determi ne scholastic 
aptitude and achievement respectively. The foll owing findings appear 
relevant for this study c 92 
1 .  Differences b etween choosers and non-choosers o n  the Achiever 
personality scal e  and the Physical Science and B iological  
Science inte rest scales of  the OAI S were statistically signi­
ficant with the choosers scoring higher than the non-choosers . 
Stati sticall y  significant differences on the B us in ess and 
Humani ties interes t scales of the OA IS favored the non­
choosers group. 
2 .  A statisti cally significant difference in mean AC T composite 
scores b etween choosers and non-choosers was found to favor 
the chooser group. 
J. A statistically significant di fference in mean AC T composit e  
scores between chooser dropouts and non-chooser dropouts 
favored the chooser dropouts. 
4. A statistically significant difference in mean AC T composite 
scores was found to exi s t  between non-chooser persisters and 
non-c hooser dropou ts with the n on-chooser persisters achieving 
highe r mean score s. 
5. A statistically sig nificant difference in mean AC T composite 
scores b etween chooser persisters and chooser dropou ts was 
found to favor the chooser persisters. 
6. No  statistically significant difference in ability was found 
between ma jor . persi sters an_d major changers. 
7. N o  statistically significant difference in cumu lative  grade 
point average was - found to exi st  between ma jor persisters 
and major changers. 
92 Ibid • •  pp. 81-J. 
8. N o  statistically signi ficant di ffere nce in ability or cum­
ul ative grade point ave rage was found be tween n on-chooser 
pe rsiste rs and major pe rsiste rs. 
This study is one of the few which co mpare d stude nts who we re not com­
mitte d to a major course of study to those students who h ad chosen a 
ma jor upon e nte ring c ollege . 
Sel f Concept Re search 
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Donald E.  Supe r hypothe sized that the sel f  c oncept doe s i nflu­
e nce one ' s  c hoice of vocation.
93 Re ce nt re se arch has yie lde d  promi sing 
indications that " sel f'  measure s which te nd to re ve al functioning per­
sonality patte rns have pote ntial for helping ide nt ify studen ts who may  
experience acade mi c proble ms. 94 Rese arch on the rel ationsh i.p of the 
sel f  c oncept to various aspe cts of acade mic achie ve ment at the c ollege 
le ve l  was reported by Stanle y Coope rsmith. 95 
The most c ommon means of obtaining a me asure of the se lf concept 
is through sel f-reporting . The subject re ports his own in ner  e xperie nce s 
and fee lings. This proce dure may distort or c amoufl age the re al be lie f 
or fee ling the pe rson holds about himsel f and thus lacks external valid­
ity. De spite its subje ctive nature the se lf-report yie lds evide nce that 
9 Jnonald ·E . Super ,  "Vocational Adjustment a Imple menti ng a Se lf 
Concept, " Occupation·s, XXX (N ove mbe r, 19.51 ), pp. 88-9 2 .  
94Edward G .  J ohnson , J r. ,  "A Comparison of Academically Success­
ful and U nsucce ssful College of Education Fre shme n  on T wo measures of 
' Se lf', " (unpubl ishe d Ed. D. disse rtation , The U nive rsity of T ole do, 19 67). 
9 5stanle y C oope rsmith, "A Me thod For De te rmining Type s of Self 
, E steem , "  Journal of E ducational Psychology , LIV (April, 1959 ) ,  pp. 87-94. 
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can be obtained in no other way .96 The review of literature presented 
in this section of this study will primarily be one of studies that have 
used some such type of self-reporting instrument in the collection of 
data, 
97 Lecky was one of the first investigators to demonstrate that 
low academic achievement was often due to a child's definition of him­
self as a non-learner, Walsh98 found that "high ability, low achievers" 
had a negative self-regard when matched with " high ability, high achiev­
ers. " Brookover, Thomas, and Paterson99 found a statisti cally signifi­
cant positive correlation between self concept and perceived evaluations 
of significant others, between self concept and general performance in 
academic subjects, and between self concept and achievement in specific 
subject-matter fields. 
The Brookover, Thomas, and Paterson study population consisted of 
1,050 white seventh through twelfth grade students in a mid-western city , 
A good deal of the data was collected on each student through the screen­
ing of records, questionnaires and interviews . A self-reporting scale 
96r,abenne, Educational Implications of Self Concept, p. 20 , 
97Prescott Lecky, Self-Consistency, A Theory of Personality 
(New Yorks Island Press, 1945) , 
98A .  M .  Walsh, Self-Concepts of Bright Boys With L earning 
Difficul ties (N ew Yorks Bureau of Publications, Teachers College, 
Columbia U ni versity, 1956) . 
99wilbur B. Brookover, Shailer Thomas, and A nn Paterson, "Self­
Concept of Ability and School Achievement," Soci ology of Education, 
XXXVII (Spring, 1964) , pp , 271-78 . 
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called the "Self Concept of A bility Scale" was ad.mini stered in two formsa 
( 1) to measure the student's self concept of his general  ability , and 
(2) to measure the self concept of ability in specific areas in arith­
metic, English, social  studies and science. The specifi c subject matter 
self concept of ability was found to be a significantly better predictor 
of ability than was the general self concept of ability. One of the 
conclusions reached that appears to be especially relevant for this 
writer's study is that " self-concept of ability makes a significant con­
tribution to the explanation of school achievement as a means through 
which the evaluation of ot.hers are translated into school achievement 
100 behavior. "  
In a dissertation study , Harrington101 criticized the B rookover 
study by stating that the self concept also involves physical, emotional 
and family a spects that he �rookove1) had not considered. In addition 
to lack of regard given to the multidimensional aspects of self concept, 
the results are of questionable generalizability since the data pertains 
to an all-white city in the mid-west. While these criticisms appear 
valid, the study does represent a contribution to the knowledge of the 
I 
relationships exi sting between self concept and academic achievement. 
A t  least two other dissertation studi es have dealt with the rela­
tionships of certain aspects of self concept and academic achievement. 
100 B rookover, " Self Concept of A bill ty , "  p .  2?8 . 
lO lJ ohn J.  Harrington, "The Relationship of Self Concept Neas­
ures to Selected Characteristics of Air Force Officers, "  ( unpublished 
Ed.D. dissertation, The George Washington U niversi ty , 1971 ) , p. 56 .  
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102 R enbarger found  a positive relationship b etween sel f esteem and aca-
demic achievement. Students that gained in self esteem in this study 
demonstrated similar gains in academic achievement. Simi larly, the 
n egative influ en ce of  decreasing sel f  esteem was reflected in decreased 
advances in academic achievement . Keefer10 3 investigated the self pre ­
diction of academic achievement. H e  found that high school record and 
standardiz ed achievement test data were less predictive than self pre­
dictions b eyond  the freshman year, i. e. , the self predictory retained 
more accuracy. 
Watley1 04 found students do differ decidedl y in their level of 
educational attainment; however, unequal scholastic ability or variations 
in high school achievemen t  did not seem to b e  responsib le. Family back­
ground  factors and personality characteristics did appear to b e  related 
to the level of education attained. I n  his analysis of the self-ratings 
of the subj ects in the study he found that the highe st achievers con­
sidered themselves to b e  more motivated to achieve, more perserverin g 
a nd  more concerned with scholarship than did the lower achievers. 
l0 2Ray N .  Renb arger, "An Experimental In vestigation of the 
Relationship Between Self Esteem and Academic Achievement In a Population 
of Disa dva n taged Adul ts" (unpublished Ph. D. dissertation, Michigan State 
University, 1969). 
lO�arl E .  K eefer , "Self Predi ction of Academic Achievement By 
c·ollege Studen ts" ( unpublished Ph. D. dissertation, U niversity of  
Tennessee, 1965). 
104 Donovan J. Watley, "Career Progress, A Longitudinal Stu dy of 
Gifted Studen ts, " Journa l of Counseling P sychology, XVI {} arch, 1969 ) ,  
pp. 100- 108. 
4.5 
P arental personalities and attitude have significant effects on 
chil dren' s sel f-eval uation and on their interpersonal attitudes accord­
ing to a study conducted by Koppitz.
105 These attitudes, though fonned 
in  earl y chi ldhood, appear to be rel atively enduring and can be  evi­
denced i n  pre-adolescent boys. Koppitz di d ,  however, f ind that a 
modification of these attitudes and rel ationships can occur. L ater 
experiences may resul t in the attitudes held toward significant adults 
in early childhood being later transferred to peers. 
Since the development of the Tennessee Self Con cept Scale (TSCS) 
in 1965 , studies have been conti nuousl y conducted usi ng this self-report ­
ing instrument. Monograph VI, Correl ates of the Self Concept, was written 
by Thompson1 06 i n  a speci al effort to systemati cally examine the effects 
of age, ra ce, soci oeconomic status and i ntelligence upon the self con­
cept. It also deal s  with the issues of whether the self concept is 
rel ated to or contri butes to the prediction of various other personality 
variables. Monograph VI , together with the other monographs written on 
the TSCS, const itute a ki nd of test of basic self theory--that "the self 
concept does contri bute to the understandi ng and predi cti on of behavior"­
above what is possi ble from the external frame of reference alone. 107 
lO�liz abeth E .  Koppitz , "Relationship B etween Some B ackground 
Factors and Children' s Interpersonal Attitudes, " Journal of G eneti c 
Psychology, XC  ( September, 1957 ) , p.  128. 
106warren Thompson, Correlates of the Self Concept, Monograph VI, 
(Tennessee, Dede W�ll ace C enter, 1972) . 
lO?William H. Fitts, The Self Conce t and B ehavior s O verview 
a nd Supplemen t, Monograph VII , Tennessee: Dede W allace Center, 1972 ) , 
p .  6 . 
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The Tennessee Sel f Concept Scal e is prese ntl y  being used in many 
studie s of the rel ationship between sel f concept and socioeconomic 
levei .108 Since findings at this time have not been conclusive or of 
the nature to show significant relationships, it may b e  appropriate at 
this point to report one such study as an exampl e of the type of inves­
tigations currently under study . Bartee109 has reported TSCS scores for 
a group of 100 disadvantaged white and 100 di sadvantaged N egro college 
students. The students were classified as disadvantaged on the b asis of 
the foll owing t wo criterias (1) a t  l east one of their parents had not 
graduated from high school and neither parent had gone beyond high school, 
and (2) the famil y income qual ified the student f or financial aid to 
edu cation accordi ng to the U. S. O ffice of Educat ion scal e. 
Results from Bartee' s study indicate that the sel f concepts of 
disadvantaged c ollege students are much better than those of other disad­
va ntaged samples. B artee has concluded that such sel ection factors were · 
operating in his sampl e  to the extent that it showed those disadvantaged 
individual s who attend coll ege are the ones who (1) are more highl y 
motivated , (2) are more intelligent, a nd (J) have more sel f-esteem. In 
addition, B artee suggested that becoming a college student is possibl y 
108see Monograph VI, Thompson, Correl ates of the Sel f Concept, 
f�r studies of the rela ti onship between self concep t and other dem­
ographic variables. 
109aeraldine M .  B artee, "The Perceptual Chara cteristics of 
Disadvantaged N egro and Caucasian Coll ege Stud ents" (unpubl ished Ph. D. 
dissertation, E ast Texas State University, 1967) .  
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suffi cient achievement to cause an i ncrease i n  the di sadvantaged i ndi­
vidual' s feeli ngs of self worth and hi s overall level of self-esteem. 
Harrington completed a rather extensive review of the li terature 
on the use of the self concept and concluded that the " research i n  11 t­
erature concerni ng the relationship of academic achievement and self 
concept appears to be limi ted in scope and the findings are neither con­
sistant nor conclusi ve, .. llO He further concluded that the " fi ndings 
suggest that existi ng relationships may account for a portion of the 
vari ance i n  academic performance which i s  not accounted for by i ntellec­
tive measures, 0111 The parti cular investigati on of the relati onship of 
self concept to college persistence and to stabi lity of program choice as 
conducted i n  the writer's study does not appear to be extensively 
researched, if at al l, at thi s ti me. 
llOHarrington, "Self Concepts of Air Force Officers," p. 57 , 
lll
ill.£. , p .  58. 
CHAPTER Ill 
THEORETICAL ORIENTATIONS 
This research study will be centered around a view of the self 
as a phenomenal self. That is, the self will be presented as both object 
and process, and the individual will be seen as behaving according to 
how he perceives the situation and himself at the moment of his action. 
Reference group theory will be described as the over-all conceptual model 
guiding the construction of this research project. 
Development of Self Concept Theory 
Much of the present theorizing about self concept has derived 
from the writings of William James. 1 He presented a view of self which 
incorporated feelings and attitudes along with a principle of causality. 
According to LaBenne2 a number of theorists began to present their own 
views on self concept a half century after the writing of James . Each of 
these theorists used his own preferred terminology, but all used the term 
" self" to have one of three meaningss (1) a dynami c process, ( 2 ) a 
system of awareness, or (J) an interrelated process and awareness. 
In much the same manner as James, the writings of Allport3 stress 
the interrelatedn ess of the self as both object and process . Freud gives 
lwilliam James ,  Principl es of Psychology- 2 vols. (New York s Holt, 
Rinehart and Winston, Inc. , 1890) . 
4 aBenne, Se lf Concept Theory, p. 2 . 
3cordon W. Al lport, Personalit s A Ps cholo i cal Inter retation 
(N ew Y ork s H olt, Ri nehart and Wi nston, Inc. , 1937 . 
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the ego a central place in his theory of personality structure and in 
counterdistinction to James and Allport, Freud pays little attention to 
the self-image . For him the ego is a functional agent of the personality 
which makes rational choices and controls action in the healthy person . 4 
The theories of Freud did not immediately bring constructs con­
cerning the self to a position of prominence in American psychology . 
First of all, Freud did not explicitly formalize a self construct in his 
early theorizing nor did he assign the ego functions much i mportance in 
comparison to the " id" concept. Secondly, his theory was found to be 
lacking in rigor or suitability for empirical test in comparison with 
the theoretical models then held in high esteem. 5 
George H .  Mead represented the self as an object of awareness in 
contrast to Freud ' s  conception of the ego as a system of processes. 
Although the mind has its focus in the individual organism, it  was seen 
by Mead as essentially a social phenomenon . By means of communication, 
the individual and society inter-penetrate to an unusual degree. 
Through language and other symbols of communication we are able to "more 
or less unconsciously see ourselves as others see us" according to }iead . 6 
4sigmund Freud, A General Introduction to Psychoanalysis ( Garden 
City, New Yorks Garden City Publi shing Co . ,  1943) . 
�uth c .  Wylie, "The Present Status of Self Theory, " 
Edgar F. Borgatta and William W .  Lambert eds. Handbook of Personality 
Theory and Research (Chicago: Rand HcNally and Co. , 1968) , p .  728 . 
6George H .  Mead, Mind , Sel f and Society, edited by Charles lorri s 
(Chicago : Uni versity of Chicago Press, 1934) , pp . 68-69 . 
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A no the r psychol ogist who saw the self  as primaril y an obj ect  of 
aware ne ss was He lge L undholm. 7 He distinguished be tw e e n a sub jec tive 
self and an obje c tive self  with the subjec tive se lf co nsisting mainly of 
what a pe rson com es  to think about himself. This theory is some what 
similar to Mead's in that the se lf is primaril y an object  of aware ne ss. 
A furthe r expansion of the theories of Mead is se e n  in the writings of 
Symonds8 who combine s  the psychoanalytic theory of Fre ud with the social 
philosophy of Mead. Though Symonds bel ie ve d the ego and se lf to be dis­
tinct aspec ts of the pe rso nality, he fe lt the re was a good deal of 
inte rac tio n be twe e n  the m. 
The self  conc ept or self dynamism is vi e we d  as the core of human 
persona lity by Harry S,  Sullivan. There are a numbe r  of re search studies 
which indicate that at l east:part of the se lf co nsists of what Sullivan 
calls " the re flec te d  appraisal of othe rs. " 9 McCandle ss10 also belie ve d 
that the sel f de ve lops ac cording to the nature of the 1·nte rpe rsonal re la­
tio nships a pe rso n has. According to this l ine of thought, ma ny of the 
probl ems and situatio ns which one faces throughout l ife are intricate ly 
e ntangl e d  with his co nce ption of se lf and the worl d in which he o perate s .  
?For a summary of Lundholm '  s be liefs on  " self" se e Labenne , 
Se lf Conc e pt Theory, p. 5. 
8Pe rcival M .  Symonds, The Ego and The Self (N e w  York s  Apple ton­
Ce ntury-Crofts, 1951). 
9Harry s .  Sull ivan, The Int e r  erso nal Theor  
(Ne w  York :  W .  w .  Norton and Co. ,  1953 , pp. 158-71. 
lOBoyd R .  McCandl ess, Adole sc e nts, B ehavior and De ve lo me nt 
, (Hinsdale , Ill . , The Dryden  Pre ss, I nc. , 19 70 , p. 4J8. 
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A description of a consistency be twe e n  be havior and se lf concept 
as a dual role of self--self as ob je ct and self as process--was presente d  
b y  C arl Rogers,11 He be lieve d  that pe ople be have d in terms of the manner  
in w hich the y see themse lves--a conscious ac tivity . R oge rs1 2  has writ­
ten that, 
The se lf-conce pt or se lf-structure may be thought of as an organ­
ize d  co nfi guratio n of perceptions of the se lf which are admissib le 
t o  aware ness. It is compose d of such e leme nts as the perce ptions 
of one ' s  characteristics and abilities; the perce pts and concepts 
of the self in re lation to others and to the e nvironment;  the 
val ue qualities which are perce ive d as associate d with experi­
e nces and obje cts; and goals and ide als which are perce ive d  as 
having posi tive or negative vale nce .  
R ogers does all ow for the possibil ity of an unconscious activity, but 
onl y whe n this information concerning  the e nvironment and se lf is 
brought to aware ness, does it infl uence be havior. 
C ombs and Snygg1 3 pl ace gre at e mphasis on social re lationships 
and action as a devel oper of the self concept. Conscious fee lings, 
cognitions, and perceptions occupy a ce ntral place in the the ories of 
phenomenologists such as C ombs and Snygg. H arrington14 studie d the re la­
tionship of se lf concept measures as the y rel ated to sele cte d  character­
istics of Air Force Officers. A brief summary of the phe nome nological 
l lc arl R ,  Rogers, Cl ie nt-Ce ntered Th era s Its Curre nt Pra ctice , 
Implications and The ory (Boston s Houghton Miffl in Company , 1 951 , pp. 
3:9 0-91 .  
12Ibld . , p. 1 3 6. 
13nonald Snygg and Arthur W.  Combs, I ndi vidual Be havi or (New YorkJ 
H arper and Row, 1949) ,  p. 1 5. 
14H arrington, " Seif Concepts of Air Force Office rs, " p. J. 
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vieWJ.)oint of Comb s and Snygg as summariz ed by Harringt on is as follows a  
C omb s and Snygg hold that psy chological capacity contir.u es to 
grow • • •  be influ enced by experi ence, with self perception as 
a factor invol ved in th e process. That is, each person sees 
hims el f  in t erms of his experience and the treatmen t  he receives 
from othe rs, the percept ion of self is seen t o  be continually 
evolving and directly rela ted to t he percept ion of experience; 
s elf perception is seen to function as a limi ting factor in 
academic achieve ment and attainment. 
L abenne1 5 has summariz e d  the position of Comb s and Snygg in the 
following manr.er: 
• • • how a person behaves is the result of how he perceives the 
situation and himself at the moment of his action. In fact, 
awareness is t he cause of b ehavior: how a person f eels and thinks 
d etermines his course of action. Phenom enology ,  then, is the 
stu dy of direct awareness. 
This phenomenological position places great emphasis on social rela­
tionships and action as a developer of the self concept. Stress is 
placed on identificat ion with others as one of the main characteristics 
of the tru ly adequate person. 
The Research Monograph Numb er One written b y  Fitts and Hamner16 
presents the theoretical framework for t hat particu lar Monograph as 
well as for the six Monographs that have since been writt en on the use 
of the Tennessee Self Concept Scale in the various types of  studies. 
These writers stress that t he way an individu al views and int eracts with  
th e world around him is partly a function of the way he  views himself 
l� ab enne, Self Concept Theory, pp. 7-9.  
16william H. Fitts and William T. Hamner, The Se lf Concept And 
Delinq uency, R esearch Monograph No.  1 (N ashville, Tenness ee: N ashville 
M ental H ealt h C enter, 1 969 ) . Overview inside cover page. 
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( his self concept) ; th at his behavior is a reflection or expression of 
his self concept; that his self concept is influenced b y  his behavior , 
the reactions he gets from the extern al world ,  and his own reactions to 
himself. There is, then , a constant interaction between his self con­
cept and his behavi or with each influencing the other. 
B attle and Rotter17 contend that members of disadvantaged sub ­
cultures possess low self concepts and show self-depreciation as a result 
of economic, social and cu ltural deprivation. How does the self concept 
influence vocational choice? Are there sel f  concept differences between 
people in different vocations? What kinds of sel f  concepts are essential 
in specific vocations or training programs? How does the self concept 
of the helper (counsel or, teacher, therapist) affect the helping process? 
According to Fi tts18 investigators have just begun to  examine these types 
of questions as wel l  as the implications of the self concept for the 
educational process. 
The sel f  concept is developed and achieved through accumulated 
social contacts an d exferiences with other people· accor ding to  L abenne.19 
Peopl e l earn their identity, who and what they are, from the kinds of 
experiences the g rowing-up process provides. What a person believes 
17E sther B attle and Julian Rotter, " Children' s Feel ings of Per­
sonal Control as Related to Social Class and Ethnic Group, "  Journal of 
Personality, XXXI ( Decembe r, 1963) ,  pp. 482-90 .  
18william H .  Fitts, The Self Concept and B ehavior s  
Supplement, Research Monograph N o. 7 (N ashvill e, Tennessee: 
Cente r, 197 2), p.  10 . 
1 91 abenne, Self Concept Theory, p. lJ. 
Overview A nd 
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about h imse lf is partly a function of his interpre tation · of how others 
se e him. Since he  re ally ha s  no way of knowing pre cise ly how others see  
him, he  infers this from the ir be havior toward h im. The value system, 
perception of socie ty in ge neral and life style are influe nce d by one ' s  
social class as  pre se nte d in the re vie w of literature in Chapter II of 
this study. 
The multidime nsional approach used  in the construction of the 
Te nn e ss e e  Se lf Concept Sca l e  is consiste nt with the phe nome nological 
theory. This scale yie lds indi ce s of various are as of  the se lf in 
addition to the overall se lf conce pt score . Score s are also obtaine d 
on the physical, moral-e th ical, persona l, farrdl y and social se lf. The 
internal frame of refere nce as postulate d by Combs and Snygg a nd by 
Rogers, di scusse d previously in this chapter is me asure d on the Te nne sse e 
Se lf Conce pt Scale by the cat egorie s of (1) Ide ntity--items pertaining 
to what the individual is, his Ide ntity Se lf ; (2) Se lf Satisfaction-­
items d escribing how a person fe e ls about himse lf, the Judging Se lf ; 
and ( 3 ) B ehavior--ite ms describing what an individual doe s  or how he 
acts, the Be haviorial Se lf. 20 
The theories pre se nted thus far in Chapter III have emphasize d 
the important e ffe ct of a positive s elf conce pt in le arning. E vide nce 
is accumulating which indicate s. that students with poor s e lf conce pts 
are more anxi ous, le ss  we ll adjuste d in general and are le ss  e ffe ctive 
20Thompson, · correl at e s  of Sel f Conce pt, pp. 2-J. 
individually or ln groups when compared with those who have more posi­
tive self concepts. Some of the stress and anxiety accompanying the 
process of withdrawing from college or changing one' s program of study 
could well be related to certain self concept variables. 
Reference Group Theory 
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Social scientists have become increasingly concerned with the 
problem  of the concept of the self as it is influenced and determined by 
groups in the social environment . One systematic approach used to deal 
with this problem has been reference group theory. Findings in social 
psychology show that a person ' s  attitudes depend in part upon his social 
contacts and particularly upon the groups in which he holds membership or 
to which he aspires to hold membership. At the same time , it is apparent 
that the typical individual in our culture , simultaneously belongs to sev­
eral different organizations and is associated with a variety of groups.21 
Any group in society originated at some point in time , and its 
formation was determined by a particular set of conditions. There is , 
according to Cartwright and Zander , 22 no simple answer to the question of 
why a collection of individuals comes to constitute a group . The reasons 
for the formation of a family, a committee, an adolescent gang, a busi­
ness association or an ethnic group would appear to have little in common. 
21Harold H. Kelley, " Salience of Membership and Resistance to 
Change of Group-Anchored Attitudes , " Herbert H. Hyman and Eleanor Singer 
eds. Readinvs in Reference Grouu Theor and Research . (New York s The 
Free Press, 1968 , p. 297 . 
22Dorwin Cartwright and Alvin Zander eds. Group Dynamics 
{New York a The Free Press, 1968) , pp. 53-.54. 
23 Cartwright and Zander have identified three rather different ki nds of 
circumstances under which groups come into existences (1) a group may 
be created deliberatel y by one or more people in order to accompl ish some 
objective, (2) a group may be formed spontaneously by the people who have 
come to participate in it, and ( J) a collection of individuals may become 
a group because they are treated in a homogeneous way by other people. 
A t  any one time, only  a rel ativel y small number of people are 
involved with a person . We use the word " group" to indicate these people. 
Dependi ng on the act and the situation, the group not onl y  contains 
different people, but the rel ationships among them are different. The 
variety of rel ationships among people involved together in a situation 
is so extensive that we have to concl ude that " groupness" is a general 
impression , not a specific characteristic. We form our impressions of 
" groupness" from a l arge number of specific properties of the collection . 
B efore entering upon a discussion of the types of reference 
groups, a few remarks about the qual ities and cohesiveness of groups 
24 would be appropriate. Gulley has described groups as different from 
each other to the extent that they exhibit certain vital qual ities at a 
particul ar moment. One of the important qual ities of a group is cohe­
siveness which is a function of the attractiveness of the group for its 
members. A primary group, such as the family, is ordinarily more 
2Jrbid . , p .  54.  
24Hal bert E. Gulley , Discussion, Conference, and Group Pro·cess 
( New York s  Henry Holt and Company, 1960) , pp. 7)-75 . 
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cohesive than a non-primary group and a co ntinuing group is more cohesi ve 
than a momentary g roup, 
I t  i s  a common observatio n that the members of a continuing group 
are l ikel y to displ ay a remarkable homogeneity of bel ie fs, attitudes, 
val ues and behavior, Social scientists have devoted much energy and 
ingenuity towards attaining a be tter understanding of the homogenizing 
e ffec ts of  groups, Cartwright and Zander25 have liste d the fol lowing 
reasons for this simil arity among members of a g roups 
1. Cognitive confl. ic t--a collection of people exposed to the 
sa me environment are incl ined to assume that there is only 
o ne " correct" description of the situ at ion o r  be face d with 
a cognitive confl ict. 
2 .  Similarity among members environments--membership in a group 
de termi nes for an individual many of the t hings he will see, 
hear, think about, learn, and do. 
3 , Selective rnembership--distinctive kinds of people may,  
therefore, be attracted to, or  recruited by , a partic ular 
group, and a person who finds himself in a group whose mem­
bers are too different from him may withdraw. 
4 . Common societal norms--memb ers of a particular group are also 
members of a la rger society and to the exte nt that th e no rms 
of this society affect al l will result in g reater similarity 
among members within any group. 
A s  was pointed out in Chapter II , factors relat ing to atti tudes,  
behavior, and style of life diffe r from class to c lass in society . Not 
only does the collection of individuals composing a group affec t the 
na ture of the group but we also find that groups affe ct the nature of  the 
individuals in the group. The different types of groups i n  whi ch an 
25c artwright and _Za nder, Group Dynamics, pp. 140-42 . 
individual may  hold membership and to which he may addre ss his behavior 
26 are referred to  as his reference  groups by Thelen. He has desc ribed 
five type s of referenc e  groups and t hey  may b e  summariz ed as fol lowsa 
1 .  The actu al group of people he is me eting with in a gi ven time 
and plac e .  This is the only group he c an re ally interac t wit h  
in a give n time and plac e ,  t est ideas and evalu at e himself. 
2 .  The sec ond referenc e group is the group we represe nt or think 
we represent .  We  represent its wishes, its membersh ip and 
powe r, and its ideas abou t how to proce ed. 
J. A t hird type of re ferenc e  group may be c harac terized  as the 
abstrac ted  group or the " re lic" group. The people , roles, 
and action have droppe d ou t of me mory and only the va lu es 
and at titudes of these pre vious groups may remain. 
4 .  A fourth type of group, under whose influenc e  one may ac t in 
an actual group, is the " hangover" group. Basically this is 
a group similar t o  the family in which one had membershi p 
probl ems and anxi etie s which are prese ntly not resolved.  
5. The fifth type is the fantasied or construc ted group. From 
this construct ed group t he person will withdraw into fantasies 
and rec eive responses which he c annot get from an ac tual 
group. 
At this point it may be appropriat e to summarize that, ( 1) the class or 
environme nt may  influence  t he membership of groups, (2) t he individual 
influenc e s  the group of whic h he is a member, ( 3) groups influenc e  the 
individu al s  t hat comprise the group, and (4) the indiv idual is influ ­
enced b y  groups other t han those " actu ally" prese nt .  With this review 
of group composit ion and structure in mind ,  the writ� r will proce ed with 
�he discussion of the history and developme nt of refe renc e  group theory. 
26tt erbert A. The le n, Dynamic s of Groups at Work ( C hic agoa The 
Uni versity of Chicago Press, 19.54) , pp. 231-35 .  
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The term " reference group" was first used by  H erb ert H yman27 in 
a study, The Psychology of Status, published in 1942. Certainly many 
earlier social scientis ts have ma de reference to group organization and 
societal influ ences on the memb ers of society. Emile Durkheim h ad long 
ago emphasized the ability of a society to n early achieve  s elf regula­
tion under the influ ence of organic solidarity. Through group organi� 
zation , Durkheim b elieved that a type of collective conscience developed 
which served to unite individuals. 28 
G eorg Simmel objected to the postulate of a g roup mind as pre­
sented b y  Durkheim. Simmel saw society as a fu n cti on manifested in 
dynamic relations among individuals and in interactions b etween indivi-
dual minds, Society exi sted wherever a number of i ndividuals e nt ere d 
into reciprocal relationships. Society is a process with the dyad being 
the simplest sociological formation existing b etween two individuals. 
In the triad, the group finally has emerged b ecause the third person has 
b een added . The analysis made by  Simmel of '' sociability" typifies his 
belief tha t one can distinguish b etween form and content of interhuman 
action in any human society. The individual can enter society only by  
fore g oing some of his individuality and exchanging  it for the generality 
demanded by the role. 29 
27H erb ert H .  H yman, "The  Psychology of Statu s, "  A rchives of 
Psycholo gy, N o. 269 , 194 2. 
28For a more complete discussion of societal influ ence on members 
of a society see Durkheim's Division of Labor and Suicide, 
2 9non Martindale, The Nature and Types of Sociological Theory 
{Bostons Houghton M ifflin Co. , 1960) , pp. 236-4 7 ,  
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William James , George Mead , and Charles H, Cooley have all con­
tributed ideas implicit in reference group theory. William James had 
suggested in his account of the "social self" in 1890 that our potential 
social self was developed and inwardly strengthened by thoughts of 
remote groups and individuals who functioned as normative points of 
reference . 3° 
Cooley ' s  foremost contribution to the theory of groups was 
what has come to be known as "primary groups. " These primary groups are 
characteri zed by intimate face-to-face association and cooperation. The 
family, peer groups and the neighborhood are an i ntegral part of the 
primary group concept and act as reference groups for the individual. 
According to Cooley primary groups are fundamental in  forming the social 
nature and ideals of the individuai . 31 
The discussion in Chapter II of William James and George Mead is 
also appropriate for the considerations presented in relation to reference 
group theory. Mead ' s  emphasis on the " generalized other , "  that evolves 
within an individual ' s  mind and personality, is particularly significant 
for reference group theory. Through the generalized other, the community 
exercises control over the conduct of its i ndividual members . The two 
stages in the development of the self are (1 )  the organization of the 
30James, Principles of Psychology, Chapter 10 . 
31charles H. Cooley , Human Nature and the Social Order (New York i 
Charles Scribner ' s  Sons , 1902) . 
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particular attitudes of other individuals toward one's self, and (2 ) the 
organization of the social atti tudes of the generalized other toward one' s 
self. The self reache s full development by organizing individual atti­
tudes and generalizing them, and by becoming an individual refle ction of 
the general systematic social pattern of group behavior in which· all 
others are i nvolved. 32 
When Mead spoke of men taking the " role of the generalized 
other" , he meant that each person approached his society from the stand­
point of the culture of his group. Since man defines objects, other . 
people, society, and himself from the perspective that he shares with 
others, he can thus guide his conduct in line with this generalized 
point of view. The socialized person is a socie ty in miniature ; he sets 
the same standards of conduct for himself as he sets for others, and he 
also judges himself in the same terms. 33 
A contemporary of Mead, W. I. Thomas, contribute d to the concept 
of re ference group theory with his emphasis that the way an individual 
looks at reality is as basic as that reality itself. This " definition 
of the situation" was the central object of study in sociology for 
Thomas. The " situation" is the set of val ues and attitudes with which 
the individual or the group has to deal in a process of activity. It is 
a lso in regard to these values and attitudes that activities are planned 
32Martindale, Types of Soci ological The ory, p. 358. 
JJr.ramotsu Shibut ani, "Reference Groups as Perspectives," Hyman 
and Singer eds. Re adings i n  Refe rence Grou Theor and Research 
(New York s The Free  Pre ss, 19b8 , p. 106. 
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and resul ts evaluated. E very concrete activity consists in the solution 
of a situation which involves three kinds of data: ( 1 )  the objective 
conditions under which the individual or society has to act and which at 
the given moment  affect the consci ous status of the individual or the 
gro up, (2) the pre-exi sting attitudes of the individual or the group, 
and ( 3) the "defini ti on of situation" by the individual or group as a 
more or l ess cl ear conception of the conditions of consciousness and of 
attitudes. The indi vidual develops his attitudes and makes his selec­
tion of the val ues, that a situation offers, on the basis of a general 
pattern of wishes. This typology of four wishes i nclude the desire for 
new experience, security, response, and recogni tion. 34 
The t erm  "reference group" was first used b y  �yman as was i ndi­
c ated earlier in this chapter. Hyman intensively interviewed the sub­
ject s in his study in an attempt to learn something of the meanin g, 
genesis, criteria of and sati sfaction wi th status. He then developed 
scales to measure their subjective status al ong various dimensi ons 
includi ng general status, economi c, intellectual, cultural ,  social, and 
physical attracti veness. Subjects were also asked to indi cate their 
subjective status with reference to di ffere nt groups, (1) the total 
adult population in the U nited States, ( 2) friends and acquai ntances, 
and ( J ) their occupational group.  H yman found that wi thi n each status 
J4Martindale, Types of Sociological Theory, pp . )48-.51 .  
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dimension an i ndi vidual' s judgment of his statu s shifted when r eference 
groups wer e  chang ed , 35 
Other r esu lts of Hyman' s study, reported by Sherif and Cantril, 36 
which are particularly significant for our purposes are as followss 
1. I ndi vidual s strive for status with respect to those accom­
pli shments or characteristi cs which they most hig hl y  value. 
2 .  When an i ndivi dual ' s  statu s is  approxima tely similar to the 
s tatus of the group he is  usi ng as a ba sis for comparison, 
then, he shows no particular concern for hi s own status and 
no great drive to achieve a higher status. 
J . P ersons who regard the difference b etween their own statu s 
and a reference group a s  being determined b y  a social sy stem 
they disa pprove o f  also show li ttle di ssa tisfactio n wi th 
their own status. 
Thi s  study clearly i ndicates, then, an i ndi vidual ' s  co nception of his 
own status or t he sta tus of his  group invariably depends upo n  the other 
groups to which h e  compares himself or his own group. In o ther words, 
he uses himself or hi s group as the anchoring point, and hi s own sub ­
jective sta tus varies accordi ng to the scale provi ded. 3 7 
A t  about the same time that H yman was r esearchi ng some of the 
ramifi cations of r eference group theory, we fi nd tha t Theo dore Newcomb 
was worki ng with simil ar concepts i n  hi s study of B ennington College 
students. In this study Newcomb sought to explore the wa ys in which 
3.5Muzafer Sherif a nd Hadley Cantril, The Psychol ogy of Ego­
Involvements (N ew York: John Wiley and Son s, I nc. , 1 947) , p. 137 .  
36rbid. , pp . 137-38 . 
37rbid. , p. 138 . 
individual s  derived their val ues and abi lities from other groups. He 
sought to understand the change of atti tude or lack of change among the 
students a ttending Bennington coll ege. He tried to determine which 
students used the Be nnington Community as their refe rence group. 38 
N ewcomb's study considered the soci al organization which affected 
the selection of reference groups. People freque ntly orient themse lves 
to groups other than their own in shaping their own behavior and eval­
uations. It is the problems centered about this fact of orie ntation to 
non-membership groups that constitute some of the distinctive concerns 
of reference group theory. The distinction N ewcomb made between the 
positive and negative type of reference groups serves to illustrate that 
individuals may form their attitudes in opposition to the norms of a 
group as well as in accordance with them. A positive reference group is 
one in which a person is motivated to be accepted and treated as a group 
member, either overtly or symbolically. The negative reference group 
concept hel ps us  understand not only the affective tone and content of 
an individual ' s  attitude but also such formal features as the congru­
ence and organi zation of his attitudes. Negative refere nce groups 
motivate the person to oppose or react agai nst that group. Certain 
groups according to Newcomb39 can be both a positive and a negative 
. J8Theodore M. Newcomb, Personality and Social Change (New York , 
Dryden Press, 1943) , pp . 374-86 . 
39Theodore Newcomb et . al . ,  Social Psychology (N ew Yorks Holt, 
Rinehart and Winston, 1965) , p. 109. 
reference group at the same time, permitting conformity to some of the 
group norms but not to others. 
Newcomb also contributed to the study of occupational special­
ization when he stated that one ' s  commitment to a given specialization 
could be re-enforced by positive reference groups or indi viduals. Nega­
tive reference groups or persons tend to pull a person away from his 
commitment or tendency to specialize in an area of work he might other­
wise select . Subgroups and cliques within an individual ' s  life operate 
as negative or positive reference groups and, as such, affect both his 
choice of occupation and his specialization within that occupation. 
Both individual and group levels of analysis are e s sential to 
an understanding of the behavior of youths according to a study conducted 
by the Sherifs . 40 Although this study emphasized the primary importance 
of the reference group, the influences of the neighborhood and larger  
society were also stre s sed. Carolyn and Muzafer Sherif viewed reference 
groups as those toward which an individual is oriented regardle ss of 
whether or not he is a member of the group . An individual is . usually a 
member of many groups, howe ver, not all of them are equally influential 
on his behavior. 
The concept of reference group, then, began to emerge in the 
course of the empirical studies of Hyman, Newcomb, and the Sherifs. The 
concept of "relative deprivation" as used in The American Soldier api:;ears 
40carolyn W. Sherif and Muzafer Sherif, An Outline of Social 
Psychology (New York: Harper and Brothers, 1956), p. BJ . 
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to be closely related to such well-known sociological concepts as "social 
frame of reference, " " patterns of expectation, " or " definition of the 
situation. " This study by Stouffer41 of American soldiers in World 
War II emphasized that self-apprai sal is dependent on the reference group 
which one employs as a point of social comparison. The sense of relative 
deprivation stems from the particular soldier choosing one group rather 
than another for comparison . This concept helps to clarify the seemingly 
paradoxical behavior on the part of these World War II soldiers as well 
th . 42 as for many o er societal groups. 
Research . .from The American Soldier points directly to the prob­
lems raised by multiple group affiliations and multiple reference groups. 
Through these studies, in which groups of drafted married men compared 
themselves to unmarried army associates, Stouffer found that the married 
group felt they had sacrificed much more for their country. Stouffer 
inferred that soldiers who were considered to be the more advantaged 
soldiers could also feel deprived if they chose to compare themselves 
with · others who were even better off than they were . 43 
The theories and concepts discussed thus far were not well known 
until 1950 when Merton and Rossi synthesized and presented in systematic 
41For a ·complete discussion of the studies of Stouffer and asso­
ciates see Samuel A. Stouffer et .al. , The American Soldier , Adjustment 
During Army Life, Vol. 1 ,  (Pririceton a Princeton University Press , 1949) . 
42Herbert H. Hyman, " Reflections on Reference Groups, " Public 
Opinion Quarterly XXIV (Fall , 1960 ) ,  p. J87. 
4Ji.Ierbert H. Hyman and Eleanor Singer eds. Readings in Reference 
Group Theory and Research (New York s The Free Press , 1968) , pp. 30-36. 
form their "contri butions to the Theory of Reference Group Behavior . "44 
The term "reference group" has now appeared in many writings in many 
countries and has been applied to various types of social and economic 
problems. Merton has given the following comprehensive statement con­
cerning the aims of reference group theorys 
Reference group theory aims to systematize the determinants 
and consequences of those processes of evaluation and self­
apprai sal in which the individual takes the values or standards 
of other individuals and groups • • •  frame of reference . 45 
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According to Merton46 theories of the middle range lie between 
the minor but necessary working hypotheses and the all-inclusive system­
atic efforts to  develop a unified theory that will explain  all the 
observed uniformities of social behavior , social organi zation and social 
change. Reference group theory i s  an example of middle range theory 
used principally to guide empirical inquiry. Durkheim, Sorokin , and 
more recently David Riesman , have used and have been advocates for the 
use of theories  of the middle range. Merton has stated that theories of 
the middle range consolidate , not fragment , empirical findings. Reference 
group theory may be used to draw together findings from such disparate 
fields of human behavior as military life , race and ethnic relations , 
44Robert K. Merton and Alice Kitt Rossi, " Contributions to the 
Theory of Reference Group Behavior, " Robert K .  Merton and Paul Lazerfeld 
eds. Continuities in  Social Research : Studies in the Seo e and Method 
of the Ameri can Soldier Glenecoe, Ill. : Free Press , 1950 , pp. 40-105. 
45rbi d . ,  p .  35 . 
4�obert K .  Merton , Social Theory and Social Structure (New York s 
The Free Press , 1968) , pp. 39-59. 
social mobility, delinquency, politics, education, or revolutionary 
activity.47 
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There is a congruity between reference group theory and con­
ceptions of functional sociology. Together they deal with different 
facets of the same subject according to Merton. 48 Reference group theory 
centers on the processes through which men relate themselves to groups 
and refer their behavior to the values of these groups. Functionalism 
centers on the consequences of these processes, not only for social 
structure s, but also for the individual s  and groups involved in these 
structures. The social function of ref�rence group behavior is "anti­
cipatory socialization" which is the acquisition of values and orienta­
tions found in statuses and groups in which one is not yet engaged but 
in which one is likely to enter. 
Merton developed the concept of anticipatory socialization as a 
part of reference group theory to help explain the behavior of that 
individual who is preparing for future statuses in his status-sequence . 
The explicit, deliberate, and often formal part of this process is what 
is meant by education and training. Much of such preparation for future 
statuses is  implicit, unwitting, and informal--it is particularly to this 
type of preparation that the notion of anticipat�ry socialization directs 
our attention. Even in schools, anticipatory socialization proceeds 
beyond the boundaries of what is formally provided for. Individual s may 
47 6 I bid. , pp. 59- 8 .  
48rbid . , p. 4J8 . 
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take, as a reference group, a non-memb ership group  to which they aspire 
to bel ong. They then begin to soci al ize themsel ves to what they perceive 
to b e  its norms before they are o ver-exposed to the group' s influence.49 
In a recentl y completed doctoral dissertatio n ,  Wil l iam Cross50 
presented a summary  of four ways in which a group may function as a ref­
erence groups (1) when a n  ind ividual aspired to memb ership in a group, 
(2) w hen a n  individual strove to be  l ike members of t he reference group 
on  one respect or  tried to make one of  his memb ership grou ps l ike the 
reference group, ( 3) when a person perceived satisfaction from being 
different from membe�s of the reference grou p  in some way a nd stro ve to 
maintain this difference, a n d  (4) when an in dividual evaluated himself  
a nd his membership group using t he reference group as a sta ndard even 
though he might not strive to be either l ike or u nl ike  members of the 
reference group. 
The concept of  " normative reference group" is simil ar to anti-
cipatory social izatio n in many respects. K el ley51 has defined two func­
tions of reference groups as being the " normative" and " comparison" 
fu nctions. If a reference group is serving as the sou rce of t he indivi­
dual ' s  n orms ,  attitudes, and values it wou l d b e  classified as a normative 
4 9Ibid. , p. 439 . 
50Wil l iam M.  Cross , "Occupational Aspirations and Expectations of 
Seminary Stu dents, "  (unpubl ished Ph. D. dissertation, South Dakota St ate  
University, 1 971), p. 11. This summary o rigin al ly w as found in a book 
written by H arry M. Johnso n, Sociology , A Systematic Int roduct io n  
(New York :  H arcourt , B race and World , 1 960) , pp. 39-40 • 
.51Hyman and Singer eds. Reference G roup Theory, p. 8.  
refere nce group in the disti nction use d by  Ke lle y. The in divi dual 
adheres to the norms of a group, of which he may or may not be a me m­
ber,  in a n  almost obse ssive manner. 
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One additional consi deration of  the norma ti ve function of re fe r­
e nce groups discusse d b y  Ke lle y52 is appropriate fo r inclusion at this 
poi nt. A group functions as a normative re fere nce group fo r a pe rson  to 
the e xtent  tha t its e valuation of him are base d upo n the de gree of his 
conformi ty to certain standards of  be havior o r  attitu de and to the exte nt 
that the de livery of  rewards or  punishme nts i s  condi tio nal upon the se 
evaluations. A group can assume this f� nction of  no rm-se tting and norm­
enforceme n t  whe ne ver it  is  in a position to de liver rewards or puni shments 
for conformi ty o r  non conformi ty. 
The comparison  fu nction  of re fe re n ce groups is that of se rvi n g  
as or  be ing a standard o r  comparison point against which the pe rsons can 
evaluate themselve s a nd othe rs. A group fu nctions a s  a compari son ref­
ere nce group for an individua l  to the exte n t  that the behavior, attitude s, 
circumsta nce ,  o r  other characte ristics of its members repre se nt compari­
son points which he use s in maki ng judgme n ts an d e valuatio ns. 
The normative and compa ri son functions wi ll fre quently be se rve d 
in the same group. If a group is to serve both functions, it is usually 
the case that the group is a membe rship group. The di sti nction  be twee n  
the two functions is important  be cause i t  make s explicit the two mai n  
52Haro ld H . Ke lley,  "Two Functions o f  Re fe re n ce G roups, " H yman 
a nd Singer e ds. Readi n s i n Re fe re nce G rou Theor and Re se arch 
(New York s The Free P ress, 1968 , pp. 80-81 . 
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aspects of referenc e group theory which are the mot iv
ational and the 
perc eptual , A more complet e theory of ref erenc e grou
ps must consist of 
at l east two parts accordi ng to  K elley.
53 One is havi ng to  do with 
groups as sources and enforcers of standards and th
e other as having to  
do  wit h  groups as t he standards themsel ves, 
The di stinction between reference individuals and 
r eference 
groups has oft en b een negl ect ed despite  t he e
mphasis on t he refer-
e nc e  individual as a point of social comparis
on in early works. Hyman 
stressed both conc ept s in his original res
earc h  sinc e over half the sub ­
j ects gave evidenc e  that they used partic
ular other indi vidual s--rather 
than t he larg er category of p eople--as 
ref erenc e points for appraising 
their status • .54 Mert on used both  conc ept s and Sherif call
ed t his refer-
ence individual "referenc e  idol ."  
The r efer enc e indi viduals are chosen b
y  virt ue of simi larity to  
the sub j ect in many case s ,  according t
o  Hyroan. 55 Other r easons given for 
t hese c hoices are the reference indivi
dual is in c l ose proximity to  the 
sub j ect in t he actual life situati on, 
and the reference individual is 
c hosen as a result of obj ective facts 
which  facilitat e s uc h  c omparisons. 
Some referenc e individual s are c hosen
 for comparisons of status by vi rt ue 
of c ontrast wit h  the subject ' s  stat us .
 The r ef erenc e  individuals are so 
different from t he subj ect that t hey 
stand out as sourc es for comparison. 
53Ibid . , pp. 80-81 • 
.54Hyman, "Reflecti ons on R eferenc e G
roups , "  p .  39 0. 
55H erbert H .  Hyman, "The of 
Status , "  Hyman and Singer 
eds .  R eadin s in Refere nce  Grou 
R esearch (N ew York: The 
Free Pre ss , 1 968 , p. 157 . 
H yman.56 has also pre sente d additional inte re sting findings on 
refe rence group that may be applicable for the write r' s study & (1) 
rarely doe s  the total population se rve as a refe rence group, ( 2 )  t he 
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more intimate refe re nce groups are characte ristic of t he proce ss of 
judging status, ( 3) indi viduals operate for t he most part in small groups 
within t he total socie ty and the tot al population may have lit tle rele­
vance for t he m, and (4) frie nds and pe ople that one works wit h  have far 
more rele vance for the individual. 
French and Rave n.57 used the conce pt refe re nt powe r which is 
sugge stive of many of the fundame nt als of normative re fe re nce grou p 
proce sse s. The powe r of a nonmembe rship re fere nce group i nhe re s e ssen ­
tial ly in t he fact that the individual through his sheer identification 
with the group willingly acce pt s what he pe rce ive s to be it s norms. I n  
contrast to t his, me mbe rship groups often have the powe r, e ve n  when 
the in divi dual doe s  not t ake the m  as re fere nce groups, to e xact con­
formity in be havi or through irrational me ans or rew ards and to  induce 
attitu de s  t hrough prol onge d socializ ation. Whe n  refe re nt powe r is 
joine d  to t he re al powe r of a me mbe rshi p group, t he combination will be 
very strong. 
The me asure me nt of re fe ren ce groups has pre se nte d problem are as 
for sociologists and social psychologists. Subje ctive me asurements 
.57J ohn Fre�ch, J r. ,  and Be rtram Raven, "The B ase s of Soci al 
P owe r, "  in Derwi n Cartwright e d. Studies  i n  Social Powe r (A nnA rbora 
U ni ve rsit y  of Mi chigan Pre ss, 1959) ,  pp. 150-67 . 
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consist of the respondent selecting which groups serve a s  his reference 
groups. I n  addition to ha ving difficulty at  times in sub jectively 
identifying the group, the respondent mus t  also ha ve some perception of 
the group' s norms if he is to orient his a ttitudes and be compatible 
wi th them. His perception may deviate from the objective positio n  of a 
gro up, not becaus e  he opposes the group, but simply b ecause he conforms 
to false norms  tha t  he has taken for a true nor� of the group. Group 
members a nd especially those members who most closely identify with the 
group hav e  greater awareness of a norm than do nonmembers. 58 
O ther factors affecting reference gro up measurement are the 
homogeneity o f  the group, the clarity of  the group norms a nd the felt 
legitimacy of  the group. When we dea l  with large and heterogeneous 
socia l  categories functioning as reference gro ups , we often find that 
the groups of  this na ture are not unified and ha ve a set of  norms rather 
tha n a norm. M ea surement is enhanced if groups are clea rly distinguish­
able from other groups and if norms are well defined. A respondent may 
have a particular reference group with which he identifies a nd may per­
ceive i ts norms clearly ; however, he  ma y not regard as  legitimate or 
a ppropriate the fact that the group exercise its influence in a partic­
u la r  jurisdiction. A cco rdi ng to Hyman , 59 in this type o f  situa tion the 
respondent' s  b ehavior or  attitude may not be go verned by the reference 
group. 
58H yman, " The Psycholo gy o f  Status , "  p. 394. 
59 6 Ibid. , pp. 395-9 • 
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The concept of reference group has always implied that one can­
not make arbitrary assumptions about the groups to which an individual 
refers himself . Research has already established a number of regu­
larities in the choices made by individuals and some of the major factors 
governing these selections. Hyman and Singer60 have pointed out that 
theorizing about the choice of reference groups and reference individuals 
is often based on simple assumptions about motivation. The individual 
chooses a normative reference group so that in fantasy, or ultimately in 
fact , he can feel himself part of a more favored group. Individuals 
facing rapid social change may identify with the most accessible ref­
erence group. For social comparisons , an individual may choose a group 
in order to increase his self-regard or prote ct his eso . 
Shibutan1 61 has recently contributed to reference group theory by 
summarizing some of the analytical uses that can be made of the concept s 
The inconsistency in behavior as a person moves from one social 
contest to another is accounted for in terms of a change in ref­
e rence groups ; the exploits of juvenile delinquents , especially 
in interstitial areas , are being explained by the expectations of 
. peer-group gangs ; modifications in social attitudes are found to 
be  related to changes in associations. The concept has been par­
ticularly useful in accounting for the choices made among apparent 
alternatives , particularly where the selections seem to be contrary 
to the "best interests" of the actor. Status problems--aspirations 
of social climbers , conflicts in group loyalty , the dilemmas of 
marginal men--have also been analyzed in terms of reference groups , 
as have the differential sensitivity and reaction of various 
segments of an audience to mass communication. It is recognized 
that the same generic processes are involved in these phe·nomenally 
di verse events, and the increasing popularity of the concept 
attests to its utility in analysis . 
60Hyman Singer eds . ,  Reference Group Theory , p .  lJ. 
61 Shibutani , "Reference Groups as rerspecti ves , "  p. lOJ. 
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A further contribution whi ch has assisted i n  the clari fication 
of the reference group theory concept has been made by Shibutan1 . 62 One 
usage of the concept is the designation of the group which acts as a 
point of reference in making comparisons or contrasts . As discussed in 
the origi nal use of the concept by Hyman, we fi nd the reference groups 
as points of comparison in evaluating one' s own status. Hyman also found 
that the estimates varied accordi ng to the group with whi ch the respon-
dent compared himself . 
A second use of the concept deal s  with that group i n  whi ch the 
actor aspires to gain or maintain acceptance or membership . Here the 
concept is used to denote a group of i ndivi duals wi th whom the actor 
d esires associ ation. The reference group of the socially ambi tious is  
said to consist of people of higher strata whose status symbols are 
imitated . Shibutani summarized this concept as one that used to poi nt 
to an association of human bei ngs among whom one seeks to gain, main-
tain, or enhance his status. 
In a third usage the concept implies an existant group whose 
norms and values guide the individual's behavior although i t  is  not a 
membershi p group nor need i t  be a group in which the i ndivi dual desires 
membership. In this usage a reference group becomes any collectivity, 
real or imagi ned, envied or despised, whose perspective is assumed by 
the actor. 63 
62Ibi d . , pp. 103-104 . 
-
6>J: bid . , p. 105 .  
-
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Applying reference group theory to a few of the variables, 
commonly considered to enter into social class designations, produces 
some interesting points of speculation . In the light of reference group 
theory, the possibility exists that a person with little education in a 
high prestige occupation has a totally di fferent sense of identity and 
far less relative deprivation than a person of high education in a low 
prestige occupation. The two indivi duals are likely to use different 
reference groups in appraising themselves ,  � Campbell et al . ,  have 
stated that a combination of low education and white collar occu�ation 
and a combination of high education and blue collar occupation has 
demonstrable e ffects on subjective class identification, on vocational 
preference and on attitude, 
The review of literature and theoretical orientation presented 
support the contention that the individual identifies himself to some 
degree with those individuals and groups that have been influential in 
shaping his expectations. Social class variables are important determi­
nants _ designating which groups may become one ' s  actual membership ref­
erence groups. Social class variables also influence values and atti­
tudes which have a bearing on non-membership group perceptions. The 
attitudes, behavior patterns and styles of life of social classes in the 
stratification system found in our society undouotedly have implications 
for college student decisions which pertain to college persistence and 
stability of program choice . 
64A. Cambell et al . ,  The Ameri can Voter (New York : Wiley and 
Co. , 1960 ) . 
?7 
Research Hypotheses 
The following research hypotheses were derived from the review 
of literature a nd the theoreti cal ori entati on s  
1 .  Social class standi ng of studen ts i s  related to (a ) college 
persi stence, a nd (b ) stabilit y of program choi ce. 
2. Subjecti ve estimates of social class  standing b y  students 
will  b e  similar to estimates of their social class  sta ndi ng determined 
by  objecti ve measures of i ncome, educa tion ,  a nd occu pati on .  
J . The educational level of the father, educati onal  l evel of 
the mother, fami ly i ncome, and occupati onal  level of the father are 
related to  (a ) college persi stence of son or daughter, and (b ) stabi li ty 
of program choi ce of son or daughter. 
4. Students who persi st in college attenda nce a nd do not change 
t heir i ni tial col lege program enrollment wi ll have higher ACT composite 
scores a nd cumulative grade point averages t han stu dents who do not 
persi st i n  college or do change their ini tia l  program of study. 
5 . Signifi cant self concept differences a ppear to exi st between 
persi sters and non-persi sters in college a ttendance and b etween changers 
a nd non -changers of a cademi c program. 
6.  Self concept differences a ppear to exi st among stu dents of 
t he vari ou s  social cla ss levels. 
7. College persistence and stabili ty of progra m choi ce appear 
to b e  related to ( a )  size of the student's hig h  school graduating class, 
(b) size of communi ty of parent's resi den ce, and ( c) t he student having 
had a counsel or i n  high school. 
CHAPTER IV 
METHODOLOGY 
Coll ection of Data 
A number of methods of measu ring social class position 
are des­
cribed by Hodges1 along with the instruments tha
t may be  used for this 
measurement. The instrument used in Warn e r's
2 book, Social Cl ass in 
America was used as the model for the formul atio
n of the instrument to 
determine social cl ass standings of students in
cl uded in this study. The 
writer h as updated and revised Warner's Index
 of Status Charactert sti cs 
to al low for changes in the economic conditi
ons that have occurred over 
the years and to improve its applicability f
or use with mid-wes tern col-
lege and university students .  
V arious cross validation mechanisms have a
lso been included in 
the writer ' s inst rument3 t o  measure soci
al class standing o.f students at 
South Dakota State University.  Since p
arental occupation and educa tion 
are collected with the writer's instrum
ent, it is possib le to obtain a 
social cl ass designation using Holling
shead Two-Factor Index.
4 The 
social cl ass designation ob tained fro
m the revision of Warner ' s Index of 
1Hodges, Social Stratificati on, pp. 7
8-101 . 
2warner, Meeker, E els ,  Social Class i
n A merica , pp . 131-59. 
3see A ppendix A for the writer's instru
ment used to collect 
social class data  op South Dakota St ate
 University students. 
4Hollingshead,  Elmtown's Y ou th. 
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Status Characte ristics was compare d  with the s ocial class designa tions 
obtained f rom the Minnesota Scale for P aternal  Occu pations. 5 A number 
of sub jective evaluations (se lf- e stimate s) of social class standing are 
also inclu ded in the writer's instrument and the se estima te s are com­
pare d t o  t he de sig nations obtained from the re vision of Warner ' s  sc ale . 
A further discussion of  determining the validity of the writer' s instru ­
ment to obtain social class st anding of students at South Dakota State 
Unive rsity will b e  included i n  a l ater section in this chapter on 
"Pre -testing the questionnaire . "  
The Te nne sse e  Self Concept Scal e (he reafter referre d to as TSCS) 
de velope d by Fi  tts6 was used in this study to collec t selected s elf 
concept dat a  on the various studen t  groups.  The Clinical form of the 
TSCS used in t his study make s  possib le the study of the se lf conce pt 
i n  some depth and scope through the use of 100 self-descriptive state ­
ments t o  which the sub ject re sponds on  a 5-point Like rt type respo nse 
scale ranging from " Complete l y  true" to  "Completely false. " The overall 
self c once pt is re flect ed in the Tot al Po sitive Score which indicates 
the su bje ct' s general l evel of self-est eem. This, in turn,  is parti­
tione d i nto a J x 5 matrix of sub-score s. The three rows are co ncerned 
wi th how the individual describes himse lf from an internal frame of 
5'rhe Institute of Chil d De velopment, The Minne sota Scale  For 
P aternal Occupati ons,  (Universit y of Minnesota: Ninneapolis, hinn . ) . 
6Fitt s and Hamner, The Self C oncept and Delinq uency, p. 2. 
8 0  
reference. The three rows then may b e  seen as focusin g on (1 ) ·,.What he 
is" (2) "How he fee ls about himself,"  and ( 3) " What he does. "7 The five 
columns deal with the external frame of reference the individual uses to 
describe himsel f s  
Column As Physical Sel f 
Column Bs Moral-E thical Self 
Column Ca  Personal Self (Personal self-worth, psychol ogical 
traits and characteristics) 
Column D: Family  Self (Self in relation to the primary social 
group, family and close friends) 
Column E s  Soci al Self (Self in relation to the secondary social 
group) 
For a more detail ed discussion of the vari ous scal es and scores obtained 
from the TSCS see Appe ndix B .  
One of the more thorough and compl ete studi es of the method­
ological problems in the measurement of self concept was recently com­
pl eted by L eake. Among the topics discussed b y  L eak e were the criteria 
for establ ishing constru ct validity, possibl e irrelevant response determi­
nants,. inter-correl ations among self esteem instruments, internal 
factor anal yses, rel ationships b etween self  esteem and other variable s, 
and discriminant val idity. After exami ning a number of sel f  concept 
and sel f esteem measures in terms of these issues and others, L eake8 
7 Ibid. , pp. 2 -3 . 
8nonald A. L eake, "The r--: easurement of Sel f E steem" ( unpub­
lished master ' s thesis, Ohi o State Universi ty, 1 970), p. 83 . 
has concluded & 
The· discussion( s) • • •  in the present section of this paper 
su ggest the superiori ty of the TSCS to the other instruments 
for the measurement of self concept metadimensions, inc luding 
self esteem . • • • 
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The author of the TSCS, William H .  Fitts, has supplied some 275 
references which can be used to examine the uses and reviews that have 
now been completed on  the instrument. Fitts states that his scale is 
" simpler for the subject, more widely applicable, and b etter standard­
ized than o ther similar measuring devices . .. 9 
Crites10 has commented on bo th the reliability and validi ty of  
the TSCS. In one test of reliability (te st-retest reliability), Crites 
reported coefficients based on a sma ll sample (N=60)  of college students 
over a two week perio d that were generally in the . ?O's and . 80 ' s  with 
only four or five dipping as low . as · � 60 's. In regard to validity , Crites 
has reported that the results are promisin g that the instrument  tends to 
meaningfully discriminate psychiatric groups from normals and different 
psychiatric groups from each other. He further has concluded that the 
initial data on the Scale' s psychometric a ttributes indicate that it 
" measures up" by traditional criteria rather well. Crites questio ned 
whether the TSCS had any particular advantages over its l o ng line of  
precursors, i. e. , Bills I ndex of Adjustmen t  an d Values, the various 
published S sort s, etc. 
9Fitts and Hamner, Sel f Concept and Delinquency, p. 2. 
lOJ ohn O .  Crites, "Test Reviews a Tennessee Self Co ncept Scale, " 
Jou_rn al o f  Counseling Psychology, XII (Fall, 1965), pp. 330-31. 
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The TSCS and the instrument designed by the writer to collect 
social class characteristic s on students attending South Dakota State 
Uni versity were used to .co llec t da ta for this study . A further disc us­
sio n  of c ol lection procedures and population groups is incl uded in this 
chapte r  under the heading of Populatio n. 
Pre testing the Questionnaire 
On May 5, 197 2, the combined instru ment o f the writer's revision 
of Warner ' s  Index o f Status Charac teristics and the TSCS were adminis­
tered to 100 members of the I ntroduction to Sociology classes of the 
Spring 1972 term. Attention was direc te·d towards di ffic ul ties enc oun­
tered in the administration and collec tion of data with the pre test 
instrument so that revisions c ould be  made. Various statistical pro­
cedures were used with the data co llec ted with the pretest instrument. 
These procedures also aided in the final formul ation of the instrument 
and provi ded insights into more efficient use o f the data. 
Information col lec ted from previous years on students who with­
drew and those who changed c ol leges ( see Appendix C) was c ompared with 
pretest data. This informa tion was used to determine the method of 
se1ecting the sa mple of those students in the final study who do not 
change program of study and do persist in coll ege enrol lment. The 
various c ross val idations referred to under Collec tion of Data in this 
chapter were completed on the pretest da ta. The wri ter's version of 
Warner' s I ndex of Status Charac teristics appeared to more adequ ately des­
ignate soc ial class standing than di d  the other single or two facto·r 
instruments. Using the occupa tion of ba nker a s  an example, we find that 
the Min nesota Sca le For Paternal Occupations classifies all bankers int o 
Class II. The instrument used for this study enters such addit ior.al con­
siderat ions a s  size of banking operation, source of income, educa tional 
level, a nd type of family residence to determine social class designa tion. 
Popula tion 
The fall semester of the 1972-1973 academic year was essentially 
t he time interval chosen to collect data for t his s tudy.  In  recent 
years the largest majority of students who cha nged their program of study 
a t  South Dakota Sta te University did so during fall terms.  There is no 
reason t o  doub t from da ta collected to date that t hese fall changers would 
not be representative cf  the entire popula t ion that changed college within 
one s chool term. More st udents also termi na te t heir enrollment with  the 
U niversit y  during fall terms t han during t he spring terms (see Appendix 
C) . A ra ndom sample of those st udents who wit hdrew between terms was 
also included in t his group of students who did not persist  in enroll ­
ment . Changers a nd non-persisters completed the social class evalua­
tion ins trument a nd TSCS when they reported to  Student Services to 
complete t he change or wit hdrawal forms. 
A s tra t ified ra ndom sample (representa tion b y  college of t he 
Universit y a nd grade level similar to the cha ngers and non-persis ters ) · 
was se,lected from the students enrolled from t he fa ll 1972-1973 term who 
persisted and had not cha nged their program of study as  the 1973 spring 
term bega n. The pretesting of the questionnaire showed t ha t  t he 
In trodu ction to Sociol ogy classes ,  Intermedia te Sociol ogy a nd Popu­
lation cla sses ba sica l l y  contained the representa tions needed for this 
non-cha nger persister group. The socia l  class  evaluation instrument and 
TSCS was administered to several randoml y sel ected sections of these 
Sociol ogy cla ss es during the fall term. A l l  of the students included in 
the s tudy were full -time undergradua te students (those  enrolled for 12 
or more sem ester hours) . Academic and socioeconomic characteris tics o f  
the three groups included in this study a ppear i n  Chapter V in narrative 
a nd tabl e  form . 
A nalysis Procedures 
The informa tion obtained from the instruments used in this study 
was coded for transfer to punch ca rds a nd el ectronic compu ter ana l ysis 
techniques. A number of descriptive tabl es and tabula tions are included 
i n  Chapter V so tha t the characteris tics, number a nd percentages of the 
three grou ps of the study may be adequately defined. The chi-square test 
has been used in this study when two nominal -sca l e  variabl es have been 
11 cross-cl assified . According to Blal ock, the chi -square tes t is a very 
general tes t which ca n be used whenever we wish to eva luate whether or 
n ot frequencies which have been empiricall y obtained di ffer significantl y 
from those which wou ld be expected u nder a certain set of theoretical 
assumptions. 
The dependent variabl es are by the na ture of the study designed 
to be dichotorr.ous  i. e. , persis ter versu s non-persis ter and changer of 
11Hub ert M. B lal ock, Social Sta tistics (New Y ork, McGraw-H il l  
B ook Company, 1960), p. 212 . 
program of study versus non-chan ger. The l ea st squares ana ly si s of 
variance repre sent s an exten si on of the difference- of-mean s  t est and 
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wa s generally used whenever t estin
g for a relation ship between nominal 
(or higher order) scal es 
and an interval scal e. The basi c a ssumption s  
of analysi s  of variance 
for this study area (1 ) assumption of normal
ity, 
(2 )  independent random sampl e
s, (3) equal population stan da rd dev iati ons
, 
and  (4) use of the null hyp
othesi s that popu lation mean s  a re equal . 
Index scores derived from Warn
er ' s Index of Status Characteristic s and 
the TSCS have been assumed in 
the past to sati sfy t he assumption s 
required for analysi s  of vari
ance. A difference at or beyond the . 05 
level of si gnificance wa s con
sidered sufficiently large to  warrant 
rejecti on of the null hypotheses in
 this  study. 
The final stati stic al pro·cedure used
 in tpis study was a 
step-wi se-up 1east squares multiv
a riat e  regression procedure. Thi s 
teclmique was desi gned to account
--in rank order fashion--for the va
ri -
abi lity of the dependent  variabl
e as it might b e  associated wi th 
variabili ty of the selected inde
pendent va riables under condi ti o
ns  of 
the study.  Tot al a ccount able var
iabi lity was al so shown through 
the 
use of t hi s  procedure. 
The . 05 level of si gnificanc
e was used and thus there existe
d 
a five per c ent chanc� of rejecti
ng the null hypothe· ses when they 
were 
true. The formul a  for the regres
sion equation a ssumed the form s 
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Limitations of the Study 
It will be noted from the listing of objecti ves in Chapter I 
that this research project was also designed to make a contribution of 
devising an instrument that successfully appraises social class standing 
of students at South Dakota State University . The obvious limitation 
which exists is that there may be developed more accurate instruments 
with greater possibilities for generalizing to other populations than 
was possible with the instruments used, Since only South Dakota State 
University students were used , further limits must be re·cognized when 
generalizing to other populations, The writer is hopeful that this 
initial contribution will lead to the use of this type instrument on 
various populations , for varying time intervals , and with greater 
sophistication of statistical techniques . 
South Dakota State University is a land grant institution and as 
such differs in  philosophy and admission standards from that of private 
colleges and universities. It is possible that greater similarity 
exists in academic characteristics among persisters, non-persis-ters and 
changers in a University that does not have an "open-door" ad.missions 
policy, 
The persisting student population used for this study is recog­
nized to be more · representative of the freshmen and sophomore students at 
South Dakota State University. This may result in some generalizing 
limitations. Data collected previously on the types of groups included 
in the study indicated that comparability between groups would be 
, enhanced if the groups were similar in college grade level. 
8? 
Certain l imitations a re imposed on this study b y  the theoretical 
perspective and variables sel ected for study. Various persona l ity and 
motiva tion fact ors were considered to be beyond the scope of a n  in� ro­
ductory type study. As a resul t of the litera ture reviewed and theoret­
ical orienta tion, the socioeconomic variables were selected for this 
study. The number of variabl es tha t coul d be manipul ated. effectivel y 
and efficie ntl y  a lso entere d into the sel ection of variabl es. 
Th� number of cases within each socioeconomic l evel and their 
disproportional ity among levels imposed limita tions on the sta tistical 
anal ysis of the da ta .  Anal ysis of da ta for possible interactions was 
thus l imited. The dichotomous na ture of the dependent variab l e  of per­
sistence ve rsus non-pe rsiste nce in col lege e nrol lmen t  a nd changing versus 
not changing program of study placed l imitati ons on sta tistical analysis. 
Fina l ly, the limita tions imposed by the validity and relia ­
bility of the instruments u sed for the measurement of variables must be 
considered. The review of rela ted studies and of the instruments used 
in these studies was of great assistance in determining the sel ection of 
the instruments to be used for this study. The instruments sel ected 
shoul d impose no more serious limitations than that  found in other 
research studies where human characteristics a re measured . 
CHAPTER V 
ANALYSI S OF DATA 
The purpose of this chapter will be to analyze the data and 
test the relationships stated in null hypothesis form. Tables included 
in the first part of Chapter V are descriptions of the three sample 
groups of the study ( changers, withdrawers and persisters) . Academic, 
social class and self concept data are presented in succeeding sections 
of this chapter. 
General Description of Sample Groups 
The number of South Dakota State University students in each 
of the three sample groups by college is presented in Table 4 on the 
next page. Appendix C contains the comparative change of college and 
withdrawal data for the two previous fall terms. The number of stu­
dents changing college is not as large in the sample group as it is 
in the comparative data for previous school terms. N ot all changes 
were considered changes of college for this study as was previously 
defined ; however, ·all changes of college were included in tabulations 
for previous terms. For example, a change of college from Biology 
in the college of Agriculture to Biology in Arts and Science would 
have been included as a college change in the data for the fall terms 
of 1970 or 1971 but was not considered as a program change in this 
study. 
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'TABLE 4 .  --NUJ.TBER OF SWDENTS IN SAEPLE GROUPS BY COLLEGE OF EKROLU�NT 
Number Who Number Who Number Per-
College of 
Changed Withdrew sisted in Total 
College Enrollment Enrollment 
Initial 
Enrollment 
N o .  % No. % No . % N o .  % 
Agriculture 16 10. 60 21 23. 08 59 23. 05 96 19. 28 
Engineering 17 11. 26 5 5. 49 6 2. 34 28 5 . 62 
Arts and Science 26 17. 22 25 27. 48 90 35.15 141 28. 32 
Home Economics 5 3 , 31 9 9 , 89 Jl 12 , 11 45 9 , 04 
Pharmacy 9 5.96 5 5. 49 10 3. 91 24 4. 82 
General Registration 66 4J. 70 16 17. 58 41 16. 02 123 24 . 69 
Nursing 12 7 , 95 10 10. 99 19 7. 42 41 8. 23 
Total 1 51 100 . 00 91 100. 00 256 100. 00 498 100. 00 
There is a greater proportion of General Registration students 
included i n  this study than is found in the undergraduate University 
population. General Registration students are allowed to remain in 
that Division for only two years and must change college before their 
junior year. This requirement accounts for the disproportionate number 
of General Registration students in the changing college sample. 
The grade level or class standing of the students in the sample 
groups is shown in �able 5 ,  A greater number of students change college 
and withdraw from college at the freshman and sophomore class levels at 
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South Dakota State U niversity. Combining the classes into lower and 
upper classmen (freshmen and sophomores into the lower and juniors and 
seniors in the upper group) reveals that the sample groups support 
this fact. Seventy-three per cent of the sample group who changed col­
lege were lower classmen , seventy-nine  per cent of the persisters were 
l ower classmen, and eighty-three per cent of the withdrawers were lower 
classmen. Approximately 75  per cent of the students that withdrew 
during the fall term of 1971-72 were lower classmen and 79 per cent 
of the students who changed college were lower classmen. 
TABLE 5 . --CLASS STANDING OF STUDEtTS IN THE SANPLE GROUPS 
Number Who N umber Who N umbe r Per-
Class Changed Withdrew si sted in Total 
Standing College Enrol lment Enrollment 
N o. % No . % N o. % N o .  % 
Freshmen .52 34.44 48 52. 75 156 60 . 94 256 _51 .  41 
Sophomores 59 39 , 07 28 30. 77 48 18. 75  1J5 27 . 11 
J uniors 35 23.18 9 9 , 89 J7 14 . 4.5 81 16 . 26 
Seniors 5 J. 31 6 6. 59 15  5. 86 26 5. 22 
Total 151 100. 00 91 100. 00 2.56 100 . 0 0  498 100 . 00 
The sex of t he stude nts who change d college, w ithdrew or  
persisted i s  shown i n  Tabl e 6. The expected freque ncie s are incl uded 
in pare ntheses in Table 6 and i n  the other tables when chi squa re 
a nalysis i s  u se d. The chi square value, degrees of fre edom and prob ­
abi l ity of obtai ni ng this chi square va lue at the , 05 l evel are given 
immediate l y  below Table 6 .  This proce dure will be fol lowed whe neve r 
the chi square te st i s  use d .  
TABLE 6 . --SEX OF STUDENTS WHO CHANGED COLLEGE , WITHDREW , OR PERSISTED 
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The nul l  hypothesis of no relationship between male-female 
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and changing colle ge, wit hdrawing, or persisti ng can not be re je cted at 
.the ,05 le vel. 
The re ligion of the family and the occ upation of parents of 
t he students of the sample groups were obtained from the social c lass 
que stionnai re. The tabula tion of this information by sample groups 
appears in Appendix D. 
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Description and Analysis of Academi c Variables 
Tabl e 7 presents th e ACT composite score averages of t he three 
sample groups. These data may be  compared with the academic character­
istics of students  in these categories for the two previous t erms by 
referring to Appendix C. 
TABLE 7 . --ACT COMPOSITE AVERAGE SCORES FOR STUDENTS IN SAMPLE GROUPS 
BY COLLEGE OF ENROLUvlE�T 
Changer Withdrawal Persister 
College of Group Group Group Total 
Enroll ment 
No .  Ave. No .  Ave. N o. Ave. No .  Ave. 
A griculture 1 6  22. 69 21 20. 90 59 22. 95 9 6 22. 4 6  
Engineering 1 7  24 . 53 5 24. oo 6 25. 67 28 24 . 68 
Arts and Science 26 22. 73 25 21 . 3 6 89 22.27 140 22. 19 
Home Economi cs 5 23. 80 9 18. 11 31 23. 16 45 22. 22 
Pharmacy 8 25. 75 5 23. 20 10 24. 40 23 24. 61 
General Registrat ion 6 6  21 . 74 16 20.44 40 2 1. 80 122 21. 59 
N ursing 12 21 . 58 10 23 . 20 1 8  23 . 89 40 23.03 
Total/Ave . _ 150 22. 60 9 1 21 . 22 2.53 22. 74 4 94* 22. 42 
*ACT composite scores were not available for four students. 
The null hypot hesis of no difference in ACT c omposite scores 
b etween ( 1) the college persi sters and withdrawers and (2) college 
, changers of program and withdrawers can be rejected at the . 05 level . 
The difference in ACT composite scores between persisters and changers 
was not significant at the . 05 level. 
Sample Groups 
Persisters and Withdrawers 
Changers and Withdrawers 
Persisters and Changers 
!. Values 




P <. 01 
P (  . 02 
P :> . 05 
The ACT composite scores were thus significantly lower for the 
withdrawal group . This finding is comparable to that of Summerskill1 
which is described on pages 29 and JO in this study. In a review of 
nineteen studies, Summerskill found that scholastic aptitude scores 
when measured by standardized tests were generally lower for with­
drawers. 
The least squares analysis of variance was used for testing 
the relationship between (1) various academic characteristics and 
social characteristics and (2)  changing program of study, withdrawing 
or persisting in enrollment. The academic characteristics included 
were the ACT composite scores, educational level of the father and 
educational level of the mother. The educational level of the father 
and educational level of the mother were not significantly associated 
with changing, persisting or withdrawing enrollment . The ACT com­
posite score agai n  was significant as shown in Table 8 on the next 
page. 
1summerskill, " Dropouts From College, " pp. 634-35. 
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· TABLE 8. --LEAST SQUARES ANALYSIS O F  VARIANCE OF RELATION SHIP BETWEEN 
ACT COhPOSITE.a SCORES AND CHANGEnS, PERSISTERS Al\D WITHDRAWERS 








191. 6689 01 
8361. 534 09 0 
95 . 834451 
17 . 9 81794 
5. 33 0 
P <. 01 
The l east squares analysis of variance was also used for 
testing the re lationship between ACT composite sc ores and soc ial c lass 
standing. The null hypothesis of no relationship could not be reject ed 
at the . 05 level . 
The null hypotheses of no differences in GPA among (1 ) col ­
l e ge persisters and withdrawers, (2) c ollege changers of program and 
withdra.wers, and  (J) college persisters and changers c ou ld be rejected 
at the . 05 l evel as shown below, 
Sample Groups 
P ersisters and Withdrawers 
Chang ers and Wi thdrawers 




2 . 500 
Significa nce L evel 
P < . 001 
The r evi ew of literature inc luded in Chapter II on academic 
factors and withdrawal served to make us cognizant of the multivariate 
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· expl anations tha t now abour.d in this area, Students withdrawing from 
South Dakota State University are not experiencing the academic success 
that the persisters and non- changers do. It is interesting  to note in 
Table 9 , howeve r, tha t the GPA of the withdrawe r group is s till above 
a 2.00 ("C" avera ge). N on-academic factors must also be considered 
2 when examining the reasons for withdrawal from college. 
TABLE 9 . --GRADE POI1T AVERAGE FCR STUDENTS IN SA��LE GROUPS BY 
COLLEGE OF ENROLU-£1\T 
Changer Withdrawal Persister 
College of Group Group Group Total 
Enrollment 
N o .  A ve. No, A ve. N o . A ve. N o . A ve. 
A griculture 16 2 . 56 18 2. 08 59 2. 51 9 3  2.43 
E ngineering 17 2. 30 5 1. 8.5 6 2. 69 28 2. 31 
Arts and Science 26 2. 34 19 2. 36 90 2. 60 13.5 2 • .51 
Home E conomics .5 2. 77 5 1. 72 31 2. 83 41 2. 69 
Pharmacy 9 2. 50 3 2. 89 10 2. 69 22 2. 64 
General Registration 66 2 • .51 10 2 . 1.5 41 2. 49 114 2. 47 
Nursing 12 2. 10 7 2. 27 19 2. 58 38 2. 37 
Total/Ave. 1.51 2.44 67 2. 18 2'56 2. 5 9  474 2. 48 
2The reader is invited to refer back to pa ges 24 to J4 of this 
s tudy for th e various factors reviewed as th ey relate to col lege 
, persistence. 
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Tables 10 and 11 respond to the research hypothesis number seven 
in Chapter III . Stating this research hypothesis in null hypothesis 
form and as two separate hypotheses, they appear as follows & 
H
0 
- There is no relationship between having a full-time , 
part-time, or no high school counselor and changing 
program of study, withdrawing from or persisting in 
college enrollment. 
H0 - There is no relationship between size of high school 
graduating class and changing program of study, with­
drawing, or persisting in college enrollment. 
These two null hypotheses cannot be rejected at the . 05 level as is 
shown in Tables 10 and 11. It is interesting to note the very small 
difference obtained between the observed and expected frequencies in 
these tables . Evidently there are quite a number of factors that have 
contributed to this successful high school performance . Size of high 
school graduating class and having a high school counselor or not may 
be only a small part of the total picture. 
This finding of no significant relationship among the high 
school factors described in the null hypotheses above and changing 
college, persisting or withdrawing enrollment is also not too surprising 
if examined through the perspective of reference group theory . The 
enrolled students have already established identification with multiple 
college groups as both normative and comparative reference groups . Stu­
dents coming from small high schools are able today to prepare themselves 
for college by selecting appropriate referent individuals and groups 
and thereby acquiring some perception of attitudes and values compatible 
with succe ss in colle ge . The se referent groups may also serve to 
supplement the role of the high school counselor who has some respon­
sibility for preparing high school students for their college roles. 
TA.9LE 10. --RELATIONSH IF B:&iTWb..EN HA VII�G A FULL-TH� , PART-TH;E OR NO 
HIGH SCHOOL CCUKSELOR AND CHANGING PROGRAM OF STUDY , 
WITHDRAWING FROiv1 OR PERSISTIKG IN COLLEGE ENROLLhEKT 
Did You Have A N umber Who Number Who N umber Per-
High School Changed Withdrew si sted in Total 
Counselor? College Enrolln:ent Enrol lment· 
Yes 93 53 1 62 308 
(93 . 4 )  (56 , 3) (1.58 . 3 ) 
Part-Time Counselor 39 31 69 139 
(42 . 1 )  ( 25 . 4 )  ( 71 . 5) 
N o  19 7 2.5 
(1.5 • .5) ( 9 .  3 ) ( 26 . 2 ) 
Total 151 91 2.56 498 
x
2 
= 3. 24 df = 4 p > . 0.5 
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. TABLE 11. --RELATIONSHIP BETWE.'EN SIZE OF HIGH SCHOOL GRADUATING CLASS 
AND CHANGING PROGRAM OF S'11JDY , WITHDRAWING , OR PERSISTING 
IN COLLEGE ENROLLMENT 
Siz e of High School N umber Who N umber Who N umber Per-Changed Withdrew sisted in Total Graduating Class Coll ege Enrollment E nrol lment 
Fewer than 25 14 3 23 40 
( 12. 1) ( 7. 3) (20. 6) 
25 to 99 68 46 122 236 
( 71. 6) (43. 1) ( 121. 3)  
100 to 399 42 28 69 139 
( 42. 2) (25.4) ( 41.4 )  
400 or more 27 14 42 83 
( 25. 1) ( 1.5.2) ( 42. 7 ) 
T otal 1.51 91 2.56 498 
x2 = 4. 09 df = 6 P ),- . 05 
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Table 12 is a tabulation of the number and percentage of fathers 
and mothers at the educational levels included on the questionnaire. 
The largest percentage difference is at the eighth grade education or 
less level with more fathers than mothers at this level . The second 
largest difference is at the college or university graduate level with 
more mothers than fathers represented at this level. 
TABLE 12. --EDUCATIONAL LEVEL OF FATHER AND XOTHER OF SWDENTS INCLUDED 
IN THE SAMPLE GROUPS 
- Father Mother 
Educational Level 
N o . % N o .  % 
Eighth Grade Education or Less 89 18.1  33  6 . 6  
Some High School But Didn ' t  Graduate 48 9. 7 26 5 . 2 
Graduated From High School 173 35 . 0 203 40 . 9 
Went to Vocational or Technical School 23 4. 7 48 9 . 7 
Some College or Uni v .  But Didn ' t  Graduate 73 14 . 8  86 17. 3 
College or University Graduate 54 11 . 0  90 18. 1 
Graduate Degree (�l .A  • ' Ph . D. ,  etc. , )  :n 6 . 7 11  2.2 
Total 493 100 . 0  497 100 . 0  
The educational level the students desired to attain within ten 
years was included in the questionnaire. The null hypothesis of no dif­
ference in educational aspirations among students- who changed college, 
withdrew or persisted in enrollment can be rejected at the . 05 level 
using the chi square analysis. T able 1 3 presents the obtained and 
expe cted frequencies of educational aspirations of the thre e sam pl e  
groups. 
TABLE 1 3 . --EDU CATI ONAL ASPIRATION S OF STUDENTS CHANGING PROGRAM OF 
STUDY , WITHDRAWING , OR PERSISTn;G IN COLLEGE EN ROLLfv£NT 
E duc ational Level 
Some Col l ege, B ut 
Didn ' t Graduate 
C ol lege or Univ. 
Graduate 
Graduate Degree 
(M.A. , Ph. D. , ) 
T otal 




( 8 . 7 )  
106 
(102. 7 )  
35 





( 4 . 6) 
58 








( 14 . 7) 
167 
(173. 8 )  
70 
( 60 . 5) 
249 






The per sister group aspired to ob taini ng a college degree or 
advanced degree more frequentl y than was expected . T he withdrawer group 
did not aspire to ob taini ng these degree levels as frequently as would 
be expected. Stud ents who withdraw from the U niversity h ave  no doub t 
experienced some disillusionm�nt with respec t to educational goals which 
· i s  reflected in the ir educational aspirations. 
The finding that students aspi red to higher educa tional levels 
than th eir parents was not surprising. The research of H odges) and Kahl4 
3fi odges , Soci al Stratifica t: on ,  p. 249. 
4-i<:ahi , Th e Americ an Class Struc ture, p. 263. 
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· reviewed in Chapter I I  presented simil ar resul ts. The mi ddle social 
cl asses typic ally contain a familial structure and value system c on­
ducive to a high l evel of educ ational and occ upational aspirations. 
Seventy-nine per cent of the students incl uded in the sampl e  groups c ame 
from middle class homes (soc ial cl asses III and IV) . 
Reference group theory is al so of assistance in expl aining the 
disparity b etween educ ational aspirations of students who withdraw 
enrollment  and those students who persist in enrollment. F requentl y 
the student thinks about withdrawing for some time before ac tu all y  doing 
so. The peer groups that at one time served as a positive reference 
group may become a negative type of reference group. N umerous with­
drawing students are ac tual ly antagonistic towards higher education at 
the time of their withdrawal . The negative reference group concept 
postulated by N ewcomb5 hel ps us b etter understand the affec tive tone 
and content of the individual ' s  attitudes. 
Some additional data pertaining to the analysis of ac ademic 
variables appears in the l ast sec tion of this c hapter. T his final 
chapter sec tion is the desc ription of the results ob tained through the 
utiliza tion of the step-wise least squares multipl e regression proc edure 
as defined in Chapter IV. 
Desc ription  and Analysis of Social Class Variables 
A tabulation of students by coll ege by three soc ial cl ass 
>� ewcomb, Personal ity and Socia l Change, pp. 374 -86. 
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levels is shown in Table 14. Class designations I and II derived from 
the writer ' s  revision of the Warner Scale were combined to form the 
Upper Class for this table ; classes III and IV were combined to form the 
Middle Class ; and classes V ,  VI and VII were combi ned for the Lower Class . 
The chi square analysis was u sed to test the null hypothesis of no rela­
tionship between social class level and college of enroll ment . It was 
not possible to reject this null hypothesis at the . 05  level. 
TABLE 14 . --NUMBER OF UPPER, MIDDLE AND LOWER SOCIAL CLASS STUDENTS 










x2 = 11 . 88 
Upper 
Class 
( 9. 4) 
0 
( 2. 8) 
18 
(13. 9)  
5 
( 4. 4 )  
2 
( 2 . 4) 
11 
( 12 . 1 )  
6 




df = 12 
80 
( 75.4 )  
26 




( 35. 4)  
20 
( 18 . 8) 
98 
( 96. 6) 
32 





(11. 2)  
2 




( 5. 2) 
2 
( 2. 8) 
14 
( 14. 3) 
3 









*Classes combined to avoid numerous empty cells for chi square analysi s .  
The distribution of students into Classes I through VII as they 
were derived from the writer ' s  revision of the Warner Scale is shown in 
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Table 1 5. The average social class for all the students included in the 
study was nearly midway between Class III and IV ( 3 .48 )  with little var­
iation in averages from one college to another. Seventy-nine per cent 
of the students come from homes in the Class III and IV category. 
TABLE 1 .5. --NUM3ER OF STUDENTS IN EACH SOCIAL CLASS 3Y COLLEGE OF THE 
UNIVERSITY AND A VE RAGE SOCIAL CLASS STANDI1G OF STUDENTS IN 
EACH COLLEGE 
Class Class Class Class Class Class Class Total 
College I I I  III IV V VI VII (Ave . )  
Agriculture 0 7 45 35 9 0 0 96 
( J .48)  
Engineering 0 0 15 11 2 0 0 28 
( 3 . 54) 
Arts & Science 1 17 53 50 20 0 0 141 
( 3 . 50) 
Home Economics 0 5 16 16 6 1 1 45 
( J . 67) 
Pharmacy 0 2 13  7 2 0 0 24 
( J . 38) 
General Reg .  0 11 .58 40 13 1 0 123 
( 3 . 47 ) 
Nursing 0 6 21 11 3 0 · o  41 
( 3 , 27 ) 
Total 1 48 221 170 55 2 1 498 
( J . 48) 
The number and percentage of families found at the various 
interval levels of the social class variables listed below are pre sented 
in table form in Appendix D .  They are as follows a 
1 .  Student Estirr.ate of Family Income Level 
2. Si ze of Community of Parent Residence 
J . Student Estimate of Class Standing of Parents 
4 .  Student Comparison of Income of Parents to Others 
5 . Student Estirr.ate of Value of Home Compared to Others 
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The least squares analysis of variance was used for testing the 
null hypotheses of no relationship among selected social class variables 
and changing college , withdrawing, or persisting in enrollment. The 
null hypotheses of no relationship for all the social class variables 
entered could not be rejected at the . 05 level. These variables were 
as follows 1 
1 ,  Educational level of the father 
2. Educational level of the mother 
J . Family income level as estimated by the student 
4. Size of community of residence of parents 
5 , Subjective estimate of class standing of parents 
6 • .  Father ' s  social class level as determined by the Minnesota 
S_cale For Paternal Occupations 
7. Market value of home as estimated by the student 
8 ,  Class standing of friends of the family 
9 .  Class standing as ascertained by revision of Warner ' s  Scale 
10 , Comparison of family income to other incomes in the com­
munity 
The variable that most nearly approached being significant at 
the . 05 level was the comparison of family income to other incomes in 
the community (no. 10 on list above) and changing ,  withdrawing or per­
sisting in enrollment. 
The review of literature had indicated that socioeconomic 
factors do not consistently show a relationship to college persistence , 
Research indicating some relationshi ps between the occupation of father 
and college persi�tence was reported by Summerskill6 and Marsh? This 
relationship was not supported by the findings of this study. The 
6summerskill, "Dropouts From College , "  p. 637 . 
?Marsh , " College_ Drop-outs , "  p. 477 , 
correlat�on matrix contains very small correlations among changing 
college , withdrawing or persisting and the other social variables . 
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The l_east squares analysis of variance was also used for testing 
the null hypotheses of no relationship between selected social class 
variables and class standing as determined by the revision of Warner ' s  
Index of Status Characteristics (WISC). The null hypotheses could be 
rejected at the . 001 level for the variables listed below s 
1 .  Education of father 
2. Family income level as estimated by the student 
J . Student estimate of class standing of parents 
4 . Comparison of family income to other incomes in the community 
5 .  Father ' s  social class level as determined by the Min�esota 
Scale For Paternal Occupations 
6 .  �arket value of home as estimated by the student 
7 .  Class standing of friends of  the family 
The tables which show the sum of squares, mean squares and F ratio for 
these variables and the correlation matrix is in Append.ix D. 
The null hypothesis of no relationship between social class as 
determined by WISC and education of mother can be rejected at the . 01 
level. The table showing the sum of squares, mean squares and F ratio 
for this variable is also presented in Appendix D .  
Null hypotheses of no relationship between subjective and 
objective estimates of social class and WISC social class designations 
can then be rejected at the . 001 or . 01 level. The phenomenological 
theories are of great assistance in explaining the apparent subjective 
aspect of social class designations. What a person believes about him­
self is partly a function of his interpretation of how others see him .  
Table 1 6  is a tabul&tion of the overall means, standard deviations and 
correlations of these social class variables .  
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TABLE 16 . --0VERALL MEANS, STANDARD DEVIATIONS AND CORRELATIONS OF 
SUBJECTIVE AND OBJECTIVE ESTIMATES OF SOCIAL CLASS AND 
WARNER ' S  INDEX OF STATUS CHARACTERISTIC CLASS DESIGNATIONS 
Overall Standard Correla-
Social Class Variable Mean Deviati 01 tion 
Education of Father 3 ,46368 1 . 79720 . 39 
Education of Mother 3 , 85256 1 . 52132 .18 
* Student Estimate of Family Income 3 , 50427 1 . 47861 .45 
Size Community of Parent ' s  Residence 3. 15598 2 . 12843 . 03 
* Student Est . Parent ' s  Social Class 3 .42308 o . 86847 . 45 
* 
Comparison Pare nt ' s  Income to Others 3 , 37821 1 . 07339 .47 
Father' s Occupation ( 1•iSOP) 3 . 61752 1 . 19648 . 47 
Market Value Home Compared to Others 3 .46368 1 . 08364 . 48 
Class Standing of Friends of Family 3.41667 0 . 90885 . ')7 
*Subjective estimates of parent ' s  level by the student . 
The writer ' s  revision of Warner' s Index of Status Characteris­
tics (WISC) yielded an overall mean of J . 49786 and a Standard Deviation 
of o . 88451 .  
There was little variation among these three measures 
(subjective, objecti ve and WISC) as previously stated. The correla­
tions listed i n  Table 16 are not as high as would be  expected in 
relationship to the ability to use significance levels of , 001 to 
reject null hypotheses of no relationship .  The ratio of between 
variance to within variance is very comparable when using any of these 
three measures. However, the measure of individual class designation 
arrived at by one type of measure i. e. , subje ctive measure, compared 
with the individual class designation derived from the WISC, shows 
enough variability to yield correlations ranging only from . 03 to . 48 . 
Additional discussion of the use of subjective , objective or WISC will 
be presented in the last section of this chapter under " Step-Wise 
Multiple Regression Procedures . "  
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Students in the three sample groups were asked to list the 
occupation they desired to be pursuing ten years from the present . The 
occupations listed were scaled into classes using the Minnesota Scale 
For Paternal Occupations (MSOP) . Table 17 presents the observed and 
expected frequencies for the chi square analysis used to test the null 
hypothesis of no difference in occupational level aspirations among 
changer, withdrawer, or persister groups. This null hypothesis can be 
rejected at the . 01 level. Students in the withdrawer group did not 
aspire to the Class I and II levels as frequently as would be expected 
whereas the changers and persisters aspired to Class I and II occupa­
tions more frequently than expected . 
Parent s of the students in the three sample groups were scaled 
into classes using the !✓.SOP as were the students. Note the differences 
shown in Table 18 between the average class level of the parents in the 
three groups and the class level aspired to by the students. This data 
compares to the findings of Kah18 reported in Chapter II on occupational 
mobility of offspring. 
Bsee the discussion of occupational mobility pages 20-22 . 
TABLE 17�--0CCUPATIONAL ASPIRATION CLASS LEVEL OF STUDENTS CHANGING, 
WITHDRAWING OR PERSISTING IN ENROLLMENT 
Class Level of Changer Withdrawer Persister 
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Occupation Group Group Group Total 
Cla ss I 15 3 16 
( 10. 6) ( 5. 7) ( 17. 7 ) 
Class II 52 20 102 174 
(.54.0) (29.0) ( 91 .0 )  
C lass III 60 37 98 195 
( 60 • .s) ( 32 • .S) (102. 0) 
Class IV 9 10 11 30 
( 9 .  3) ( .s. o ) ( 15 . 7 )  
Class V 0 3 2 
( 1 . 6) ( . 8) ( 2. 6) 
Total 136 73 229 438 
x
2 = 22.45 df = 8 P ( . 01 
TABLE 18 . --COMPARISON OF AVERAGES OF CLASS LEVEL OF PARENTS AND 
ASPIRATION CLASS LEVEL OF STUDENTS IN CHANGER, WITHDRAWER 
AND PERSISTER SAMPLE GROUPS 
Changer Wi thdrawer Persister 
Occupational Class L eve l Group GL"OUp Group 
Parent Class Level J . 68 3 . 42 3 . 61 
Student Aspired Class L evel 2 .45 2 . 86 2 .47 
Difference I n  Class Level 1 .23 . 56 1. ).4 
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The null hypothesis of no difference between occupational level 
of parents and student occupational aspiration for the three sample 
groups can be rejected at the . 05 level. The data below is a tabulation 
of the three sample groups for the 1 values obtained and significance 
level for rejection of null hypotheses. 
Sample Groups .i Values Significance Level 
Withdrawers - Parents V S  Students 2. 865 p . 01 
Changers - Parents vs Students 3.289 p . 01 
Persisters - Parents vs Students 12 .105 p . 001 
DescriEtion and Anal;ysis of Self ConceEt Variables 
The least squares analysis of variance wa s u sed  to test the 
null hypotheses of no difference of self concept between persisters 
and non-persisters in college attendance and between changers and 
non-changers of academic program. As will be noted in Table 20, it is 
not possible to reject the null hypotheses of no differences at the 
. 05 level for any of the self concept variables included in the study 
except for Column B (Moral-Ethical Self). 
The sum of squares, mean squares and .E ratio for Moral-Ethical 
Self and withdrawing, changing or persisting are shown in Table 19. 
This moral-ethical frame of reference (especially the feelings of being 
a " good" or " bad" person) may temporarily fluctuate when a student with­
draws or changes college . It would appear, however, that the self con­
cept as measured  by the TSCS is little influenced by changing college 
or withdrawing from the University . 
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TABLE 19 . --LEAST SQUARES ANALYSIS OF VARIAN CE OF RELATI ONSH I P  BETWEEN 










Sum of Squares 
28446 . 14.5299 
472. 1639 04 
27973. 98139 .5 
Mean Squares F Ratio 
236. 081952 
60  . 1.59100 
The least squares ana lysi s of variance was used to test the 
nul l hypotheses of no difference in self concept among students of 
various social class levels. Tabl e 21 is a listing of these variables, 
F ratio obtained and l evel of significanc e,  
The " soc ial self11 found to be significant at the . 01 l evel is 
the " self as perceived in relation to o thers" category .  According to 
the description of this TSCS sc al e inc l uded in A ppendix B ,  this vari­
abl e  refers to "ot hers" in a more  general way. I t  refl ec ts the person' s 
sense of adequacy and worth in his social interaction with other people 
in general . 
This vi�w of self is compatible with the di scussion of  the 
theories of G eorge H erbert Mead9 presented in Chapter I I I .  Sinc e there 
. is a substantial subj ective eval uation involved in o ne ' s concept of 
soc ial c lass, this significa nt relationship b etwe en social class l evel 
91'1ead, Mind, Sel f and Society, pp. 68-69 . 
TABLE 20 . -�SELF CONCEPT VARIABLE OVERALL MEANS,  STANDARD DEVIATION AND f RATIOS OBTAINED IN 
LEAST SQUARE ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE WITH PERSISTER , CHANGER AND WITHDRAWER SAMPLE - GROUPS 
Overall Standard F Significance 
Sel f _Concept Vari able Mean Devi ation Ratio Level* 
Self Criticism 36.41667 5. 57636 0 .408 n. s. 
Total Positive Score 333. 84402 21 .45704 1. 281 n. s .  
"What he ls" 122 . L�9145 10. 62813 o . 415 n . s . 
"How he feels about himself" 103.16026 14.29986 1. 7.50 n . s. 
"What he does" 108 . 19444 10. 74.578 1 . 741 n . s . 
Physical Self 68. 23932 7 • .5080.5 0 . 167 n. s. 
Moral -Ethical Self  66. ?6496 7 . 8046.5 3. 924 . 05 
Personal Self 63 . 78632 7 . 89934 o.4.53 n. s .  
Fami ly Self 69. 070.51 8. 73996 o. 857 n. s. 
Soci al Self 65. 98932 7. 56569 0. 983 n. s. 
Total Variability Score 44. 961_54 12 . 05104 1 . 654 n. s . 
Total Distribution Score 103 . 85897 24 . 58254 0 . 235 n. s. 
*An ! ratio of 2. 99 or greater was needed to be significant at the . 05 level. 
� � 
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TABLE 21.--LEAST SQUARES ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE F RATIOS AN D LEVELS OF 
SIGNIFICANCE OBTAI�ED BETWEEN SOCIAL CLASS AND SELECTED 
TSCS SELF CONCEPI' VARIABLES 
TSCS Self Concept Variable 
Self Criticism 
Total Positive Score 
"What he is" 
"How he feels about himself" 






Total Variability Score 
Total Distribution Score 
F 
Ratio 
0 , 869 
2 . 0.55 
2 . 101 
1.22.5 
2. 116 
0 • .546 
0. 632 
2.079 
2 • .5.54 
2. 87.5 





n .  s • 
. 05 
n .  s. 
. 0.5 
n .  s, 
n .  s, 




*A n F ratio of 2 . 09 or greater was needed to be significant at the 
.0.5 level and an !: ratio of 2 , 80 or greater. at the . 01 level. 
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and social self is n ot too su rprising. 10 Stou ffer emphasiz ed that self-
appraisal is d ependent on the reference group which one employs as a 
point of social comparison. Addi tional research is n eeded to d etermin e  
the exten t and di rection of the self concept differences among the 
variou s class levels and more importantly, the cau ses for these varia­
tions. 
The individual' s basic identity (what he is as he sees him­
self) ; the individual ' s  perception of his behaviors and the individual' s 
feelings of adequacy, worth and value as a fami ly memb er vary suffi­
ciently among the variou s social classes of this study to be signifi­
can t at the . 05 level. As shown in Table 21, the Total P ositive Score 
( re fle ction of the overall level of self esteem)  and the Personal Sel f  
Score ( reflecti on of the individual' s sense of personal worth) were 
very close to being significant at the . 05 level. Again this varia­
tion from soci al class to social class with these phenomenologically 
related self concept variables mu st be examined in greater detai l  in 
futu re research. 
R esul ts of Step-Wise �ultiple Regression Procedu r es 
The final · statistical procedure u sed in this study was a 
step-wise least s4u ares multiple regression procedu re. E leven 
independent  variables were ent ered into the mult iple regression pro­
cedure to predict the d ependen t  variable of persisting , changing or 
lOstouffer, The American Soldier, Vol. 1. 
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wi thdraving enrollment. 11 Through the step-wise process of mul tipl e 
regression analysi s,  the variab les were ranked in final form as 
follows :  










- - - -
N umber 
X11 











Sum of Squares 
Variab l e  N ame 
ACT Composite Score 
- - - - - - - - - -
Education of F ather 
- - - -
Total Posi tive  Score 
Student Est. Family Income 
Comparison V alue of Home 
to Others 
Father' s O ccupation (MSOP ) 
Occupation Fami ly Friends 
Student Est. P arent' s 
Reduced* 
2 • .586 
- - -
1. 650 
1 . 2.59 
0 . 250 
0 . 193  
0 .126 
0 . 112 
0 . 110 Class Standing 
So cial Class Standing (WI�) 0 . 019 
Education of Mother 0 . 012 
Size Home Community 0 . 001 
*A reduction in sum of squares of 1. 811 or more 
i s  required to b e  













Only the first variab le (ACT Composite 
Score) reduced the sum 
of squ ares signi ficantly at the . 0.5 l ev
el .  A coefficient of multiple 
corre lation (R2 ) was also computed and 
s erved as an i ndi cation of 
com mon fac tor variance. The R
2 of the significant v ariable (ACT 
composite score ) was .108 and the R
2 for all eleven v ariabl es entered 
was o nly . 170 . 
The final regr ession equ ation yielding
,  through the s tep-wise 
11B l alock ,  Soci al Sta tistics, p .  275. (Hereafter X refers to 
the independ ent va riabl e and Y refers to th e depend ent variab le.  
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or iterative process ,  an R2 of . 108 is state d as s  
The social class  variables ente red into the multiple regression 
procedure do little in the way of enabling the predict.ion of persisting, 
changing or  withdrawing enrollmen t. Academic variables (GPA and ACT 
composite s core s )  a s previously discusse d on pages 93 - 95 appears to 
hold  much more �romise in this respect a t South Dakota State University . 
Ten independent variables were al so ente red into the mul tiple 
regre ssion procedure to predict the dependent  variabl e of ·  social cl ass 
s tanding. Thro ugh the step-wise process of mul tiple regre ssion 
analysis , the varia bles were ranked in final form as follows&  
Vari abl e Variab le Sum of Squ ares 
Number Rank N umber Variable Name R educed* 
1 )  X7 Compa rison V al ue of Home 79 . 108 
to Others 
�� 
X6 Father ' s  Oc cupation (MS0P) 55. 88 3 
X5 Stude nt E st. Parent ' s 17 . 649 
Class Standing 
X3 Student Est. Family I nc. 1 1 . 0 12 
XS O ccupation Family Friends 1 . 984 
14. Size Home Community 1 . 881 �� 
- - - - - - � - � - - - - - - - ... ,.. - -
!� 
X1 Edu ca tion of Fath er 1 .408 
X2 Education of Mother 0 . 8 60 
X11 ACT Composite Score o . 475 
10) X12 Tota l Positive Score 0 . 1 19 
*A reduction . in sum of squares of 1 . 442 or more is required to be 







. 701  
. 704 
. 70 6  
. 707 
. 707 
The independent variabl es above the brok en line re duced the 
sum of square s suffic iently a t  the . 05 level to be significant. Both 
sub jective and objective estimates of social c lass are incl ude d in the 
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li st of significant variables in predi cting soci al class as a scertained 
by t he writ er' s re vision of Warn er' s Index of Status Chara cteri sti cs. 
The mul ti ple correlation coeffi cients are al so shown in t
he 
ranking of variables, The independent vari able of "
Compari son of 
Market Value of Home to Others" (X7) appearing in
 position one (1) 
contributed ove r half of the to tal R
2 of , 707 . Surprisingly the 
Education of Fathe r (Xi )  and Education of Mothe
r (x2 ) contribu ted very 
l itt l e  to the to tal R
2 and did not appear as signifi cant v ariab le s. 
Some measu re s of social cla ss rely heavil y  o
n  the edu cation of father 
in asse ssing social class as was indicated in
 Chapter II . 
The academic and self concept vari abl es includ
ed in the ste p-
wise mul tiple regre ssion procedure we re at 
the bottom of the hie rar­
chi cal orde r of independent variable s. Thes
e results are consi stent 
with the previous findings obtained with th
e le ast square s an al y si s  
of variance . 
The f inal reg re ssion equation yie l ding, 
throug h  the ste p-wise 
o r  i ter ative process, an R
2 of , 701 i s  stated ass 
Y = 0 .43344 + , 21223 (X7) + , 21195 (X6) + 
,19439 (X5) + 
,12128 (X3) + , 10814 
(Xs ) + . O J)42 (X4) 
CHAPTER VI 
SUMMARY , CON CLU SION S ,  RECOMMENDATIONS 
Colleges attract diverse groups of students and there is  a 
need for greater congruence between institutional planning and this 
range of student differences . Students differentially select them­
selves into--and are selected differentially by--different kinds of 
colleges . Socioeconomic and academic factors have been reviewed as 
important aspects of this selectivity. 
Relationships between ( 1 )  socioeconomic, academic, and self 
concept variables and (2 )  college persistence and stability of program 
choice were investigated in this study. Data collected over sev�ral 
previous terms at South Dakota State University indicate that changes 
in program of study and college withdrawal are significant areas of 
concern at this institution. Academic characteristics of the students 
had been appraised for some time ;  however, little social class data 
had previously been collected . 
The writer ' s  revi sion of Warner ' s  Index of Status Character­
istics (WISC ) and the Tennessee Self Concept Scale (TSCS) were given 
in a prete st . With minor revisions these two instruments were u·sed in 
this study to collect socioeconomic and self concept ·data on the three 
sample groups { changers, persisters, and withdrawers) . Students who 
changed college or withdrew their enrollment during the 1972 Fall term 
completed the WISC and TSCS when they reported to Student Services to 
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comple te the change or wi thdrawal forms. A strat ified random sampl e  of 
stude nts who persiste d and had no t change d their program o f  study com­
prised the third sample group in the study. 
This research was cente red around the view of the se lf as a 
phe nomenal self. The individual was s ee n  as behaving accordi ng to how 
he perceived the situation and himself at the moment of his action. 
This phenomenological posi tion, as summariz ed ,by Labenne , 1 places great 
emphasis on soci al rela tionships and action as a developer of the sel f 
concept. 
R e fe rence grou p  theory is one systematic a pproach used to deal 
with the prob lem of the concept of the self as it is i nfl uenced by 
groups in the social environment. A succinc t statement of  the theore t­
ical orient ations presented in Chapter III i s  suppli ed to us by 
Kelle y2 when he says, " the attitudes a person holds depend i n  part upon 
his social contacts a nd particularly upon the groups in which he holds 
membership. " The re vie w of literatu re in Chapter II supported the 
viewpoi nt that the value syste m, perception of society in general, and 
l ife styl e are influenced by one' s social class standing. 
H yroan, 3 and particularly Newcomo , 4 explored the ways i n  which 
social o rganization affected the selec tion of reference groups. 
lL ab enn e, Self Concept The ory, pp. 7-8 . 
2icell e y ,  " Group  Anchored. Attitude s , "  p. 297. 
3she rif and Cantril, The Psychology of Ego-Involvements, 
pp. 137-38 .  
4:Ne wcomb , Personality and Socia l  Change ,  pp. 374-86. 
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Problems centered about this phenomenon of orienta tion  to non-membership 
groups constitute some of the distinctive concerns of reference group 
theory. R esearch by Stouffer5 reviewed in  Chapter I II dealt with the 
problems raised by multiple group affiliations and multiple refere nce 
groups. Merton , 6 o ne of the leadin g proponents of referen ce group 
theory as theories of the middle range, developed the concept of anti­
ci patory socialization to help explain the behavior of  the indi vidual 
who is preparing for future statuses in his status-sequence. 
The review of litera ture and theoretical orien tation supported 
the contention  that the individual identifies himself to some degree 
with those indi viduals and groups that have been influential in shaping 
his expectations. This study was particularly concerned with those 
attitudes, behavior patterns and styles of life of  social classes 
which reflect implications for college student decisions that pertain 
to college persistence an d stability of program choice. 
N early 80  per cen t of the students included in the three sample 
groups came from social class levels of Class III and IV (middle social 
classes) . This average class standing was obtained from the writer's 
revision of the W ISC as well as by the various subjective and objective 
estimates of class included in  the eval uation instru ment. The repre­
sen tation from the extreme upper and lower classes was somewhat less 
5stouffer, The American Soldier, Volume 1. 
� erton, S�cial Theory and Social Structure, pp. 39-59 . 
than had been anticipated from the review of lite rature. There i s  
apparentl y ve ry li ttle di fference i n  average social. cla ss le vel by 
coll ege at Sout h Dakota State Unive rsity. Farming or ranching wa s  the 
most freque ntly li sted occupation of parents of the s tudent sample 
groups. 
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The remaining summary of findi n gs of this . study a re pre se nted 
i n  conjunction with the research hypothe ses derived from the review of 
l ite rature and the ore tical  orientations stated on pa ge 77 in Chapter 
III. 
Hypothesis I 
Three s epara te estima tes of social class standing of the 
parents of the students in clu ded in the sampl es were ob tained. The 
correlation be twe en the thre e estima te s and changing program of study, 
persis ting, or withdrawing e nrollment were as foll ows & 
-. OJ Neg ative correlation between changing, persis ting, withdrawing 
and sub j ective estimate of class standing. (This was the 
student e stimate of parent social cla ss s tanding. ) 
-.07 Ne gati ve correlati on between changing, p ersisting, withdrawing 
and obj ective measures of cla ss standing • . { Father ' s occu­
pation scal ed to social class with the use of the Minnesota 
Scale of Paternal Occupations . ) 
-. 04 Ne gative correla tion between cha nging, persisting, withdrawing 
and the writer' s revision of the WISC . 
The ste p-wise multiple regression procedure re vealed that the 
amount of the sum of squares reduced b y  the above l is ted social class 
measures added together was only . 255 of the total of 219 . 769 sum of 
squares. For purposes of this analy si s, a re duction in the sum of squares 
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of 1. 811 was required � o  be a significant reduct ion at the . 05 level. 
The academi c variab les entered contributed a stil l smaller reduction of 
sum of squares in t he multiple regression procedure. 
HyPothesis II 
Significant relationships at the . 001 or . 01 level were found 
between (1) the student subjective estimates of class standi ng, family 
income, and value of home, and (2) objective measures of education of 
father, education of mofue� father' s occupation, and occupation of 
friends of the family . The correlations ranged from . 18 t o  . 53 . These 
resu lts  are comparable to  those ob tained by Centers7 re ported in Chap­
ter II. Clear-cut relationships between subjective and objective 
estimates were found b ut the correlat ions were far from perfect ones. 
Stu dents  did experience some difficul ty supplying an estimate 
of family income on the social class evaluative instrument . The sub­
jective estimates of class standing and value of home presented less 
difficu lty as t hese two est imates were presented in such manner t hat stu­
dents were u sing comparisons ( comparison of home or class standing to 
others in the community). Subjective estimates placed more families in 
the Class I and II categories t han did the writer' s revision of t he WISC. 
Hypothesis III 
Social class variables included in this study were not found t o  
be significant ly related to  (1) college persistence and ( 2) stabil ity of 
program choice. The largest correlation obtained was at . 08 between 
?centers, Psychology of Soc ial Classes, p. 224 . 
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educati on of father and college persistence, withdrawing or stab ility 
of program choice. The resu lts of the step-wise mul tiple reg ression 
analysis would rule ou t this use of the social cl ass vari ables of the 
study to predi c t  persistence or withdrawal from South Dakota State 
U niversity. 
Several signific ant relationships between such socioeconomic 
variab les as education of parents, occupa tion of father and social 
cl ass standing were reported in the review of li teratu re. The results 
of the writer' s study were si milar to those reported by Goldstein8 
for B rown U niversity . 
Ne arly 28 per cent of the fathers inc luded in the sa mple had 
not completed a high school education whereas only 12 pe r cent of the 
mothers di d not have a high school educ ation. At the advanced degree 
level (M.A . ,  Ph.D. , etc . ) more fathers than mothers were represented 
at a ratio of 6. 7 per cent to 2. 2 per cent. In general, the mothers of 
students at South Dakota State U niversity had completed a higher level 
of education than did the fathers. 
Hypothesis IV  
The average ACT c omposite score for students withdrawing from 
South Dakota State University ( 21. 22) was significantly lower (at the 
. 01 level) than the average of the students inc luded in the study who 
· persi sted in enrol lment ( 22. 74 ) . Withdrawing students also h ad 
8Goldstein , "Effec ts of Social-Class B ackg round , "  pp. 97-99. 
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signifi cantly l ower ave rage ACT composite sco
re s  ( at the . 0 2  leve l) than 
did the stude nts included in the study who ch
ange d col le ge ( average ACT 
composite 2 2. 60 ) .  The di ffere nce in averag
e ACT composite scores 
betwe e n changers and persi sters was not 
si gnifi cant at the . 05 leve l.  
A negative correlati on of - . 1 1 was found b
etwe e n  ACT composite 
score s and changi ng, persi sti ng or with
drawi ng enrollme nt .  ACT com­
posite s core s ( the on ly vari ab le fou
nd to b e  si gnifi cant at the . 05  leve l) 
e ntered into the step-wise multiple r
e gre ssion proce dure  to pre di ct 
changing, persi sti ng, or with drawing 
enrollme nt. The multiple factor 
explanati on of Wi serna n
9 pre se nte d i n  the review of literature 
appe ars to 
be appli cab le at South Dakota State U
niversity si nce ACT composite score s  
alone accounted for- su ch a small red
ucti on of sum of square s ( . 108) . 
Social cl as s vari ab le s contributed n
e gli gib ly to thi s  redu cti on of sum 
of square s. 
The se ACT fi ndi ngs were remarkab ly
 simi lar to those obtai ne d 
1 0  
b y  Hofland i n  his change of major
 study of 1967 .  H e ,  of course , 
studi ed  changes of major at South D
akota State U niversity whi ch may or
 
may not b e  similar to a change of 
college . 
Cumulative grade avera ge s  {GPA ' s ) 
differe d si gnifi cantly at 
the . 001 leve l b etw e e n  persi st
e rs ( average GPA of 2 . �9) and withd
rawers 
( average GPA of 2.18) for the stude
nts i nclu de d  i n  the sample s . With­
drawi ng student s  also had si gnifi ca
ntl y lower ( at the . 01 leve l) avera
ge 
9wi se ma n, Educat ion and Environmen
t ,  p .  174 . 
10iiofl and, " Choosing a Ma jor at South Da
kota State University , "  
pp. 81-BJ . 
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GPA ' s than did chan gers of progra m  {avera ge G PA of 2 . 44 ) . This differ­
ence in GPA ' s  between persisters and cha ngers was significant a t  the 
. 01 level . 
Results of this study would not warrant a report such a s  that 
made by Bradley11 a nd Brass12 in which they stated that " one of the 
majo r rea sons student s change their curricula is due to poor grades. " 
I t  must be  noted that seventy-three to  eighty-three per cent of the 
students in the sample groups were lower classmen. The avera ge GPA 
earned by students withdra win g  was well above the level required to 
avoid aca demic suspension from South Dakota State University. 
Hypothesis V and VI 
The a ssociat ion between the various self concept va ria bles of 
the TSCS included in the study and  (1) changin g, persist in g o r  with­
drawing enrol lment and (2 ) social cla ss sta nding, wa s for t he most part 
not significant at the . 05 l evel. Only the self concept va riable of 
Mora l-Ethical Self (Column B )  was significant ly related to changing, 
persistin g  or wit hdrawing enrol lment at the . 05 level. 
The Total P score i s  the sin gle most l
°
mporta nt TSCS score 
reflecting the overal l level of self esteem. This sel f concept vari­
able was entered into the step-wise mu ltiple regression procedure and 
did not significant ly reduce the sum o f  squares at the . 05  level. 
p .  57 . 
l lB rad.ley,  "Variables Relating to  Student ' s  Persistence, t• 
12
B rass, " Changi ng School s Wit hin Pu rdue- . ..y ni versi ty, "  pp. 79-84. 
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Research by Harrington1 3 and Brookover14 reviewed in  Chapter II elicited 
expectations of finding more numerous significant associations between 
TSCS variables and changing, J)€rsisting, or withdrawing e nrollment. 
The least squares analysis of variance was used to test the 
null hypothesis of no difference in the various self concept variables 
of the study among students of the various social class levels. The 
two null hypotheses of no relationship between social class and Row 1 
(Identi ty--"What I Am" )  and Row 3 (Behavior--"The Way I Act') were 
rejected at the . 0.5 level. Also, two hypotheses of no difference in  
the TSCS variables of Column D (Family Self) and Column E ( Social Self) 
and social class were rejected at the . 05 and . 01 level, respectively. 
The TSCS research reviewed in Chapter II presented few findings 
of a conclusive nature or of the nature to show significant relation­
ships between socioeconomic variables and TSCS scales. With respect to 
the results described above , it  is interesting to examine in  greater 
detail those scales which yielded the significant relationships with 
social class. First, the "Family Self" score reflects one ' s  feelings of 
adequacy , worth and value as a family member. It refers to the indivi­
dual' s perception of self in reference to his closest and most immediate 
circle of associates. Second, the " Social Self" is another "self as 
perceived in relation to others" category but pertains to "others" in 
1 3ttarrington, " Self Concepts of Air Force Officers, " pp. 56-.57. 
14Brookover, " Self Concept of Ability, " pp. 278-79 . 
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a more general way. I t  reflects the person's sense of adequacy and 
worth in his social in teraction with other people in general. Fin ally, 
the decisions required to arri ve a t  a soci al class desi gnation on the 
writer' s revision of the WISC may very well impart a subjective element 
to the social c lass desi gna ti on. The writer had aspired to a goa l  of 
measuring soci al class as objectively as possib le . wi thout the complete 
elimi nation of the subjective aspect. Should addi tional research con­
firm a consistent relationship between phenomenologica lly desi gned TSCS 
scales and the writer' s revision of the WISC, this aspiration wi ll have 
been realized.  
Hy:pothesis VII 
College persistence and stabi li ty of program ch oi ce was n ot 
significan tly related at the . 05 level i n  this study to: 
1. Size of student's high school graduati ng class 
2 .  Siz e  of community of pa rent' s resi dence 
J. H aving a hi gh school counselor or not 
A correlation of . 02 was ob tained between size of communi ty and changing, 
persi sting, or wi thdrawing enrollmen t. The largest correla tion yielded 
by size o f  communi ty was a t  . 34  when correla ted wi th the occupa ti onal 
level of parents' friends, 
Conclusi ons 
Social class standing of students at South Dakota State Uni ­
versity was n ot found to be signifi cantly related at the . 05 level to 
(1 ) stabi lity of program choice or (2 )  persistence of enrollment. The 
sma ll numb er of students at the extreme lower and upper social class 
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l evels al ong with the sel ective University _ admission requirements con­
tributes to a more homogenous student body . Thus the likel ihood of 
finding a relationship between social class and persisting, changing or 
withdrawing was reduced. 
The image of South Dakota State University is projected into 
the homes of prospective students as well as into. the homes of enrolled 
students. The homes, high schools, and student' s friends are exposed to 
the many numerous media that convey these messages. Anticipatory 
socialization prior to entering South Dakota State Universi ty as well 
as during the first few terms at the U niversity tends to dilute differ­
ences that do otherwise exist among the students. High school students 
are likely to use ol der siblings and friends attendi ng the U niversity 
as comparative referents in anticipation of their own future enrol l­
ment. 
It is indeed encouraging to note that the socioeconomic vari­
ables selected for the study did not contribute significantly in 
predicting changing, persisting, or withdrawing enrollment at South 
Dakota State University . A neglible amount ( . OlJ) sum of s4uares was 
reduced in the multiple regressi on procedure by combining the reduction 
of the independent variables of ( 1 )  education of parents, ( 2 )  family 
income, ( J) value of home, (4) father' s occupation, ( 5) social class 
standing, and ( 6) size of community . The University must be able to 
accommodate the variety of students that enrol l in respect to the above 
listed independent variabl es. In addition, judging from the disparities 
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observed between ( 1) the educational and occupational levels of the 
parents and ( 2) the educational and occupational aspiration levels of 
their offspring, South Dakota State University does provide avenues for 
upward social mobility. 
Peer group structures and influences tend to place constraints 
on social class origin as bases for subcultural distinctions after 
students arrive at college. As early as 1942, Parsons15 saw that one 
of the major effects of youth and "youth cultures" was that it led 
young people to turn their backs on the status of the family of orien­
tation . Ties to family and social class origin have less effect than 
previously. 
Students who withdraw from the University have lower ACT com­
posite scores and have not enjoyed the academic success as measured by 
GPA that persisters have had . In  spite of this finding, it  would still 
be very appropriate to accept the statement of Marsh1 6  that "a  large 
percentage of withdrawals are not explained on the basis of academic 
ability as it is currently measured. " First of all, the ACT composite 
average score of withdrawers ( 21. 22 ) is well above the ACT composite 
entrance requirement ( 20. 0) . Secondly, the GPA average of withdrawers 
(2 . 18) is well above the level required to avoid academic suspension 
1 5ralcott Parsons , "Youth in The Context of American Society, " 
i n  Erik H. Erikson ( ed. ) ,  Youth s Change and Challenge (New Yorks Basic 
Books, 1 96J) , p. 111 . 
16i-1arsh, " College Drop-outs, " p. 476 . 
from South Dakota State University. Finally, it must be remembered 
that ACT compos ite average scores only reduced the sum o f  squares 
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2 . ,586 of  the total sum of squares of 219. 769 in the multiple regression 
procedure for predicting changing, persi sting or withdrawing enrol l­
ment. Although this was a si gni ficant reduction at the . 05 level it 
was adequate only for an R2 of  .108 in this pro cedure. 
Di fficulties are encountered when using a s ingle indicator to 
ascertain socia l  class standi ng. Results of this study would not 
justify using such single indicators as educatio n o f  parents, family 
income or occupatio n of  parents to arrive at a social class designation. 
Furthermore, re sults obtained from  this study would not warrant the use 
of only subjective estimates as the sole criteria for social class 
desi gnation. The method used to measure social class standing must be  
able to di fferentiate with respect to various oc cupatio nal levels, 
i. e . , all bankers cannot b e  placed in social class I or II. There may 
wel l be a considerable difference in social class standing between a 
ba nker in one community compared to a b anker in ano ther community. 
I t  was quite apparent from this stu dy that the Tennessee Self 
Con cept Scale (TSCS) holds little promise for use in ( 1) predicting 
changi ng, persisting, or withdrawing enrollment from  South Dakota 
State University, or (2 ) predicting social class standing of  students. 
I n  the step-wise multiple regre ssion  procedure the Total  Positive Score 
(the reflection o f  the overall level of  sel f  esteem) was the last step 
ente red of the te n independent variables which reduced the sum of  
lJO 
squares 0. 119. A redu ction of 1. 442 was required to be signifi cant at 
the • 0 5 level. 
B artee1 7 has suggested that becoming a college student is 
possibl y sufficient achievement to ca use an increase i n  the disadvan­
taged individual's overall level of self- es teem . With this in mi nd, it 
is possible that the TSCS is not a powerful enough di scriminator to 
distinquish self concept changes that may occur when the individual 
ch ang es college or withdraws. The use of other measures of self con­
cept may possibly produce more significant relationships than w ere 
obtai ned in this s tudy. 
The TSCS appears to hold more promise for examining relation­
ships between social class standing and self concept variables. This 
study indi cated that there is a phenomenological asp ect to social class 
designati ons. Serious consideration must be given to including this 
aspect when measuring social class standing. 
Recommendations 
Certain institutional characteristics may affect the stability 
of program choice of s tudents and persistence of enrollment. A number 
of such characteristics may be related to cu rriculum organization, 
faculty advising procedures, counseling facilities,  admission and 
grading practices and community relationships . The interaction between 
17Bartee "Perceptual Characteristics of Students. " 
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institutional c haract eristics  a nd st udent cha ra
ct eristics  (aca d emic 
and soc ioeconomic ) woul d the n be a feasible area
 for future research. 
In depth and l ongitudinal st udy of st udent s who 
withdraw 
enrollment or c hange program of study will be
 required t o  adequately 
invest igate t he academic, socioec onomic o
r ot her va riabl es associated 
with the two phenomenon. It is appare
nt that a multi-fact or approach 
must be u sed t o  re search this area , pa
rticularly if t he ultimat e 
obj ective is t o  a rrive at a regression
 equat ion to  pre d ict changing 
c oll ege or withdrawing from college, F
el dman a nd Newc omb
1 8  hav e  
report ed t hat once t he degree of disc
ordance between student and 
instit utional cha racte rist ics  has be
en det ermined, the e vide nce shows 
a t endency for students  who are incong
ruent wit h  t he spec ific c ollege 
t o be more dissat isfied wit h their 
experienc es at t he c ollege and 
therefore t o  be more l ikely t o withdr
a w. T he devel opment of a Uni­
versity -wide  student flow mode l wou
l d facil itat e  t his r esea rch proce ss
. 
Through t he use of ad.missions data 
and ACT data, efforts 
should b e  c ontinue d t o  learn more
 about the charact eristics of t he 
student s enrolled at South Dakota 
State University. Until we learn 
more about the opportunities a nd
 rewards the University off ers in 
relat ion t o  t he goal s and desires
 of the students recru it ed,  ma ny of 
t he causes of withdrawal and progr
am change will c ont inue t o  e scape 
_i dentification. 
18Feldma.n - and Ne wc omb, Impact of Coll ege, pp. 290-93 . 
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The increased knowledge of the ac ademic and socioeconomic 
charac teristics of students at Sou th Dakota State Uni versity should be 
u tiliz ed by the Hi gh Sc hool Relations Department, Office of A dmissions, 
and Orientation Direc tor. An accurate portray al of the U niversi ty and 
students enrolled may facilitate the processes of " anticipatory 
soc ialization11 and " definition of situati on. 11 1 9 
Various researc hers hav e  reported that program c hoic e of 
students entering college i s  already linked to social c lass standing. 
A more detailed study shou ld be made of the social c lass level of 
students choosing and enrolling in the various majors of the U niversity . 
The writer's study using his revision of the W ISC should be 
replicated at South Dakota State  University as we ll as at other 
insititu tions. A comparison of results so ob tained may very well 
extend the generalizabi lity of the instrument and findings of suc h  
studi es. Additi onal self conc ept scales should be u ti liz ed to more 
adequately explore relationships between self concept and (1) c hanging 
program of study, (2) persi sting in enrollment, and (3) wi thdrawing 
enrollment. 
The TSCS sca les whic h  were signi ficantly associ ated with 
soc ial c lass should be examined in greater detai l. A dditional research 
is needed to explain a_nd confirm the relationships obtained between the 
phenomenologic ally designed TSCS sc ales a nd the W ISC. 
l9s ee discussions of these two conc epts on pages 68 and 62 
respectively. 
l JJ 
Upward mobility was evidenced in this study by the di fference 
observed between the class standing of parents and the educational and 
occupational aspirations expressed by the students . A follow-up study 
should be conducted on the students in the three sample groups to 
ascertain ( 1) how much class level differences actually materialized 
between parents and sons or daughters, and (2) what differences in class 
standing were eventually measurable between students in the three 
sample groups. 
The respective colleges of South Dakota State University must 
address themselves to preparing students, typically coming from social 
class III and IV homes, for entering occupations of a much higher social 
class level . This higher social class of the occupation they are 
entering upon graduation frequently commands a different life style 
than that to which the student was accustomed in his home of orienta­
tion. A few examples of differences are found with respect to (1) social 
position within the community, ( 2) style of home, ( J) hobbies, (4 ) com­
munity involvements, and ( 5) cultural and travel experiences . 
It would appear that a certain amount of changing of program of 
study should occur in a University setting . Students must be given the 
opportunity to explore their various areas of interest and ability and 
thus change program of study accordingly. Further study should also be 
pursued in the area of parental influence on (1 ) the student decision to 
attend college, and (2 )  initial choice of program of study. 
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SOCIAL CLASS AT SOUTH DAKOTA STATE UNIVERSITY 
Introduction 
The items in this que stionnaire are desig
ned to provide data 
to assist  in the de te rminati on of t he d
egree of social class s trati ­
fication among the s tudents at South Da
kota State U nive rsi ty .  Y ou will 
note that many of these items refe r t
o your parental home and reque st 
that you r  responses trul y  refle ct your
 impressions of this home . Your 
re sponse s will b e  treated anonymous
ly using an ID numbe r identificat ion
, 
and will be us ed onl y for the purpose
s of this st udy. Y our coope ration
 
i s  appre ciated ! 
Part I ,  Pe rson al Data, Compl ete 
this s ection by  fill ing in the blan
k 
on the answer sh eet wit h the numbe r
 of the re sponse that b e st appl ies
 
to you. Do not wri te on the que sti
onnaire booklet . 
1 -.5. Ente r you r  ID numbe r.
 
6 , Ente r the n umb er which corre s
ponds to your present college en
rollment. 
0, Agricul ture 
1 .  Engin eering 
2. Arts and Science 
3 . ·  Home E conomics 6. 
4 .  Pharmacy 
.5.  General Registration 7 ,  
?. Have you e ve r changed coll
ege wit hin the Un ive rsi ty? 
1 ,  Ye s 2. N o  
8-9 . What is your  pres ent col
l ege major? 
1 0. Have y ou e ve r changed majo
r while enroll ed  at SDSU? 
1 .  Y e s  2. N o  
11 . What is your pre sen t  class
 s tanding? 
1 .  Fre shman 3, Junior 5. 
5th Year Se nior 
2 .  Sophomore 4. Senior 6, 
Graduate Student 
12. Are you mal e  or female? 
1. Mal e  2 .  Female 
13 , Did you r  high school h




1 . Y e s--a ful l time couns el or(
s) 
2. Y e s--a pa rt-t ime counsel or i
. e . ,  teache r-counsel or 
J .  N o, did not have a counse
l or 
· 14 . What was the size of your high scho
ol graduating cl ass? 
l. Fe wer than 25 
2 .  25 to 99 
3. 1 00 to 399 
4. 400 or more students 
14.5 
Part II . B ackgrou nd Family Data. If 
onl y l iving w ith one parent-­
re spond accordi ng to the parent provi
ding your support. If parents have 
now reti red--respond to this section a
ccording to the per iod immediatel y 
pre ce eding retirement. 
15-16 .  Indicate on the answer she et the
 number which corresponds w ith 
the highest grade le vel of education co
mpl ete d b y  your father 
(enter response in bl ank number 15) and
 for your mother (use 
blank 16) . 
1 .  Eighth grade e ducation or less 
2 .  Some high school but didn ' t  gradu
ate 
J. Graduated from high school 
4.  Went t o  vocational or te chnical 
school after high school · 
5. Some coll ege or univers
ity but didn ' t  gradu ate 
6 .  Coll ege or university graduat
e 
7 . Graduate degree i. e . ,  M.A . or
 Fh.D. 
17 , What is your estimate of  fam
il y income (b efore taxes) ? 
1 .  $25, 000 and over 
2 .  $15, 000 to 24, 999 
3 . $12, 000 to 14,999 
4. $ 9 , 0 00 to 11, 999 
5. $ 6, 000 to 8, 999 
6. $ J, OOO to 5, 999 
7 .  Under $ J . O O O  
18. Size of community of pare
nt' s  residence a 
1 .  Farm or open country 
2 .  Up t o  l, 000 population 
J .  1 , 0 00 to  2, 499 
4. 2, 500 to 4 , 999 
5. 5, 000 to 9 , 9�9 
6. 1 0, 000 or over 
19 ,  My parents ( or guardians
) are considered by  most people i
n the 
co unity to b ea 
1 .  Very important pe ople 
2 .  Im:po rtant pe ople 
J .  Somewhat more important 
than ave rage 
4. Average  pe�pl e 
5 . Somewhat l ess  th an average 
6.  L ess than average importance 
7. N ot at all important 
20, Co pared to the income of p
arents of other pe opl e  in �he co
mmunity, 
the income of my pare nts isa 
l .  One of th e highest incomes
 4. 
2.  Higher than the average 5 .  
J • . Somewhat higher than averag e
 6 .  
7 . 
Average  income 
Somewhat l es s  than average 
Le ss than average i ncome 
One of the lowest income s 
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21. What i s  the religious identi fication of your family? I f  your family 
religion i s  not listed, wri te your religious identification in the 
blank on th e answer sheet. 
o .  B apti st 5 .  Presbyterian 
1 .  Episcopalian 6 .  Roman Catholic 
2 .  J ewish 7 . U ni ted Church of  Christ 
3 .  Lu th eran 8.  O ther ( list on  answer sh eet) 
4 .  Methodi st 9 , N one 
22. My father's major occupation ( job that provides the major portion 
of i ncome) isa (B e specific) 
23. M y  moth er' s major occupation (job that provides the majo r  portion 
of income) i sa (B e specific) 
24. How does the market valu e of your parent's home compare with the 
market valu e of the other homes in your town or ci ty? I f  you live 
on a farm or  ranch use the responses below to co mpare the market 
value of  your family ranch or farm to those i n  the county you 
26. 
reside in. 
1. One of those of the highest market value 
2.  High market value 
3, Somewhat higher than average market value 
4.  A verage market value 
5 ,  Somewhat less than average market value 
6.  L ess than average market valu e 
7, O ne of those of the lowest market value 
List the occu pations of three of the closest friends of the familr 
o n  the answer sheet under number 25 ( a) ,  ( b) ,  and ( c) • .  
Projecting yourself ten y ears from now, give the occupati on you 
h ope to be pursui ng. 
Projecting yourself ten y ears from now , what is the edu cational 
level you hope to have attained? 
Part III. This section wi ll be found on pages 4 ,  5 , and 6 of this 
questionnaire. Select t he numb er that b est applies for each 
page and enter it on the answer sheet in blanks numbered 
28, 29 and 30. 
flart  III.'. a t t nn of Pio or Ftlffll 1 
fiia top o, t a occupat ono c ••• 
Is  r.iost s i mi l a r  to that  of the major fa� l l y  wage u rne r ,  
Ra t I ng 
As s igned to 








oc tor . 1 .-11,1yc r .  den t i s t . 
Fcd� ra l .  S tJ ta  l cg l s l � t l ve 
o f f i c i a l . Mnyor  {c i ty ove r 
2 5 ,0�0 ) , co l l e9t p rofessor ,  
othe r  advanced d.:g ree. 
ro fc s s l on , l s  
J lu r sc • cll i rfJpodi s t .  
h l �h schoo l adm i n i s t ra to r ,  
I n s t ructor  co l l c90 s ta f f ,  
newspap• r ed i tor . 
cn9l nc.: r ,  econom i s t  
1 1 3 1 1 sc hoo l i n s t ruc to r ,  
soc i a l  W'J rl.er , g rade 
schoo l t e ache r ,  coun ty 
ag r l cu l t u rR �ge n t .  news­
paper repor te r ,  a rmy 
of f  i ce r , I I  b r a r i an 
P rop rie tors  
and Manage rs  
Su� I nas :.eJ va I ua  
at  $ 1 50 .000 and 
ove r 
us l ncs ses va l ued 
at $50 , 000 to 
$ 1 5O , OvO 
Bus i ne s se s  val ue 
at $ 25 , 000 to 
$50 , 000 
Bus i ne s se s  va 1 ue 
a t  $ 1 0 , 000 to 
$2 5 , 000 
Bus i ne s s e s  va l ue 
a t  s 1 . ooo to 
$ 1 0 . 000 
Businesses  valued 
at l e s s  t han 
$ 1 ,000 
Earner, To 1 ocete t�e occupat l on o 1  pos i t i on  of tM �•Jo, wage e a rner of th• f•�1 t y . reed •cros s 
on thei bolt  opp l t es ,  Nex t  rtffd daw,, on th i s  co l u�n and f i nd th• occupa t 1 M t 1  t i t l e o, one that 
C l rc l a  tho number on th� l o f t  m� rv l n  that corresponds to that occupa t l ona l t i t l e  (Nu�ber I • 7 ) .  
Bus T ncs.s Men 
g I ona I an 
d i v i s i ona l man• 
age r of  l a rge 
f i nanc i a l  and 
I nd .  e n t .e rp r l so ;  
Ban!-; p res l �ent 
CTa rks ancf -Kindred 
Worke rs , E t c , 
Ass' t Mg r .  and Accoun tan t ,  sa l e s •  
of f i ce cep t ,  mgr ,  m�n o f  rea l es t a te 
of l a rge bus i nes s ,  and/or l nsucanc• 
Ass 1 t to exccu t l ve , (own agency ) 
V l ca r re � .  nf bi'lnk pos tmas te r 
Al l �i nor Au to  sa l e sman , ban� 
o f f l c l � l s  nF c l ark & ca $h l e r ,  
hus l n� s s  · pos t a l  c l e rk, sec ra• 
ta r y  to execu t i ve ,  
s upe rv i sor , j u s t t ce 
of pe�ce 
S teno:i raphe rs ,  boo11;• 
keepe rs , r u ra l f'l\a l l 
c l e rks , ra i l road 
t i cke t agon t s1 e tc ,  
tore C fc r�S , 
ha rdwa re s a l esman , 
bca�tv opera tor ,  
te lephone ope rator  
Manual 
Workers  
Con tractors  
a c tory toro,,an • 
e l ec t r l  c l  a
e
own 
p l umbo r us l •  
ci'l rpcr, te r  '! 5 5  
P l um�e r ,  ca rpen• · 
t e r , tc l e pf,onc 
1 l ne...,�n , rad i o  
repa i rman , o ther  
sk i  I l e rl w� rl<e rs  
Scn1l- sk.l I led 
worke r s , a s s i s tan t 
to carpen te r ,  e t c .  
Heavy laSor , �!­
g ran t wo rk,  odd• 
Job men• rn I ne r  
P rote c t f"ve'an"3' 
Sa rv I ce \iorke r s  
Fa rr,H I 
i � n t  1 e,un ta r::,� r 
o r  ran c�e r (doo s 
not  work l and • 
o the r s  Man age 
l a rg•  n •J ,be r o�  
f a rns  fo r h i m )  
La r g !  t , rm o r  
ranch oMie r 
ve ave rage  
s l  H fa rm or 
rand, owne r 
Ory c l eaners , Av� ra;• ta r� or 
butche rs , she r f f F 1 ranch o�iner 
ra l t road eng i nee r •  
r� l l road c�nduc tor 
� rbc r ,  t i  rell\d"l , 
prac t i ca l  nur5e 1 
po I I ce·,an • coo� 
I n re s t au ran t , 
' b a r ter,('ja r 
N l g-h t poTTcerncn • 
t ax  I and t ruck. 
d r i ve r ,  gas s ta•  
t l on :i t tendan t ,  
wa I t  r!!  s s  
Jan�e an•  
I ng woman .  ga rb�ge 
co l l e c to r  
ien a n t  ta rrier 
t.,,1111 tenan t 
fa rm� r  





PA�T m Co,, t f nued.  Sou rce of ,amt ly l nc0111e . Instruct ions , C l rc t• the nu"be r I n  teft  M• rt l n  _of t i n• that best  descr i bes f�l l y  source of t nccrne. 
I .  , ,  th• '•m t l y  l �COIII• 1 1  der t vod fro� mor• th•n Oft• 1ou rc1••c l o 11 t fv 1Gcord t n, t o  th• ch i e f  tOl4rc, o f  t ncCrM , 
2 ,  I f  t he f•�l t y  I ncome c0111e1 about equa l l y  f rom t wo  sou rces  c l rt l •  numbo r 1  o f  both l l n11 wh i ch 1pp l y . 
). Fa�l l l e 1  no� l l v l n9 on l l f• l �1u rance �l l c l e, .  soc i al secu r i ty M"ef l t • •  or othe r  ptns l on or ret l rll'llen t p 1 1n1  
shou l d  answer a ccord i ng to the ch i ef sou rce of I ncome du r i n g  t he p rev i ous pe r i od o f  occup�t looa l act i v i ty, 
� .  I f  fJm l l y  I ncome doe s  no t ma tch categor i es bQ lo�, br l • f l y de$ c r l bo I ncome tou rce ho rt 
a t l n!J o 
Sc,u rco of 
l ncorie 
Sou rce o 
I ncome De sc r i p t i on  o( Sou rce of I n come 
I nhe r I te d  Ilea I th  
E a rneJ  � � 1 t h 
2 
3 Prof i t s and Fees 
� � 
s W.1ge s 
P r i va te . R,a l l e f  
6 
7 Pub l i c.  Re l i e f  
The fami l y  can ve ry we l l  a f ford t o  l i ve I n  l uxu ry o n  money mcJde b y  a prcv l o•JS gene ra t i on .  Th i s  I nc l udes money 
de r i ved f rom sav i ngs a nd I nve s tmen t s  or bus i ness en te rp r l s� s  l nhe r l ted f rom an e a r l i e r  g�nera t l on . l nhe r l te�  
wea l t h I s  f ruque n t l y  re fe r r•d to  a s  "o l d  moriey" ilS the  money t,as  b.?en I n  the fam i l y  l i n e  fo r  seve ra l  gene ra t i on s .  
F�m l l l e s  l i v i ng I n  con s i de rab l e  l u><u ry f rom sav i ngs  or I nve s tmen ts ea rned b y  t he presen t  ge n.t ra t l o-, (not I nhe r i ted ) . ·  
Th i s  f�m l l y  has  �mas sed a l a rgo amount of  money s o  thQ t  I t  I s  no l onge r  nece s s a ry  to e �9�9e In othe r  occup � t l on� t 
pu rs u i ts  shou l d  they choose no t to do so. 
Th i s  I nc l udes  money pa i d  to p rofe s s i ona l ,nen for serv i ces and adv i ce .  I t  a l so l nc l uc!e s money made by owners  o f  
bus i ne s s  for the s a l e  o f  goods and roya l t i es p a i d  t o  w r i ters , mus i c i ans , e t� .  
Th i s  I s a regu l a r  I ncome pa i d  fo r  serv i ces on  a mon th ly or  yea r l y bAs l s .  Th i s category a l so I nc l udes the co1M1l s s lon 
type of . sa l c1 ry p<> l d  to sa l e smen . 
Th i s  I s  d i s t i ngu i shed f rom s a l a ry s i nce the amoun t  l s  de termi ned by an hour l y  rate.. I t  I s  usua l l y pa i d  on a 
week l y  bas i s .  
Th i s  I n c l ude s  money pa i d  b y  f r i ends or re l � t l ves  for the sa�e o f  f r i ends h i p  o r  beeause of fam i ly  t i e s .  I t  a l so 
I n c l udes money g i ven by chu rches , asscx l o t l ons ,  e t c . , when the agency does not revea l t he names of those re ce i v i ng 
a i d ,  F � I  l i es rece i v i ng th i s  form of  I ncome usua l l y  have n o  money thc�so l ve.s an d wou l d  p roba b l y  qu� l l fy for 
pub l i c  re l i e f .  
F,vi l l l e s  suppo rted by we l fare p rog r.1m1 and money or  goods recc l v��  f rom a �ove rnmen t agency o r  f rom some 
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S i ze of  
tbme 
Ve ry l a rge s l ng l e­
f arr, i l y dwe I I I ng • 
Mor� t h�n  1 0  rooms 
t n  home . 
Cond i t I on 
of Home 
Exec 1 1  en t repa I r  
and con d i t i on .  
Exce l l e n t  appe a r­
ance and upkeep .  
Lands cap i ng 
Spac i ous  l awn and 
yard. \Je l l ca re d  
for .  H i red ga rdener  
or  g round skeeper .  
Des i gn  
D i s t i ngu i shed  appea r• 
ance s uch a s  l a rge 
p l an ta t i on s ty l e ,  e t c .  
Des i gned by  a rch i t ec t , 
F l rep l ace (s ) 
Home rnay ve ry we l l  
h ave two o r  mo re 
f i rep l a ce s . 
Ga rage (s ) 
Home w l  1 1  have two­
ca r �a raga and often  
room for mo re c a r s .  
2 Ve ry good house s ,  �ough l y ,  th i s  I nc l udes a l l hou ses wh i ch do not q u i te mea s u re up to Cdte3ory one . The p r i ma ry d i f fe rence I s  one of  
s i ze .  They a rc s l i gh t l y  sma l l e r ,  bu t  s t i l l  l a r9�r than  u t i l i ty demands for t he avera9e fami l y .  
3 
On l y  s l i gh t l y  
l a rge r t h a n  the 
needs  of an 
ave rago faml  l y .  
Cood repa i r and 
cond i t i on ,  More 
convent  I ona I 
appea rance , 
Lawns we l l ca red 
for by owne r .  Ya rd 
s l l ght l y  l a rQe r than 
ave rage In  c0!1\mun l ty .  
lack the d i s t i ngu i shed 
appea rance of  the 
upper twc> categor i e s .  
r-iay have a f l  re­
pl ace. or two. 
I-I.ls at l ea s t  one -car 
ga rage a nd N Y  have 
a two-car  ga rage, 
� Ave rage houses , One-and-a-ha l f  to two-s tory wood - f rame and b r i ck s i ng l e - fami l y  dwe l l i ngs . Conven t i ona l s ty l e ,  w i t h  l a� s  � I I ca red 




Sria l l  house for the s i ze of fam i l y  
I n  ve ry good cond l  t l oo .  Hou se of 
adequa te s i ze for the faml  ly I n  
fa i r  cond i t i on . 
Lawn s  and s h rubbe ry 
may appea r some­
wha t neg l e c ted a t  
t l r,,cs . 
Ve ry conven t i ona l 
s ty lc- -of ten ma s s  
p roduced b y  con t ractors . 
Same s i ze q ua ! 1 -
f i ca t l on  a s  for 
l i ne 5. Note 
cond i t i on  of homo .  
House h a s  de te r- Su f fe rs f rom l a c k  o f  No t  p l dnned . 
! ora ted but  can be c a re but not c l u t te red 
repa i re d .  I n  poorer wi th deb r i s a s  l n  l i ne 7 .  
cond i t i on than 5 .  
S i ze 1 1  somewha t I rre l evan t I n  th i s  
ca tegory . Home I s  I n  ve ry poor cond i ­
t i on and cannot be repa i red .  I n c l udes 
bu i l d i ng s  not  I n tended  for hous i ng .  
V�rds l i t te red w i th Not p l �nned. 
J unk  and va r i ous types 
of  de b r i s . 
Re re.l y  haYe • 
f i rep l ace . 
No. 
No. 
May have one -car 
ga ra�e or no ga rage. 
Usua l l y  has no 9a ra9� 
or a ga rage I n  poor 
cond i t i on 
Usua l ly no ga rage o r  
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Part I .  Part IV , This section to be com-
1-5 . ID Number - - - - -
6 .  ----
7 .  ___ _ 
8�9 ·-------------
10. --------
11 . _· ___ _ 
12 . ____ _ 
13 . ___ _ 
14 . ____ _ 
Part II. Family Background Data 
15 . Father 
16 . Mother 
17. 




22 .  
23. 
24 . 
25 . a .  
b. 
c .  ___________ _ 
26.  ____________ _ 
27 ·-------------
Part III . 
28 . __ 0ccupation Major Wage Earner 
29 . Source of Family Income ' --
30 . __ Family Dwelling House Type 
pleted by the examiner. 
31 .  57. 
32 . 58 , 
33. 59. 
34. 60 . 
35 , 61 . 
36 , 62 . 
37 , 63. 
38 . 64 . 
39 .  65. 
40 .  66 , 
41 . 67. 
42 . 68 . 
43. 69 . 
44 .  70 .  
4.5 , 71 . 
46. 72 ,  
47 . 7 3 .  
48. 74 . 
49 . 75 , 
50. 76 .  
51 . 77 . 
.52 .  78 . 
53 , 79 . 
54. Bo . 
55. 
56. 
1 .51  
TABLE 22. --SCALE USED TO CONVERT RATINGS OF WARNER ' S  INDEX (BASED ON 
OCCUPATION , SOURCE OF INCOME AND FAiviILY DWELLING HOU SE TYPE)  
TO  SEVEN SOCIAL CLASS LEVELS 
Index Value s Class Level Class Title 
12 - 17 Class  I Upper , upper 
18 - 29 Class II  L ower , upper 
30 - 41 Class III Uppe r ,  middle 
42 - .53 Cla ss IV Middle , middle 
.54 - 6.5 Class V L ower , middle 
66 - 77 Class VI Uppe r ,  lower 
78 - 84 Class VII Lower, lower 
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APPENDIX B 
THE TENNESSEE SELF CONCEPT SCALE 
The general description of the Tennessee Self Concept Scale 
for this Appendix is taken from Monograph IV, The Self Concept and 
Psychopathology, written by William H ,  Fitts . The TSCS consist s of 
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100 self-descriptive statements to which the subject gives one of five 
responses ranging from " Completely true" to " Completely false , "  Ten 
items from the L Scale of the Minnesota Yultiphasic Personality 
Inventory constitute the Self Criticism Score. The other 90 items 
contribute to the self concept scores ,  There are equal numbers of 
positively and negati vely worded items , This 90-item pool is organized 
in the form of a rectangular matrix divided into rows and columns ,  There 
are three horizontal rows, labeled Row 1, Row 2 and Row 3 ,  which contain 
items descriptive of the individual' s Identity, Self-Satisfaction, and 
Behavior . There are five vertical columns, labeled A through E, which 
describe Physical Self, Moral-Ethical Self, Personal Self, Family Self, 
and Social Self. Thus , with three rows and five columns, the total 
matrix contains 15 cells. 
Thi s conceptual scheme not only provides the original cla ssifi­
cation system for TSCS items, it is also the basis for much of the 
scoring procedure . Some understanding of this syste� is essential to 
an understanding of the meanings of the scores. A facsimile of the 
score sheet for the TSCS is shown in Figure 1 on the next page. 
Each of the 1 5 cell s shown in Figure 1 contains six items--three 
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COL U M N  A COLUMN 0 
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on the Score Sheet , there i s  a basi s for computing four types of scores. 
The P, or Positive Scores measure self-esteem or the positi veness of 
self description for each of the subselves which , when totaled , consti­
tute the Total P Score. The v, or Variability, Scores measure the range 
or variability of self-esteem within each Row and Column. The Net 
and Total Confli ct Scores indicate consi stency of responses between 
positive and negative items within content areas. The D, Distri bution, 
Scores are indices of how certain or uncertain the person is about 
himself . 
The Major Scores 
The TSCS is  available in two forms that uti_li ze the same 100 
items .  The only difference i s  in the number of scores deri ved .  The 
simpler Counseling Form used for thi s di ssertation involves only 14 
scores while the Clinical and Research Form ( C  and R ) yields a multi­
plicity of scores which some users have extended even further b y  
interpreting the individual cell scores. The outli ne of the nature and 
meaning of scores which follows was taken from the Manual For Tennessee 
Scale. 
I. Counseling Form 
A. The Self Critici sm Score (SC). Thi s scale i s  ·composed of the 
ten items a s  previously di scussed . The items are all mildly derogatory 
statement s that most people admit a s  being true for them. Individuals 
who deny most of these statements most often are being defensive and 
making a deliberate effort to present . a favorable picture of themselves .  
High scores generally indicate a normal, healthy openness and capacity 
for self-criticism. Extremely high scores (above the 99th percentile) 
indicate that the individual may be lacking in defenses and may in fact 
be pathologically undefended. Low scores indicate defensiveness, and 
suggest that the Positive Scores are probably artificially elevated by 
this defensiveness. 
B. The Positive Scores (P) . These scores derive directly from the 
phenomenological classification scheme. In the original analysis of the 
item pool the statements seemed to be conveying three primary messages & 
(1)  This is what I am, (2 ) This is how I feel about myself, and 
( 3) This is what I do , On the basis of these three types of state­
ments the three horizontal categories were formed. They appear on the 
Score Sheet as Row 1, Row 2, and Row 3 (see figure 1) and are, hereafter, 
referred to  by those labels. The Row Scores thus comprise three sub­
scores which, when added , constitute the Total Positive or Total P Score_. 
These scores represent an internal frame of reference within which the 
individual is describing himself. 
Further study of the original items indicated that they also 
varied considerably in terms of a more external frame of reference. Even 
within the same row category the statements might vary widely in content. 
For example, with Row 1 ( the What I am category ) the statements refer 
to what I am physically, morally, socially, etc. Therefore , the pool 
of items was sorted again according to these new vertical categories, 
which are the five Column Scores of the Score Sheet in Figure 1. Thus 
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the whole set of items is divided two ways , vertically into columns 
( external frame of reference) and horizontally into rows { internal frame 
of reference) with each item and each cell contributing to two different 
scores , 
1 ,  Total P Score. Thi s is the most important single score on the 
Counseling Form. It reflects the overall level of self esteem. Persons 
with high scores tend to like themselves , feel that they are persons 
of value and worth, have confidence in themselves ,  and act accord­
ingly. People with low scores are doub tful about their own worth ; see 
themsel ves as u ndesirable; often feel anxious , depressed , and unhappy; 
and have little faith or confidence in themselves. 
I f  the Self Criticism (SC) Score is low , high P Scores become 
suspect and are probably the result of defensive distortion. E xtremely 
high scores ( generally above the 99th percentile) are deviant and are 
usually fou nd only in such disturbed people as para noid schizophrenics 
. who as a group show many extreme scores , both high and low. 
O n  the Cou nseling Form the Positive Scores are simply designated 
as P Scores , while on the Score Sheet of the C and R Form they are 
referred to as P + N Scores in order to clarify the computations 
involved , 
2.  Row 1 P Score - Identity. These are the " what I �" iteffis. 
Here the individual  is describi ng his basic identity--what he is as he 
sees himsel f. 
J . R ow 2 P Score - Sel f Satisfaction. This score comes from those 
items where the individual describ es how he feels about the self he 
perceives. In general this score reflects the level of self sa tis­
faction or self acceptance. An individual may have vecy high scores on 
R ow 1 and Row 3 yet still score low on Row 2 because of very high 
standards and expectations for himself. Or vice versa, he may have a 
low opinion of himself as indicated by the R ow 1 and Row 3 Scores yet 
sti ll have a high Self Satisfaction Score on R ow 2. The sub -scores are 
therefore b est i nterpreted in comparison with each other and with the 
Total P Score . 
4. Row 3 P Score - B ehavior. This score comes from those items that 
say '' this is what I do, or this is the way I act. " Thus this score 
measures the individual ' s perception of his own behavio r or the way he 
functions. 
5. Col umn A - Physical Self. H ere the individual is presenting his 
view of his body, his state of health, his physical appearance, skills, 
and sexuality. 
6. Column B - Moral-E thic al Self. This score describ es the sel f 
from a moral-ethical frame of reference--moral worth, relationship to 
God, feelings of b eing a " good" or "bad" person, and satisfaction with 
one ' s religion or lack of it. 
7 .  Column C � Personal Self. This score reflects the individual' s 
se nse of personal worth, his feeli ng of adequacy as a person and his 
evaluation of  his personality apart from his b ody or his relationships 
to others. 
8. Col umn D - Family Self. This score reflects one' s feel ings of 
adequacy, worth and value· as a family member. J t  refers to the 
i ndividual' s perception of self in reference to his closest and most 
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immediate circle of associates. 
9 . Column E - Social Self . This is another "self as perceived in 
relation to others" category but pertains to "others" in a more general 
way . It reflects the person ' s  sense of adequacy and worth in his social 
interaction with other people in general, 
C .  The Variability Scores (V) . The V scores provide a simple measure 
or the amount of variability, or inconsistency, from one area of self 
perception to another . High scores mean that the subject is quite 
variable in this respect while low scores indi cate low variabi lity which 
may even approach rigidity if extremely low ( below the first percentile) . 
1. Total V .  This represents the total amount of variability for 
the entire record . High scores mean that the person' s  self concept is 
so variable from one area to another as to reflect little unity or inte­
gration. High scoring persons tend to compartmentalize certain areas of 
self and view these areas quite apart from the remainder of self. Well 
· integrated people generally score below the mean on these scores but 
above the first percentile. 
2 .  Column Total V .  This score measures and summarizes the var­
iations within the columns. 
J .  Row Total V. This score is the sum of the variations across 
the rows. 
D �  The Distribution Score (D) . This score is a summary score of the 
way one distributes his answers across the five available  choices in 
responding to the items of the Scale. It is also interpreted as a 
measure of still another aspect of self perception s certai nty about the 
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way one see s himself. High score s indicate that the subject i s  very 
definite and certain in what he says about himself while low scores 
mean just the opposite . Low score s are found also at time s wi th people 
who are being defensive and guarded .  They hedge and avoid really com­
mitting themselve s by employing n 3" re sponse s on the Answer Sheet. 
Extreme score s on this variable are undesirable in e ither 
direction and are most often obtained from disturbed people . For 
example, schizophrenic patients often use " 5" and "1" answers almost 
exclusively , thus creating very high D Score s .  Other disturbed 
patients are e xtremely uncertain and noncommittal in their self 
descriptions with a predominance of "2", " 3" and "4" re sponse s and 
very low D Scores. 
Admini stration 
The Scale i s  self admini steri ng and require s no instructions 
. beyond those on the inside cover of the te st booklet. It i s  well , 
however ,  to note one point whi ch may need special attention by the 
examiner .  The answer sheet i s  arranged so that the subje ct re sponds 
to every other item on the answer sheet .  Some subject s  may be 
momentarily confused on this point, and it will help the e xaminer to be 
aware of thi s  possibility. 
APPENDIX C 
TABLE 23 
C HARACTER I ST I C S OF  STUD ENT S WHO CHANG ED MAJ O RS W I TH I N  A COLLEG E AT SOUTH DAKOTA STATE U N I V E R S I TY 
DU R I NG THE FALL TERM S  OF  1 970•7 1 AND 1 97 1 ·72 
Numbe r of Stude n t s  Ave rage ACT Ave rage ACT Co l l e ge G PA of 
Who Cha nged M aj o rs Compos i te Sco re of Compos i te Sco re of S t ude n t s  Who 
S t u de n t s  En te r i ng  F ro s h  C h a nge d M aj o rs 
Co  1 l ege 
Fa l l  ' 70 F a l l  ' 7 1 Fa l l ' 70 F a l l ' 7 1 
Fa  1 1  ' 70 Fa l l  ' 7 1 Fa l l  ' 70 F a l l ' 7 1 
Ave . N Ave , N Ave , N Ave , 
Ag r i cu t t u  re 79 87 77 22 , 7  84 22. s 22 . 1 22 . 1 77  2 , 3 1  87  2 , 4 1  
Eng l nee r l  ng so 1 1  48 25 , 2  1 1 2 3 . 6  24 . 6  24 , 8  49 2 . 46 1 1  2 . 38 
A r t s  and Sc i e nce 95 1 24 90 22 . 4 1 1 9 25 , 2  22 . 1 22 . 5  95 2 , 40 1 2 4 2 , 4 8 
Home Econ om t cs  26 6 1  26 22 . 4 5 9  2 1 . 0 2 1  , 1 2 1 . 1  2 6  2 . 5 9 6 1  2 . 46 
Pha rma cy* N/A N/A N/A N/A 24 . 6  24 . 1 N/A N/A 
Gen . · Reg i s t ra t i on 7 6 6 20 . 2 6 20 . 8 2 1  . 4  22 . 0  7 2 .  0 1  6 2 , 27 
Nu rs  t ng*�" N/A 5 N/A 5 2 2 . 2 22 , 4 2 1 . 9  N/A 5 2 . 48 
Tota l /Ave rage 257 294 247 23 . 0  284 22. 6 22 . 4  22 . 6  254 2 . 3 9 2 94 2 , 4 1  
* O n l y  one maj o r  i n  th i s co l l ege . 
**Two maj ors  t n  t h i s  co l l e ge beg i nn i ng Fa l l 1 97 1 , 
TABLE 24 
COLLEG E AND CLAS S OF STU DENT S  1..JHO TRANSFERRED  F ROM O NE MAJ OR TO 
ANOTHER  MAJ O R  ON  CAMPU S AT SOUTH  DAKOTA STATE U N I V E RS I TY 
DU R I NG THE FALL TER� 1 97 1 -72 
C l ass  S tand i ng 
At T i me of  Ma jor  Change 
Co 1 l ege 
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F res hmen Sophomores Jun i ors  Sen i o rs 
Ag r i  cu 1 tu re 2 8  3 4  1 6  9 
Eng i nee r i ng 2 4 4 1 
Art s a nd _Sc i ence 47 3 9  29  9 
Home Econom i cs 29  1 7 1 0  5 
P ha rmacy'': N/A N/A N/A N/A 
Gene ra l Reg i s t ra t i  on  4 2 0 0 
Nu rs i ng 3 l 1 0 
Tot a l  1 1 3 97 60 24 
*On l y  one maj o r  i n  th i s  co l l ege . 
TABLE 25 
CHARACTER I ST I CS OF STUDENTS WHO TRANSFERRED FROM ONE COLLEGE TO ANOTHER COLLEGE  ON CAMPUS AT SOUTH DAKOTA STATE UN IVERS ITY 
DUR I NG THE FALL TERM S OF 1 970•7 1  ANO 1 97 1 •72 
Numbe r of Students  Numbe r of  Students  Net Ga i n  Ave rage ACT Ave rage ACT Comp .  Co l l ege G PA of 
Who Transfe r�ed \.tlo Tran s fe r red or Compos i te Score of Score of  S tuden t s  Studen t s  \.hio 
Ou t I n  Het Loss En te r i ng F res hmen Tran s fe r r f  ng Ou t Tran s fe r red  Ou t 
Co l l ege 
Fa l t  ' 70 Fa l 1 ' 7 1 Fa l 1 ' 70 Fa l 1 ' 7 1 
Fa l l  ' 70 Fa t l ' 7 1 Fa t l ' 70 Fa t l ' 7 1 Fa l 1 ' 70 Fa t J ' 7 1 Fa t l ' 70 Fa t 1 ' 7 1  
Ave . N Ave . N Ave . N Ave . 
Ag r l  cu I t u re 29 36 3 1  4 8  2 1 2  22 . 1 22 . 1 29 2 1 .  9 34 2 2 . 1  29 2 . 58 35 2 . 40 
Eng l nee r t  ng 64 43 9 7 •55 -36 24 . 6 24 . 8  64 24 . o  4 3  24 . 9  64  2 . 08 4 2  1 . 99 
Arts and Sc i ence 53 54 1 24 1 37 7 1  83 22 . 1  22 . 5  S t 2 1 .  4 53 22 . 8  52 2 . 29 54 2 . 5 9  
Home Economi es 1 8  23 34 27 1 6  4 2 1 .  1 2 1 .  1 1 7  2 1 . 3  22 22 . 3  1 8  2 . 34 23 2 . 47 
Pha rmacy 20 1 7  1 l 1 3  ·9 -4  24 . 6 2 4 . 1 20 25 . 0  1 7  23 . 0  20 2 . 30 1 7 2 . 3 3  
Gen . Reg i s t ra t i on  65 83 38 35 •27 .r. a  2 1 . 4  22 . 0  62 2 1  . s  8 1  22 . 7  64  2 . 34 83 2 . 46 
Nu rs i ng 1 6  23 1 8  1 2  2 • 1 1 22 . 4  2 1 . 9 1 4  2 1  . 6  22 2 1 .  4 1 5  2 . 2s 23 2 . 1 4  
Tota l /Ave rage 265 265 
I 
22 . 4  279 279 : 22 . 6  22 . 4  2 72 262 
' 
2 . 38 257 22 . 9  2 , 25 277 
TABLE 26 
COLL EG E AND  CLASS  OF STU D E NT S  WHO TRAN SFERRED  FROM O NE COLL EG E  TO 
ANOTHE R  COLL EG E ON CAMPU S AT SOUT H DAKOTA STATE U N I V ER S I TY 
DUR I NG T HE FALL TE �� 1 97 1 • 72 
C l a s s  Stand i ng 
At T i me of Co 1 1  ege Change 
Co1  l ege 
F res hmen Sophomo re s J u n i o rs Sen I ors 
Ag r i cu l tu re 1 9  4 8 • 5 
Eng i nee r i ng 1 7  1 6  7 3 
Art s and Sc i ence 2 0  2 1  8 5 
Home Econom i cs 7 1 0  6 0 
Pha rmacy 6 5 4 2 
Gene ra l Reg i s t ra t i on 23  44 1 4  2 
Nu rs i ng  1 3  4 4 2 
Tot a l  1 05 1 04 5 1  1 9  
TABL E 27  
REASONS G I V E �  FOR STU D E NTS  TRANSFERR I NG F ROM ONE  COL LEG E  
T O  ANOTHER  DU R I NG THE FALL S EM ESTE R  1 97 1  
Rea s on G i ve n  
By S t uden t 
I n te re s t  C hange 
Dec i de d  on a Maj or 
No Rea s on G i ve n  
Aca dem i c  Rea s on s  
P repa re f or Fu t u re J ob 
Wi l l  be a b l e  t o  G radua te S oone r 
C ha nge t o  Undec i de d  
M ore F reedom t o  Ch oose C ou rse s  Now 
Adm i n l s t ra t i ve E r ror 
Change Back  to O r i g i na l  Maj or 
Tota l 
F reque ncy of Res p on se 
1 1 9 
56 
53  
1 1  








TABL E 28  
COM PAR I SO N OF THE  NUM BE R OF STU D E NTS WHO C HANG E D  COL L EG E  DU R I NG THE 
SPR I NG AND FALL TERM S  OF 1 970- 7 1  AND_ 1 97 1 • 72 AT 
SOUTH DAKOTA STATE U N I V E R S I TY 
Numbe r Chang i ng Co l l ege Numbe r Chang i n g C ol l ege 
1 970 - 1 97 1  Schoo l 1 9 7 1  - 1 972 Sch oo l  
Yea r  Ye a r  
Co l l e ge 
Fa  1 1  Sp r t  ng Fa 1 1  Sp r i ng 
1 970 1 97 1  1 97 1  1 97 1  1 972 1 972  
Ag r i cu  1 tu  re 29 8 36 1 4  
Eng i nee r i ng 64 1 5 43 23 
A r t s  and Sc i e nce 53 1 6  5 4 1 9  
Home Econom i cs 1 8  6 23 1 4  
Pha rmacy 20 5 1 7  1 4  
Gen . Reg i s t ra t i on 65 4 1  83 79 
Nu rs i ng 1 6  3 2 3  1 0  
Tota l 265 94 279 1 73 
Co 1 l eg_e 
Ag r i cu l tu re 
Eng i nee r t  ng 
A r t s  and Sc i e nce 
' 
Home Econom i c s 
P ha rmacy 
Gene ra l Reg i s t ra t i on 
Nu rs i ng 
Tot a l s  
TABLE 29  
COLLEG E  AND CLASS OF  STU D ENTS WHO W I THDREW FROM 
SOUTH DAKOTA STATE U N I V ERS I TY DU R I NG THE 
FALL TERM S OF  1 970 ·7 1  AND 1 97 1 • 72 
C l as s  S tan d i ng At T i me of Wt thd rawa l 
F reshmen  
Fa  1 1  Fa 1 1  
1 970-7 1 1 97 1 -72 
9 1 5  
7 8 
7 1 1  
0 6 
2 0 
5 1 0  
1 4 
3 1 54 
F rom Col l ege 
Sophomores 
Fa 1 1  Fa 1 1  
1 970-7 1 1 97 1 ·72  







1 7  30 
J un t ors 
Fa 1 1  Fa 1 1  








1 8  20 
Sen i ors 
Fa 1 1  Fa l l  
















ACADEM I C  C HARACTER I ST I C S OF  STUD ENTS  WHO W I THDREW FROM SOUTH DAKOTA STATE U N I V E RS I TY 
DU R I NG THE SP R I NG TERM S  O F  1 97 1  AND 1 972 
Numbe r of St udents  Ave rage ACT Ave rage ACT Co 1 l ege G PA o f  
Wi thd rawi ng  Du r i ng C ompos i te Score of C ompos i te Score of S t u den ts  Wi t h d raw i n g  
Sp r t  n g  Te rms En te r i ng F re shme n  S tude n ts Wi thd rawi ng  
Co 1 l ege 
Sp r i ng . Sp r i ng Sp r i ng Sp r i n g  Sp r i ng*  Sp r i ng Sp r i ng · Sp r i ng 
1 97 1  1 972 1 9 7 1 1 9 72 1 9 7 1  1 972 1 9 7 1  1 972 
Ag r i cu l tu re 1 9  1 8  22 . 1 22 . 1 2 1  2 1 . 7 2 .  1 3  1 .  94 
Eng i nee r i ng 8 8 2 4 . 6  2 4 . 2  2 5  2 3 , 5  2 . 2 7 1 • 9 1  
Arts  and  Sc i ence 1 4  29 2 2 .  1 22 . s  2 1  2 1 . 0 1 .  88 1 .  95 
Home Econom i cs 3 8 2 1  • 1 2 1 . 9 1 6  1 9 , 3  2 , 50 2 .  1 6  
Pha rmacy 2 2 24 . 6  25 . 1 2 3  26 . 0  1 . 73 1 .  93 
Gen. Reg i s t ra t i on 1 1  1 5 2 1 . 4 2 1 . 6 22  2 2 . 2  1 .  58  1 . so 
Nu rs i ng 2 2 22 . 4  22 . 0  2 1  26 . 0  1 .  96 3 . 29 
Tota l /Ave rage 59 82 22 . 4  22 . 4  2 1  2 1 . 6 1 . 98 1 • 9 1  
* ACT C ompos i te scores  for Sp r i ng  1 97 1  had  been rounded  to  the nea res t who l e  n umbe r t n  or i g i n a l  
reports  f rom wh i ch the data  was ob ta i ne d .  
TABLE 3 1  
COL L EG E  AND CLASS STAND I NG OF STU DENTS  WHO W I THD REW FROM 
SOUT H DAKOTA STATE U N I V E RS I TY DU R I NG THE 
SPR I NG 1 97 1  AND  SP R I NG 1 972 T ERM S  
C l a s s  S tan d i n g  a t  T i me of 
Wi t hd rawa l F rom the U n i ve rs i ty 
Co 1 J ege F re shmen  Sophomores J un i o rs Sen l o rs Spec t a  1 
S t u de n t s *  
Sp r i ng Sp r i ng Sp r 1  ng Sp r i ng Sp r i ng Sp r i ng Sp r l  n g  S p  r l n g  Sp r f n g  
1 97 1  1 972  1 97 1  1 972 1 97 1  1 972 1 97 1  1 972 1 97 1  
Ag r i cu l t u re 6 8 5 6 2 2 4 2 2 
Eng i nee r i ng 3 3 2 0 2 3 0 2 1 
Art s  and  Sc i ence 8 1 5  3 4 1 4 1 3 1 
Home Economi cs 1 2 1 1 0 4 1 1 0 
Pha rmacy 0 0 1 2 1 0 0 0 0 
Gen. Reg i s t ra t i on 7 1 3  2 0 1 1 0 0 1 
Nu rs i ng 0 1 0 1 2 0 0 0 0 
Tota l 25 42 1 4  1 4  9 1 4  6 8 5 
* Spec i a l  s t uden t s  do  not have a c l a s s  de s i gn a t i on .  T ran s c r i p t s may be pend i n g and t he 
s tuden t  i s  not  e l i g i b l e  t o  be a cand i d a te for  g ra�ua t 1 on u nt i l t he s pec i a l  s ta tu s  h a s  
bee n  changed. 












TABL E 32  
COMPAR I SON  O F  T HE NUM BER OF STUDENT S  THAT W I THDREW FROM 
SOUTH DAKOTA STATE U N I V E R S I TY DU R I NG T HE FAL L 
1 970-7 1 AND FAL L 1 97 1 - 72 TERM S  W I TH THE  
SPR I NG 1 97 1  A ND SP R I NG 1 972 T E�� S  
Numbe r Wi t hd raw i ng Numbe r Wi t h d raw i ng 
Du r t  ng 1 970- 1 97 1  Du r i ng 1 9 7 1 • 1 972 
Schoo 1 Yea r Schoo l Yea r  
Col l ege 
Fa  1 1  Sp r i ng r:a l l  Sp r t  ng 
1 970 - 1 97 1 1 97 1  1 97 1 - 1 972 1 972 
Ag r i cu I tu re 1 7 1 9  32 1 8  
Eng i neer i ng 1 3  8 1 2  8 
Ar t s  and Sc i ence 24 1 4  30  29 
Home Econom i c s  3 3 9 8 
Pha rmacy 9 2 4 2 
Gen. Reg i s t ra t i on 7 1 1  1 8  1 5  
Nu rs i ng 3 2 7 2 
Tota l 76 59 1 1 2 82 
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CHANGES CONSIDERED AS CHANGES OF PROGRAM FOR THIS STUDY 
I .  All changes into Nursing except s 
From General Registration Nursing ( 5.54) to Nursing 
II. All change s into Pharmacy 
III. All changes into Home Economics except s 
From General Registration Home Ee. ( 532 ) to Home Economics 
From Art s  and Science Journalism ( 257 ) to Home Ee. J ournalism 
From Agriculture Journalism ( 013) to Home Ee . J ournalism 
IV . All changes in Engineering except a 
From Arts and Science Physics ( 269) to Engineering Physics 
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From Agriculture Mechanized Ag. (0,54 ) to Agri culture Engineering 
From General Registrati on Engineering General (514) to any 
Engineering Major 
V ,  All change s int o Agriculture except: 
From Agriculture Engineering (103) to Mechanized Agriculture 
From Arts and Science Bacteriology ( 207 )  to Bacteriology in Ag. 
From Arts and Science Biology (210 ) to Biology or Wildlife Biology 
in  Agriculture . 
From Arts and Science Botany (213 )  to Botany in Agriculture 
From Arts and Science Economics ( 230 )  to Agri-Business  or to 
Agri- Economics 
From Arts and Science Entomology ( 236) to Entomology in Ag . 
From Arts and Science Journalism (257) to Agriculture J ournalism 
From Arts and Science Plant Pathology ( 275) to Ag . Plant Pathology 
From Arts and Science Sociology ( 291 ) to Rural Sociology 
From Arts and Science Zoology ( 299 ) to Zoology in Agriculture 
From Home Economics Journalism ( 340 ) to Agriculture Journalism 
From General Registration General Agriculture ( 522 ) to General 
Agriculture 
VI. All change s  into Arts and Science except s 
From Agri-Business ( 003) or Agri-Economics  ( 006)  to Economics 
From Agri-Journalism ( 01 3) to Journalism in Arts and Scie nce 
From Ag. Bacteriology ( 026) to Bacteriology in Arts and Science 
From Ag. Biology ( 028) or Wildlife 3iology ( 093 )  to Biology 
From Ag. Botany ( 031 )  to Botany in Art s and Science 
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From Ag . Ent omology (040)  t o  Entomology in  A rt s
 and Sci ence 
From Ag. Plant Pathology (062) to Art s  and Sc
i ence Plant F ath. 
From Rural Sociology ( 085) t o  Soci ology in A rts an
d Sci ence 
From Ag. Zoology ( 097 ) t o  Ar ts  and Sci ence Zo
ology 
From Engineering Phy sics ( 140) to A rt s  and S
cience Phy sics 
From Home E conomics J ournali sm ( 340) to A rt s
 and Sci ence J ourn . 
From General Registration Economics (510) 
t o  E conomics 
From General Registration Engli sh ( 518) to En
glish i n  Art s  and 
Sci ence 
V II . A ll ch anges into General Regi strat
i on except s 
From General Agricultu re ( 043) to Ag. Gen
eral Agriculture 
From Agri -Business ( 003) or A gri-Economic
s (006) t o  General 
Regi strat ion Economi cs 
From General Engineering (14 7) to  Ge
neral E ngine eri ng in 
General Registrati on 
From Ar t s and Sci ence Economics (230
) t o  General Regi st rat ion 
E conomics 
From A r t s  and Sci ence Engli sh ( 233) t o  
Gen. R egi strati on English 
From Arts and Sci ence Spe ci al N on-D
egree (295) t o  Gen. Regi st ration 
N o-Preference 
From General Home E conomi cs ( 318) to  G
en. Regi st rati on Home Ee . 
From N ur si ng (725) t o  General Regis




TABLE 33. --TABULATION OF RELIGION OF FAMILY OF SAMPLE GROUPS 
Rel igion or Chan ger Withdrawer Persister 
Denomination Group  Group Group Tota l 
Baptist 3 3 5 11 
Episcopalian 1 0 3 4 
Jewish 0 0 0 0 
Lutheran 55 31 99 185 
Method ist 27 22 29 78 
Presbyteria n  9 6 1 3  28 
Roman Cat holic 43 21 69 133 
Unit€d Church of 5 3 9 17 
Christ 
Ot her Denominations 7 4 25 36 
None or No Religion 1 1 4 6 
Total 151 91 256 498 
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TABLE J4. --FATHER ' S  OCCUPA TION CF STUDENTS IN SA?l�E GROUPS 
Changer Withdrawer Persister 
Father' s  Occupa tional Area Group Group Group 
Farming, Ranching, Farm Related 56 30 106 
u .  S. Government (I ncludes 12 2 8 
Postal Service) 
Business Owners 11 7 28 
B usiness Managers, Supervisors 11 5 11 
Foreman and Skilled Workers 11 8 18 
Tru ck Drivers, Transportation 9 5 6 
Semi-Skil led, La borers 8 J 12 
Salesman and Agents (I ncludes 7 5 17 
Real Estate Salesmen) 
Education (Secondary, Elem. ) 5 5 11 
Professional Health Services 3 3 5 
E ducation, Higher 3 0 5 
B ankers 2 2 3 
State Employment 1 3 5 
Armed Service - 1 1 0 
Engineer 1 3 5 
Ci ty and County Empl oyment 0 2 6 
Ministers 0 2 1 
Miscellaneous Occupations 1 2 3 
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TABLE 35 . --STUDENT ESTIMATE OF FAMILY INCOME 
Changers Withd.rawers Per sisters Total 
Income Level 
No . % No. % No.  % N o . % 
$25 ,000 a nd over 9 6 .25 9 10. 34 20 8 .03 38 7 . 92 
15 ,000 to 24 , 999 31 21 . 53 17 19 . 54 48 19 . 28 96 20.00 
12 ,000 to 14 , 999 28 19.44 17 19 • .54 67 26 . 91 1 12 23 . 32 
9 ,000 to 11 , 999 29 20.14 17 19 . 54  56 22. 49 1 02 21.25 
6 , 000 to 8 , 999 26 18 .06 21 24.14 34 13 . 65 81 16 . 88 
3 ,000 to 5 , 999 14 9. 72 5 5. 75 23 9 .24 42 8 . 75 
Unde r $ 3 , 000 7 4 . 86 1 1 .15 1 . 40 9 1. 88 
Total 144 100.00 87 100.00 249 100.00 480 100 .00 
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TABLE J6. --SIZE OF COMMUNITY OF PARENT RESIDENCE 
Size 0£ Community Changers Withdrawers Persisters Total 
0£ Residence 0£ 
Parents 
No. % No . % No. % N o .  % 
Farm or Open Country 54 35 . 76 Jl 34 . 08 97 37 . 89 182 36. 55 
Up to 1 , 000 Pop . 27 17 . 88 14 15 . 38 22 8. 59 63 12 . 65 
1 , 000 to 2 , 499 13 8 . 61 8 8 . 79 28 10 . 94 49 9 . 84  
2 , 500 to 4 , 999 8 5 . 30 6 6 . 59 19 7. 42 33 6 . 63 
5, 0 00 to 9 , 999 3 1 . 99 6 6 . 59 8 3 . 1 3 17 3 . 41 
10 , 000 and Over 46 J0 .46 26 28 . 57 82 32 . 03 1_54 30 . 92 
Total 151 100 . 00 91 100 . 00 256 100 . 00 498 100 . 00 
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TABLE 37 . --STUDENT ESTIMATE OF CLASS STAN DING OF PARENTS 
Changers Withdrawers Persisters Total 
Class Level 
No. % No ,  % N o . % N o  • % 
Class I 1 • 66 7 7 , 69 5 1. 95 13 2 . 61 
Class II 23 15. 23 10 10. 99 35 13 . 67 68 13. 65 . 
Class III 36 23. 84 21 23.08 74 28. 91 131 26. 31 
Class IV 87 57 . 63 49 53 ,84 138 53 , 91 274 55 , 02 
Class V 1 . 66 4 4.40 2 • 78 7 1.41 
Class VI 2 1. 32 0 . oo 1 , 39 3 . 60 
Class VII 1 . 66 0 . . . . oo 1 , 39 2 . 40 
Total 151 100. 00 91 100.00 256 100 .00 498 100. 00 
A verage Estimate x = 3, 47 x = 3 . 36 x = J.4o x = 3 .42 
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TABLE J8. --COMPARISON OF INCOME OF FARENTS TO OTHERS IN COMMUNITY 
Changers Withdrawers Persisters Total  
Income Class L evel 
No .  % N o. % N o. % No .  % 
Class I 7 4. 64 4 4.44 11 4 . JO 22 4. 43 
Class II 22 14. 57 17 18.89 47 18. J6 86 17, 30 
Class III 30 19 .87 17 18. 89 80 31 . 25 127 25 .55 
Class IV 75 49 , 67 41 45 ! 56 96 37 , 50 212 42. 66 
Class V 11 7.28 9 10.00 20 7 , 81 40 8 , 05 
Class VI 6 3. 97 2 2.22 1 . 39 9 1 .81 
Class VII 0 . oo 0 . oo 1 . 39 1 .20 
Total 151 100.00 90 100. 00 256 100.00 497 100.00 
Average Income L evel X = J . 52 X = J • .51 x = 3.28 X = 3 . 39 
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TABLE 39 . --MARKET VALUE OF PARENT'S HOME COMPARED TO OTHERS IN 
COMMUNITY 
Changers Withdrawers Persisters Total 
Class Level 
of Home 
No.  % N o. % No . % No. % 
Class I 6 4. 00 3 3 . 33 12 4. 71 21 4.24 
Class II 20 13 . 33 13 14.44 40 15 . 69 73 14. 75  
Class III 39 26. 00 17 18. 89 79 30 . 98 135 27 .27 
Class IV 68 45. 34 44 48.90 97 38 . 0 3 209 42.23 
Class V 12 8. 00 8 8 . 89 22 8 . 63 42 8.48 
Class VI 5 3. 33 4 4 .44 5 1. 96 14 2. 8J 
Class VII 0 . oo 1 1 .11  0 . oo 1 .20 
Total 150 100 . 00 90 100 . 00 255 100 . 00 495 100 . 00 
Average Class Level x = 3 . 50 x = 3 . 63 x = 3. 36 x = J.45 
TABLE 40 . --LEAST SQUARES ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF RELATION SHIP BETWEEN 
SOCIAL CLASS ( WISC)  A�D COI-�PARISON oY 'I'HE STUDEN T OF FAt-1ILY 









Sum of Squares 
538 . 057693 
148 . 194645 
389 . 863048 
Mean Squares 
24 . 699107 
o . 84.5690 
F Ratio 
29 . 206 
P<. 001 
TABLE 41 . --LEAST SQUARES ANALYSI S OF VARIANCE OF RELATION SHIP BETWEEN 
SOCIAL CLASS ( WI SC )  AND MARKET VALUE OF HOME A S  ESTHlATED 









Sum of Squares 
.548 . 382479 
1 32 .443914 
41.5 .  93856.5 
Mean Squar�s 
22 . 073986 





TABLE 42 . --LEAST SQUARES ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF RELATION SHIP BETWEEN 
SOCIAL CLASS (WI SC ) AND FATHER ' S  SOCIAL CLASS A S  A SCERTAI:NED 









Sum of Squares 
668 • .53632.5 
1_54. . 676020 
.513 .  8 60 JO .5 
Mean Squares 
25.  779337 
1 . 114664 
F Ratio 
2 3 . 127 
P<. 00l 
TABLE 43. --LEAST SQUARES ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF RB'.:LATIOKSHIP BETWEEN 
SOCIAL CLASS (WISC) AND FANILY I:t-.CCME LEVEL AS ESTIMATED 









Sum of Squares 
1020, 991453 
228 . 973757 







TABLE 44 . --LEAST SQUARES ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF RELATICN SHIP BETWEEN 










Sum of Squares 
352.230769 
72. 780667 






TABLE 45 . --LEAST SQUARES ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN 









Sum of Squares 
1508. 382�78 
249,2.51972 
1259 , 130506 
Mean Squares 
41 . .541995 
2 .  731 30 3  
F Ratio 
1 5 . 210 
P < . 001 
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TABLE 43. --LEAST SQUARES ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF RELATIOKSHIP BETWEEN 
SOCIAL CLASS (WISC) AND FANILY I1CCME LEVEL AS ESTIMATED 









Sum of Squares 
1020 . 991453 





F Rati o 
22.213 
P <  , 001 
TABLE 44 . - -LEAST SQUARES ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF RELATICN SHIP BETWEEN 














M ean Squares 
12.1 30111 
0 . 606182 
F Ratio 
20 . 011 
TABLE 45. --LEAST SQUARES ANALYSI S OF VARIANCE OF RELATION SHIP BETWEEN 









Sum of Squares 
1508 , 382�78 
249 ,251972 
1259 . 130506 
Jvl ean Squares 
41. 541995 
2 . 7 31303 
F Ratio 
1.5 ,210 
P <  , 001 
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TABLE 43 . --LEAST SQUARES ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF RELATIOKSHIP BETWEEN 
SOCIAL CLA SS (WISC ) AN D FAi·11y I�COl-'iE LEVEL AS ESTIMATED 









Sum of Sciuares 
1020 . 9914-53 
228 . 973757 
792 . 017696 
Mean Square s 
38 .162293 
1 . 718043 
F Ratio  
22 . 21 3  
P <  . 001 
TABLE 44 . --LEAST SQUARES ANALYSI S  OF VARIANCE OF RELATICN SHIP BETWEEN 










Sum of Square s 
3.52 . 230769 
72 . 780667 
279 . 4.50102 
Mean Square s 
12 . 1 30111 
0 . 606182 
F Ratio 
20 . 011 
TABLE 45. --LEAST SQUARES ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF RELATION SHIP BETWEEN 









Sum of Square s 
1.508 . 382478 
249 . 2.51972 
12.59 . 130 .506 
Mean Square s 
41 . .54199.5 
2 .  731 303  
F Ratio  
1 .5 . 210 
P < . 001 
lBJ 
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TABLE 46 . --LEAST SQUARES ANALYSI S CF VARIAN CE OF RELATION SHIP BETWEEN 
SOCIAL CLASS ( WI SC )  AND CLASS STA1':1)ING OF FRIE:KDS OF ·THE FAMILY 
Source 
Total 






Sum of Squares 
385 . 750000 
59 . ?33496 
326 . 016504 
Mean Squ ares 
9 . 955583 
0 . 707194 
F Ratio 
14 . 078 
TABLE 47 . --LEAST SQUARES ANALYSI S OF VARIAN CE OF RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN 









Sum of Squares 
1080 . 826923 
49 . 129175 
1031 . 697748 
Mean Squares 
8 .188196 
2 . 237956 
F Ratio 
3 . 659 
P <  . 01 
TABLE 48. ••CORRELAT ION MATR IX  
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